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Speaking out

1st-time repeater

CCHS students comment on
community, world issues

Bain teams with
Brown at George Hart

See page 2

MURRAY - KENTUCKY LAKE
America's Retirement Choice

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 2, 1988

— News In Brief
Open house scheduled next week
at headquarters of 101st Airborne
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP — An "open house" at the head.
-quarters- of- thefilist---Airborne --Divisien-next--week---is a-ehanee-fefcivilians to see some of the military's newest equipment, officials at
Port Campbell say.
''Army training is generally not something the public or families
viould see," said Maj. Randy Schoel, spokesman for the post. "So in
this case our normal training has been suspended to give the maximum opportunity for the families to participate."
The Week of the Eagles, held every two years, begins Friday with
competition among units of the airborne division, and the public is invited to several events next Thursday.
Those include a demonstration of an air assault, the division's principal combat tactic in which soldiers and equipment are parachuted
and landed at a simulated battle area. A picnic, aircraft displays and
carnival are also scheduled for that day.
And a service area will be set up for military retirees who need to
update their identification cards, schedule appointments or conduct
other business. About 75,000 military retirees live within a 75-mile
radius of the post, Schoel said
The rest of the week is spent in contests among units in military
games including a howitzer competition, and others involving TOW
missies, radio teletypes and othe'r equipthent.
"The week provides a number of activities that stress soldier pride,
professional development and friendly competition," Schoel said.
One of the largest events for the soldiers is a run led by Maj. Gen.
Teddy Allen, commander of the 101st. involving everyone in the
15.000-member division.

Elsewhere...
S.4.% SALVADOR, El Salvador — The acting chief executive says
President Jose Napoleon laiarte has -cancer and is "on- the verge of
'death.-".-Duarte-has-beenondergoing tests in a Washington hospital.
THE WORI1) OF POLITICS — Democrats Jesse Jackson and
Michael Dukakis, after days of long-distance dialogue over their
party's ticket and platform. had a face-to-face -talk set today.
Republican George Bush. meanwhile, said in an interview published
today that he doesn't need to court the far-right "fringe" to win in
November.
NEWARK. N.J. — Lung-cancer victim Rose Cipollone had a right
to smoke knowing the risks just as the maker of her cigarettes has a
right to say smoking is not a proven cancer-cause, a tobacco company lawyer said in closing arguments.
.4R111.4. Occupied Hest Bank — Israeli human rights activists are
accusing Israeli soldiers of brutality in the occupied lands, alleging
that the bloodshed has been part of-a systematic campaign of terror.
BOHKEN. Nest Germany — Rescuers drill urgently through tons
of debris inside a coal mine, but hold little hope for finding survivors
of a blast that killed at least 16 miners and trapp01--11-abOUTIOU foe.
underground .
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State's farmers warned of drought stress
LEXINGTON. Ky. AP ) — With
rainfalllevels about four inches
below normal in Kentucky,
farmers _ar_e_b_eing _warned that
drought stress is a strong possibility during the remainder of the
growing season.
Farmers should make sure their
crops are getting enough
moisture. said Tom Priddy,
meteorologist for the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.

"The soil did not get a spring
recharge this year. So as crops try
to stretch out their roots to the subsurface, there is very little
moisture for them in the soil,"
Priddy said in a news release.
He said dry soil conditions,
along with the stress of midsummer temperatures, can
reduce crop yield.
Besides irrigation, Priddy suggested that farmers employ soil-

/- denied
Middlesbeiro
disaster declaration
MIDDLESBORO. Ky. AP.) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson will appeal a federal agency's decision to
deny the state's request to declare
tornado-damaged Middlesboro a
disaster area.
Doug Alexander. Wilkinson's
press secretary. said a letter appealing the decision announced
Wednesday is being prepared.
While denied disaster declaration by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. the city was.
declared a disaster area by the
Small Business Administration.
which entitles qualified home
owners and businessmen to apply
for direct and bank participation
disaster loans.

Flow of funds
from agencies
to help with
AIDS program
FRANKFORT. K. IAPI - Additional money from the state and
-federal governments will.
state health officials in tracking.
preventing and educating the
public about AIDS.
Human Resources Secretary
Dr. Harry Cowherd said Wednesday a federal grant of $438,000 this
year is almost twice the amount of
federal money received last year.
It will supplement the $500,000- set
aside by the General Assembly for
AIDS programs in the 1989 fiscal
year.
Together. the funds will go to
provide counseling and testing at
health departments, support an
AIDS information line7 provide
salaries for professionals, purchase laboratory equipment and
improve education efforts, he
said.
"Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome has stricken more Kentuckians in the first five months of
1988 than during any entire year
prior to 1987," Cowherd said in a
release from he cabinet.
Kentucky Its recorded 28 AIDS
cases thus far this year. There
have been a total of 149 cases

Local officials have estimated
damage from the tornado that killed one and injured about 15 others
at $41 million. The federal
emergency agency. however,
recognized only $200,000 in
damage that was not insured, including public property.
In a letter to Wilkinson, Julius
W. Becton Jr., director of the
federal emergency agency. said
insurance covered much of the
damage and the Red Cross has
aided people who lost homes and
telongings. The letter also said the
uninsured losses could be handled
by state and local governments —
which meant his agency could not
offer assistance.
"I recognize that this was a
traumatic experience for the
residents of the area, but our decision must be based solely on the
damages incurred and the
'resources available to meet those
needs." Becton said in the letter.
Had the area been declared a
disaster area by President
Reagan at the agency's recommendation, temporary housing,
direct grants of up to $5.000 to individuals and families, and matching grants for public facilities
would have been available.
"I'm sure they (the federal
agency ) decided with numbers
and the heart of a calculator,"
said City Councilman Gary Mills.
Paul Hall, chief of the agency's
disaster assistance program in
Atlanta who conducted the survey,
said an appeal must be based on
new information about the effects
of the disaster. If there is new information, another survey will be
made, he said.
It was not known Wednesday
what new information had surfaced since the, survey was made
shortly after the tornado.
The SBA will send representatives to Middlesboro next Monday to explain the program and
take applications for loans.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell's office said the office will be open
from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. EDT Monday; 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday
through Thursday; and 9 a.m. to
noon Friday. The deadline for filing is Aug. 1.
(Cont'd on page 9)

culture practices that minimize
the loss of moisture.
"Farmers should minimize soil
yaporation by cultivating only
when necessary. It's crucfal that
we get some rain soon because
some of those crops out there in
the field are going to burn."
The National Weather Service's
30-day outlook for June calls for
above normal temperatures and
near normal amounts of rainfall.

Even more important than the
amount of rainfall is the distribution of rainfall, Priddy said.
Last year, Kentucky was eight
to 12 inches below normal for the
year, but because farmers received rain during some critical
periods, corn had a record yield.
In many ways, this year's conditions are similar to last year's,
and Priddy said he is hoping for
the same kind of results.

Flying colors

Leadership Murray alumni Loretta Jobs, Harry Patterson and Wilma
Billhigton (left to right) sell the first flag kit to Trudy Baker, Fourth of
July Parade Committee chairman and Freedom Fest organizer. The
public sale of the flags will kick off Friday from 3-6 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium as parade sponsor Brigp & Stratton's hot air balloon
demonstrates ballooning techniques at the stadium. The 3-by-5-foot cotton flap include all mounting hardware and a booklet on flag etiquette,
and are available by caning 753-9689, 753-1492, 753-7307, 7534221 or by
contacting any leadership Murray alumnus.
Stal pboto by David l'udt

Reagan says goodbye to Gorbachev, heads west
Forecast
Tonight and Friday: Partly
cloudy with a chance of
thundershowers. Low tonight 65
to 70. Not as hot friday with the
high in the mid to Upper 80s.
Light wind tonight. Chance of
rain: 30 percent both tonight
and Friday.
-

MOSCOW (API — President
Reagan and Mikhail S. Gorbachev
said goodbye at the Kremlin today, ending a summit long on good
will but short of achievement.
Reagan told his host he had been
"truly moved" by the reception he
got in the Soviet Union. Gorbachev
took the occasion to prod Reagan
to move faster on the issues facing
the two superpowers.
The talks completed the most
frequent superpower summits in
history, four in just 30 months,
underscoring the dramatic turnaround in U.S.-Soviet relations
since the first meeting in 1985.
Dwight Eisenhower and Richard

Nixon each had three summits
with their Soviet counterparts.
Air Force - One took off from
Vnukovo Airport In a light drizzle
at approximately 11:15 a.m. local.
time. Reagan was heading to
Great Britain and talks with
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. Gorbachev. faces, by
month's end, the convening of the
first Communist Party Congress
since 1941.

The meetings here produced
renewed vows by leaders to improve East-West relations and put
into force the first-ever treaty to
eliminate nuclear weapons. But
tensions over regional conflicts
lingered, and Reqgan and Gorbachev did not advance prospects
for a long-range missile treaty in
any substantive fashion.
The Reagans said goodbye to the
Gorbachevs in the same Kremlin
hall where America's first couple
was greeted on Sunday. Walking
along the same red carpet in the
Hall of St. George after brief
remarks, the four chattbd amiably
and then parted company a mo-

ment later.
Raisa Gorbachev presented
Nancy Reagan a bouquet of roses
in what perhaps will the last encounter for two first ladies whose
relationship never was warm.
"This is an emotional moment
for Mrs. Reagan and me," the
president said, telling the Gorbachevs he had seen and learned
much about "this Moscow
spring."
Reagan said he was impressed
with the Soviet people he
encountered.
"At first they were curious
(Oont'd on page 9)
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Calloway County graduates speak out on national, local affairs
This is the second of a two-part
series on local graduating seniors.
five seniors from each of the high
Ichools were selected to discuss
their thoughts and opinions about
the future. The following story is
on five graduates from Calloway
County High School.
By SCOTT NILSON
Staff Writer
"Mixed emotions" was the key
phrase for Matt Yuill, Jennifer
Geurin. Fred Jones. Amanda Sims
and Anisha Frizzell recently when
the five students from Calloway
County High School got together to
talk about their futures.
The recent high school
graduates said that they knew
what they wanted to do, but most
were a little apprehensive about
facing the new adventures tieing
ahead of them. High school provided them with solid footing and
constant supervision. However,
the students realize that the
footing may now be a little slip-

pery and the supervision almost
non-existent.
Now that you have graduated
from high school,do you think that
you are prepared for your future
endeavors and do you think you
received the best education
possible?
"I think the teachers at
Calloway did the best job they
could with what they had,"
relayed Yuill, who will attend
Georgetown University in
Washington. D.C. next year and
major in some form of foreign service. "I think I got a good education but it could have been better.
"I don't think there was enough
discussion in classes and I was not
challenged to think for myself. I
found some teachers apathetic
and not willing to go the extra mile
for the students."
"I thought the band and choir
directors were the best," commented Sims, who will major in
music education at Murray State
University in the fall. "I think the

school should have put more emphasis on a variety of activities,
letting the kids enjoy what they
wanted. I wish the school board
would have had more support for
more programs at the school, not
only athletics."
"I don't think I am unprepared,
but I could have been prepared
better," said Frizzell, the
daughter of David and Rebecca
Frizzell of Route 7 in Murray. "I
didn't feel challenged in school.
More emphasis could have been
placed on writing in general. You
were not asked to think for
yourself."
"I think the discipline was very
good." commented Jones. the son
of Robert and Bettye Jones of 1611
Ridgewood Dr. in Murray.1-I was
prepared in every way except
writing.
"If you were popular in athletics
and academics, you got what you
wanted. They made me wbrk. but
they allowed me to get by with
what I could."
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"I could not have been prepared black president."
communtity is the best place for
better for the field of business,"
"Reagan has done some good children. I think the influence of
Geurin explained. "Overall, the things. but his mistakes have over- alcohol would bring in crime and
education was excellent. Some shadowed his accomplishments," increase accidents."said Geurin.
students could have used more Sims relayed. "There is too much
"It should stay dry. I would hate
help. Mr. (Jerry) AinleY (prin- emphasis in the current ad- to see Murray turn into a sleezy
cipal) did an excellent job."
ministration on foreign policy and town with sleezy beer joints,"
.4re you nervous about the more emphasis needs to be focus- Yuill relayed. "I think you would
future? lfso, what worries you the ed on our own country. see more cases of alcohol abuse
most?
"I don't think there is an and alcohol-related deaths."
"I have mixed emotions about outstanding candidate this year.
"I think it should go wet," said
the future." said Yuill. the son of Michael Dukakis is who I would Jones. "It is time for a change.
Gary and Margaret Yuill of Route vote for."
Crime elevation is expected and I
1 in Kirksey. "I am excited about
"I think the current administra- don't think you will see more
meeting new people and the fact tion should concern itself with our drunk driving.
that I will be challenged own society. We need to develop
"I think there is a definite age
academically. I am fearful that I our own country. We should come difference involved. The older
will not be able to handle first," relayed Geurin, the people in the community ate
everything. 1- may . take on too daughter of Kenneth and Peggy definitely a factor in this issue."
much at one time."
Geurin of Route 5 in Murray. "I
"I don't think Murray would
"I am not nervous. I am looking don't think there is any one good becOme sleezy if it went wet.
forward to the future," relayed candidate this year. I don't see Paducah is wet and it isn't
Jones, 17. "I am excited about see- any favorite. They are all about sleezy," Frizzell stated. "Some of
ing how my life will turn out."
the same."
the danger element of alcohol
"I aih excited about my in"I think it is scary that people would be taken out. It would not be
dependence and I know I want to are too involved with their.own a big deal if it was here. The
go to college, but there is the fear lives to get involved with politics," alcohol would bring in more
pf the unknown. So many oppor- Yuill lamented. "Michael Dukakis money and would allow Murray to
tunities will be open to me." said is the lesser of two evils. He has grow.Geurin, who will attend Murray political experience and he would
"I think Murray should stay
State University in the fall and uphold Democratic standards. He dry." Sims said. "I don't think it
major in business.
would lower defense spending and
would really bring in more money
"I am not scared about anything take care of our own people. I and I think crime would become
in college," explained Frizzell, think we should care about our more prevalent
- who will-be -stuelying-journalisnrat
"I think
gwn...i. & fartnr in
Northwestern University in
"I don't have much respect for this issue and it would hurt Mur.
Evanston, Ill, next year. "I am Reagan. I think he is a puppet." ray if all the bars went up around
looking forward to it."
Frizzell said. "I would vote for town. Murray is a pretty town and
"I am worried about the transi- Dukakis. He upholds the a good place fora family '•
tion from high school to college. Democratic ideals. He would give
staving with the issue of
Things were pretty easy in high more aid to impoverished people alcohol, would you lower the
school," stated Sims. the daughter in our country and cut back on drinking age or keep it at :!1?
of Glen and Moyna Sims of Route 7 defense spending. He would be
"I think the drinking age should
in Lynn Grove. "I am looking for- more hospitable to foreign be lowered to Is." Yuill relayed
ward to doing more things on my countries.
"We carry so many other respors
"It scares me that the media sibilities at that age we should be
own and pursuing the things that
has so mucti to do with how , we able to decide whether or not we
want to do."
NW Is your opinion of the cur- pick our president and that a want to drink I think we should he
rent state of world affairs. Presi- televangelist could become piesi- able to handle it '•
dent Reagan or other leaders. and dent. Can you imagine what he
-It should stay at 21 • Voting
how do you feel affected by any of would do to the country?"
won't kill anyone, drinking will."
.4 topic of conversation around commented Sims -Some kids are
these situations?
"I think the fact that society is Murray is the possible eonsobus
mature at that age, hut some are
apathetic about a lot of things don of the Calloway County and not You have to have a limit "
scares me. Society does not seem -Merrily 'Independent school
-The drinking age should be
-to -want to getinvolved.'
•
are• not
-'
- relayed _systems. Do you favorconsolida, lo%•ered to • If )ou
Frizzell. 17. No one really cares tion, why or why not?
mature enough at Is. how will you
"I don't think the schools should
what is going on."
be at 21 1 think they should make
"I hate how things are happen: be consolidated." said Geurin. IS. it consistent with the draft and the
ing to the family unit. Society is "I don't think it would work
nght to vote." Frizzell said It
moving away from moral values." because of the contrast in should be up to the'individual
said Sims. 18. • •I hate to see what lifestyles between the two groups
"It should stay at 21 years of
kids our age are putting their em- of students."
age." Geurin relayed - Alcohol is
"I am not in favor of consolida- a killer and you shouldn't give the
phasis on — drugs and alcohol.
Religion .is. not as important in tion because it would not work in kids a death wish at age Di :•
society now and we are suffering the immediate future," Yuill exThe drinking age - should - be
plained. "The rivalry between the lowered to 1•." Jones said
for it."
"I am frightened about what is two schools is big and actually plc are looking out for you at Ps.
happening in society," lamented helps both systems. It keeps but there isn't anyone there to help
Jones. who will attend the Univer- everyone on their toes and you you when you are 21
Hhat will you remember the
sity of Louisville on a football have two good systems as a result.
"I think the social differences most about your days at Calloway
scholarship next fall. "I think we
need a current events class in between the students at the two County High School?
"Nothing really sticks out in my
school. Everyone our age is taking schools are too great. I think consolidation would lead to mind." Frizzell stated '1 will
things laid back.
remember the-stress of my senior
"I am-afraid thatour generation mediocrity."
"I don't think consolidation year. The stress was terrible "
is too apathetic aboul education
"Nothing happened at Calloway
and other cultures in the world. would be for the best.- Sims
We think we are the best culture relayed. "The rivalry would be County High School that affected
and that attitude, combined with hurt and it would be chaos if we my life or me as a person." Sims
apathy in education, will hurt us in consolidated. There are so many commented. "I did make a lot or
differences between 'the two friends, traveled a lot and grew:,
the long run," said Yuill. 18.
"I think society is too dependent systems and until we get on the more independent "
"I will always remember a trip
on technology," Geurin relayed. same level, it wouldn't work."
"Consolidation wouldn't make to Europe the summer before my
"We have things too easy and we
any difference. I think the com- senior year. At what other school
may not be ready for the future.
"I am scared about the threat of petition between the two schools is could you do that? It was a totally
nuclear war and I hope that never good. But, the competition is also different world there and I grew.
up so much that summer." Geurin
happens. Also, I don't think socie- a negative," said Frizzell.
"Yes, I think the schools should relayed. "I will also remember bety should label us (teen-agers( as
kids. I think we are more responsi- consolidate. You would improve ing named president of my class.
ble than people give us credit for." both athletically and academical- It was stressful to make decisions
Since you are old enough to vote ly," Jones said. "No one would be for the whole class."
"I learned a lot from my trip to
or will be soon, who would you able to touch us in academics and
vote for in the current presidential we would really be tough in sports. Germany. I learned of other
The loss of the rivalry between the cultures and it made me open
election?
"It makes you feel good that schools would be good. Eventual- myself up to new ideas," Yuill
your vote could really count," said ly, I think consolidation would said. "Traveling with the speech
team and meeting new people was
Jones, who will study criminal work."
exciting.
justice at U of L. "I am not pleasThe skills I learned on
A topic in local politics that
the speech team helped me in Gered with Reagan. I think he is ready seems to divide the
community is
to get out. He is burned out. the wet-dry issue. Would you like many and will help me later in
Michael Dukakis is the man for to see Murray and Calloway Coun- life."
"I will remember the people."
the job. Jesse Jackson is good, but ty go wet or stay dry, and why?
the United States is not ready for a
"I think it should stay dry. A dry Jones said. "I will never forget the
faces"
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Pictured above are recent colg graduates. They are, front row,
Amanda Sims: back row, from left: Fred Jones and Matt Yifill. from left: Jennifer tieurin, Anisha Frizzell,
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PERSPECTIVE
Graduating seniors deserve
salute for milestone reached
Last Thursday several hundred young people from our community
reached an all-important milestone in their lives. Commencement exercises for Calloway County High School and Murray High School marked
a new beginning for many of these students. Some will go on to achieve
great standings in the community and others will find rewarding futures
away from West Kentucky. Some will find fame and fortune. Others will
marry. Some will go to college, some will go straight to work.
Whatever their future holds, only time will tell.
We take great pleasure in saluting those students who have given so
much during the past 12 years to reach this place in their lives.
Our very best goes out to each and every one of them. We wish them
great -success and happiness in thair every endeavor.
In honor of these students we again salute the following:
The 1988 senior class of Calloway County
Kelly J. Adams, Lori K Adams, Cary T Alexander. David R Alexander: Shawn R. Alex•
ander; Stuart B Armstrong, Marla D. Arnett. Gail A Bailey, Beverly 13. Baker; Tracy L
Banks, Lisa C Barnett. Dal A Barrett. Bohm:lie J Barton. Altana D Bearsbyt. Deborah E
Binder, Connie S Birdsong, Greg B Black, Kathy M Bormett, Angie S Bray. Mary A. Bray.
Hampton M Brooks. William E Brown; Emily A Huey. Lori A. Burkeen, Melinda D. Butterworth, Tons L Camp. Alan B Campbell. Richard T Campbell, Cathryn L. Carmode, Dallas
M. Carpenter. Amy M Carraway.; Jerry A. Chadwick, Darrin G. Chapman; Amy S. Clayton.
James R Cole. Trevor H Coleman. Shannon L Contri. Ken G. CUssey.
. Chris A Cotterman.
Gina C Cbursey, Lorenda J Cunningham. Grace E Curd,
Dustin J Darnell. Reshanna L. Darnell, Paula M Davis, Ronald E Dawson; Stacey L
Dreier, John C Devries, Angelis J Dial. James R Dowdy Kevin A Doyle; Lisa M. Duncan.
Randy A Dunn. Kay L Dunn, Jefferson H Durham. Susan M Edmonson, Cindy A, Edwards, John C F:ells . Brenda S Kldridge, Leslie L Erwin. William M Erwin; Ginger L
Evans. Dena T Farris; Gary M Farris. Larry
()botch: Anisha L. Friztell. Nathan A
Futrell. Melissa A Gargus. Kevin W Garland. Tammy G Garland. Jennifer L. Geurtn,
Joanna C Gibbs. Traci A Gillum. Lisa M (lasse°. Kimberly I) Goetz; Vicki J. Grady; Amy
J Grubbs. Lauri!. Gum, Patrick V. Gupton. Lena G Haley.Bryan S Haneline, Joe L Harrell, William B Hasty, Harry I. Henderson. Mark T Henderson. Rick W Henniger; Lisa M
Henry. Tracy L Henry, Roger A. Herndon. Craig
Heron. Regina K. Hicks, Kimberly L
Higgins. Jenniferli.H111, Richard..1-Hill, -Tammy R Hodges. Charles R. Hoke; Michael A
Holland, Pamela R Hutson
John B Imes, Debra L Jackson, Deana M Johnson, Darren W Johnston. Christie I)
Jones. Fred 1) Jones. John& C Jones, Lori I. Jones. Jayne M Keeling Tonya L Kerr; Kim
• Ktnens. Angela G Knight. Joe A Knight . Kristy K Knight. Pamela!) Knight; Vanessa
L Koczorowskl. Carole R Lamb. Corey I) Lambert, Amy E Latimer, Elizabeth A Leslie,
Adella F Long, Charles E Lovins. Tracy R Manning. Tammy L Markle, Trees& M Mason.
Brian C Mathis. Michael It Mattingly, Nathan W Maslow. Anthony R. McCoy; Melissa G
McCoy, David A McCuiston, Deann M Mc(biston. Jimmie Ii McKinney, Troy D McKim
ney, Tammy 1. McKinght, James G Miller. Melissa J Miller. Roger L Miller: Scott T
Miller. Susan T Miller. Michael E Milner Richard S Mitchell, Shelby L Morgan, Stacy M
Morria"---Jenntfet
Morrison,
Murdock,S
iihrttinax- -thiart
Mitchell!) Nesbitt:
Angelal. Newberry Robert K Noel, Robert K Owen, Christopher A Paschall; Jefferson S
Paschall. John A Paschall . Tracy P Paschall, Kim L Pearson. Melissa
Poe. Vicki J
Pond. Susan R l'rescott ; Bradley S Pritchett, Christopher I) Proctor,
Betti J Ftabadi, Melissa 11 Ramsey.(IwIsty 1. Raspberry'. Less C Ray. Melissa A Robinson. Michael P Robinsor.. Stephen 1' Rogers. Kristen A Ruccio Brian A Rudolph. Teresa
A Shoffner Amanda 1. Sims Rebeccal. Skinnei Melissa!) Smith, Sandy K Smith, Steven
V. Stalltns Michelle S Stone . Vanessa 1. Stone, Chad 1) Stubblefield. Melissa G Tabers,
Anthony I. Thomas Toiny a 1. Thomas Bethany A Thompson. Monty L Thompson. John S
Tidwell, Mark A Torsak Darrell S Troupe 'Jackie!. Tucker. Melissa .1 'nicker, Mellsaa.G
Turnbo, Rodney!. Turner . Troy V. Turner. Sonic* L We:lens. omits!). Walker. Jason I.
Walker Frankie(; Malta,e "oft Vi Maths Wesley!) Warren, Tammy A Washer, Darryl
H Watson . (ore
Wits Sheri I, Welst Robin!)
Ahem M Williams: Richard
K Williams lam A Wilson Stephanie A Wilson, Robert I. Winchester. Angela!) Woods,
Ronald J Woods, Michael S Worley . NancyC 'earrv, Patricia S Yearry Debra A York
a
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The 1988 senior class of Wurray High School Dawn Armstrong. Stephanie Ann Bartlett Jennifer Lynn Bates Eric Michael Baugher,
Julie Lea /lapel' Cheryl flilltneon Fluffy Eugenia Blanton. Johnny Blanton. Jr . Leslie
Kanar Hlaustem, Shannon Jane Hlotz Taki ria Michelle Bomar Michael Brown. Leula Carol
Cape. Megan Catherine Cappowk Allison Faye Carr Cynthia Wan bin Chan. Jospeh G
Chaney Irene Shu Fee Chu Melissa !lawn Clement Matthew Cohen G lenn Austin Cole. San.
.11 Evon Collins. Brian Ilaughaday Charlotte lisa eon Jennifer Keane Danhart Tracey Jean
Dunn Eric Sheridan Easley David Keith Elkins.
Carrie Ann Farr Amy Lynn Ford. Henry Allen Francis, Mark S Galloway; Kimberly Kay
Gibson. Eric Jason Grogan Jennifer Rae Hamilton, Jennifer Renee Ha mmat, Holly (*Anne
Harmon Valerie Ann Hatton Douglas Stephen lielmich. Leigh Angela Henry, Nancy Ellen
Hogans.anip_ _ler__ Ler_ iitAIMAII 1-13d Ntit hele Hopkins, Kel ley_ Lane _Howell, Jason M
Hunt. Chris Edward is knurl. Carl Lewis Keeslar Gregory C Knedler, Mitch Knight,
Michael Shay Kondratko Leslie tonne 1.oberger. Julie Lynn Maddox, Fred Wade Mahibud.
Patricia Maxey luavul Anthony McDowell Charles I. McManos. Rosetta tile Merritt
Angela Sue Miller Mark Allen Miller. Paulette Morton, Krystel Lyn Mowery, George V
Nichols. Ill Alen C Northrop James David outland.
Stacey Lee Paschall. Jilhn 0 Pasco III. Lori Jo l'ayne. Keith Howard Payne, Kimberly
Michelle Pogue. Pamela
Prescott Jennifer Rayburn. Lisa Carole Rekroat, Wayne An
thony Russell Robinson, Deborah Anne Rutledge, Marty Jay Scarbrough, Isaac Schroeder,
Fornest Trice Seargent Ill Jeffrey A Sickel. Mark Raith Smelser. (Lilts Lyle Smith,('yn
this Marie Spann Jerilyn Michelle Spann. Michelle Louann Stambuagh, 1)onnis F:von
Stogner. Cary Lance Story. Richard Halls Stout, Jeffrey Lee Summerville. David Michael
Sykes Michael Thompson Debra Ann Toth. Jimmy Allen Tripp. Kimberly Michelle Vance.
Gidget Suzanne Vaughn Tony Nailer David Eric Weatherly . Janet Mary Whaley . Mark
James Whitaker, Angela Dawn Whited. Amy Wylie Nilson. Michael A Woods, Jolie Shannon
Wyre. and Thomas Ray lambe_lla. .

Look ing 1a(k
Ten years ago
Rabies clinics will be in various
sections of Calloway County, June
7-9, according to Barry Grogan.
environmentalist at Calloway
County Health Department.
Calloway County High School
Track Standout Felecia Pinner
has signed a national track letter
of intent with the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Algood,
May 20.
Murray-Calloway County Swim
Association will begin practice on
June 6 at Murray-Calloway County Park. Jay Pitman, Keith King
and Kathy May will be coaches.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Melvin B. Henley of Murray
State University Chemisry
Department will be visiting professor of chemistry in University
of Mississippi Graduate School
during the coming semester.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper of
Jackson, Tenn.. has accepted the
call of pastor of Mem9rial Baptist
Church. Rev. Culpepper and his
wife and Mr. and Mrs. Harty
Culpepper of Murray will attend
Southern Baptist Convention in
Houston, Texas.
Blanch Larson and her
daughters, Freya and Celia,
presented poetry readings at a

luncheon meeting of Alpha
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Thirty years ago
Noble J. Gregory, defeated candidate for U.S. Congress, has filed
a petition for recount of votes in
Calloway. Marshall and Lyon
Counties.
Gene Hendon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carnie Hendon of Murray.
will graduate with high distinction
from University of Louisville
School of Dentistry on June 8.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Cletus Dawes, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Ferguson
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hay
Overcast.
Forty years ago
The Calloway County courthouse will receive a face-lifting,
according to action taken by
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
County Judge Pink Curd, Sheriff
Wendell Patterson and Squire
Gatlin Clopton were named to a
committee for the project.
The streets in the downtown
area of Murray are being marked
today with a center line by Kentucky Highway Department.
Paul Butterworth, Roy Farmer
and Price Lassiter are pictured
with a large catch of fish taken
while fishing on Kentucky Lake.
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Nine of the boys who lived at the Waldrop home
M.C. Garrott Is in the hospital.
The following is a repeat of one
of his columns.
If I could `keep just one New
Year resolution, I would want it to
be a commitment to paying more
attention to senior citizens. I know
of no one who seems to enjoy and
appreciate a. personal visit more
than an elderly person.
Yet, so often we procrastinate.
putting this off and plodding on
down the "road of good intentions," somehow never getting
around to it until — too frequently
— it is too late. I'm just as guilty of
this as the next fellow.
• • •
These thoughts came to me
recently when Mr. Wesley
Waldrop passed away. When I was
at Murray State — more years ago
than I care to remember — I lived
in Mr. and Mrs. Waldrop's home
on Miller Avenue. Since moving to
Murray in 1968, I have thought
many times that I should go by
and visit "Mr. Wesley" and "Miss
Melda," as we called them, but I
never did. Other things just kept
getting in the way.
Then in early December, I read
in the paper one evening that Mr.
Wesley had passed away. It was
too late to go see him. I bave since
been to see and visit with Miss
Melda.
• • •
I was one of nine boys living at
the Waldrop home in those days.
My roommate was Jimmy Maddox, a successful insurance
salesman in Mayield today. Joe
Dukes, now aAistant superintendent of schools in Marshall County, roomed with Ward Pillow, now
a Proctor-Gamble salesman.
Ward was from Water Valley.
In another room was Robert
Sprague- -from-Stufgis- alift. Toth
Gatlin, a rowdy red-head from
Morganfield. Neither Miss Melda

others. Four dollars and a half
were hard to come by in those
days, and it was no easy matter to
come up with it each week. But,
somehow, we did.
Miss Melda and her cook, Hattie, put some great, family-style
meals in fromt of us. I remember
Tuesday morning breakfast most
vividly. That was "pancake mornor I know where Sprague is today. ing" and no one "slept in" on
Tom, whom we often hat'to help
Tuesdays. There's no way of
up the stairs and to bed after a' knowing how many pancakes Mids.
dance, is in the lumber business in
Melda and Hattie would cooiron
those mornings. I know I have
Henderson.
In the big room were three boys eaten as many as 12 at a sitting.
They had to make Allen Gibson
— Joe Coulter, Dee Cochran and
Allen Gibson, all from Mayfield. quit.
On other mornings, Miss Melda
Joe, now In the auto parts business
in Benton,'was a musician, play- simply waited and fed bacon and
ing with the Leroy Offerman eggs to whomever,came stumbldance band and taking pre-med. ing down the stairs.
• • •
Offerman also stayed at the
We didn't have television, of
Waldrop home an earlier time, as
did Lee Cannon, the first campus course, in those days and only the
band leader, and Billy Shelton, more affuent had a radio. We had
a couple among the nine of us, and
who followed Offerman.
Dee Cochran, a red-headed enjoyed many hours of good listenramrod, also was a pre-med stu- ing to the music of "the ole leftdent, and, I believe, is a practicing hander,"Joe Sanders, from the
physician. We don't know what Blackhawk Restaurant in
happened to Allen, who stood Chicago, San -Garber, Glen Gray
about 6'5". He is best remembered and all the other great bands of
for his food capacity. He was a bot- that era.
Right across the street,
tomless pit at the table — a
forerunner of the garbage disposal however, was "the boy genious"
of today. Allen was a pre- of Murray, Bobby Hester, with his
engineering student, and wanted ham radio station. Many was the
time that we would be listening to
to build roads and bridges.
• • •
one of the big bands when suddenWe all got room AND board — ly the radio's speaker would blare
three meals a day, seven days a forth, drowning out the music:
"CQ! CQ! W9TYQ in Murray,
week—for $4.50 per week at the
Waldrops.' "The dormitories Kentucky, calling CQ! ,Come in,
charged $20 per month," Miss CQ! W9TYQ in Murray, Kentucky,
Melda recalls, "so we had to calling CQ! Come in, CQ!"
If "CQ" which we learned
charge less if we were going to
meant just anybody, happened to
have any boys."
She showed me the big, old answer, we would sit there and
ledger in which Mr. Wesley kept scream all sorts of unpublishables
his records. -found my page-in it. atBobby andlishobby iiisbroadWeek by week he had recorded my casts drowned out everything on
$4.50 payments, just as he did the the dial when he would come on

the air to talk or inquire about the
weather and carry on all sorts of
pointless conversations.
It affected Allen Gibson, Joe
Coulter and Cochran the worse, I
suppose, because they were in a
front room, and they'd raise the
window and yell all sorts of things
at the Hester house. It figures that
Bobby is with the space program
somewhere out west. Science was
his bag from the beenning.
•
• • •
Mr. Wesley and Miss Melda had
Murray State students in their
home since it was built in 1930 —
no doubt, longer than any other
folks in Murray. Mr. Wesley, who
retired from the post office, was
one of the original contributors to
the fund with which Wrather Hall
was constructed. The receipt is in
his record book.
They didn't offer both room and
board many years after I was
there, but kept "mothers" and
later converted to apartments.
Some Murray State students occupy them today.
• • •
Their daughter, Isbell, who was
a junior at MSU at the time, is now
married and living in Chattanooga. Her son is a law student
at the University of Virginia. "Little Charlie," whom we remember
as a toddler bouncing on our beds,
is a successful physician in Dallas.
Miss Melda is alone now, her
family scattered, and she spends
much of her time in her big reclining chair following the soap operas
on her color TV. But she smiles
and chuckles when she talks about
"the boys" and their antics.
I'm sure there is a "Miss
Melda" and a "Mr. Wesley" in
just about everybody's life. Don't
neglect them like I did. Go see
them. Talk about the "good old
days" with them- TheY'illave--Youfor it, but, most important, it'll
warm your heart.

Letters To The Editor

Flower among the rubbish inspires prose
Dear Editor:
One day as I passed by a rubbish
heap. I was surprised to see a
beautiful flower standing so brave
and tall. Awed by the gorgeous
color and beauty of one lone
flower, proudly waving in the gentle breeze. I Viondered how
anything so lovely could grow in
the refuse.
Then I was made to realize the
process of decay, was transforming the refuse into a rich and
valuable soil. And the flower had

come from a tiny seed, that had
somehow found its shelter there.
As I pondered the meaning of
nature, how somewhere along the
line a reproduction process had
taken place, the other plant having
died. Leaving the tiny seed with
lifes secrets locked within its
shell. I was made to marvel at the
mighty handiwork of God.
It was there 'learned one of lifes
great secrets. How God could take
the fallen outcasts of humanity,
place a smallseed of hope of the

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
1. 5 Senate, Naskiagton. I).(

20510

THIS NATIONAI. CRISIS CAN'NO LONGER BE IGNORED
It is often hard to find meaning in tragedies such as the church
bus accident May 14 that left 27 Kentuckians dead near Carrollton.
But as we share the grief of the relatives, friends and neighbors of those
who were lost, we must give our attention and our effort to prevent
such a disaster from happening again.
Just a- week before that tragedy, I joined 98 senators in requesting
that President Reagan assist in having drunk driving declared a national
crisis.
The National Safety Council estimates that 50 to 55 percent of all
motor vehicle fatalities are alcohol related. As tragic as the bus accident was, it is but one extreme example of the constant problem Of
drunk driving.
I support and encourage the efforts of Governor Wallace Wilkinson in attacking the issues of bus safety and drunk driving at the state
level. Action at every level of government as well as in the private sector is absolutely essential in addressing these life and death problems,
Some positive reforms in bus safety may result from this tragedy,
but let us not forget the fact that drunk driving apparently caused the
accident.
Now is the time to bring together traffic safety experts, law enforcement officials, judicial representatives, persons involved in research
of alcohol abuse,"tducators, public officials and the families of victims of drunk driving accidents. Averting another accident such as the
one we have suffered will require the efforts of these and many other
forces.
Shortly after the bus accident, I initiated a letter sent to the President asking for his personal support and participation in stepping up
drunk driving and alcohol abuse programs. I am happy to report that
the letter was cosigned by each member of the Kentucky delegation.
The initial response from the PreTident's staff was supportive and
cooperative and I expect further contact with White House officials
in the near future.
Last week I followed up the Kentucky'delegatiormequest with
specific proposals to deal with this life and death problem. If the President would declare a national crisis, hold a White House conference
or appoint a Presidential Commission to combat alcohol abuse and
drank driving, the victims will not have died in vain.
There are no easy answers, but we have not done enough -•-r and
now is the time to act. We must not forget the victims of the Carrollton
crash. Most of them were teenagers, and the loss to their families,
schools and communities will have 'a long-term impact Let's finally
begin to solve the drunk-driving problem as a memorial to these lost
lives.

Gospel within their breasts. And
through the Holy Spirit by the
washing of regeneration create a
miracle of new life.
Friends has the reproduction
process of regeneration taken
place in your life? So when your
bodies,are planted in the cold hard
ground. Will they be like the
flower seed, that came to life in
the springtime. Will you on the
resurrection morning come forth
with a more glorious life than ever
before.
Come on friends won't you join
me as I travel down this road to
home sweet home.
Written around 1970
Ruth 0. Foster
Wonderful Faith
The mountain trails are rough
and winding.

The valleys deep with their
rocky shores.
When our eyes grow dim and we
are blinding.
Our faith in God will lead us
O'er.
Beautiful souls are like rare
plants, they have to be fed.
It takes the sunshine and the
rain, to water and restore.
Without the resurrection and
word of life.
We would die to rise no more.
But thanks be unto God his
riches are ours today.
Somehow I don't dread death or
strife.
Since Christ came to my heart to
stay.
Ruth 0. Foster
P.O. Box 633
Murray, KY

Foundation thanks students
Dear Editor:
The Murray Independent School
Foundation for Excellence would
like to publicly express our
gratitude to the Senior Class of
Murray High School. At the
graduation exercises the
salutatorian, Debbie Rutledge,
presented the Foundation Chairman $500 from their class treasury
stating that she felt it important to
give something back to the school.
This gesture exhibits loyalty,
generosity, and selflessness

toward their alma mater.
— As the students have since scattered from the halls of the school,
perhaps they as well as the community will accept this public
form of thanks and
acknowledgement.
4
Sincerely yours,
Melissa Easley, Chairman
Murray Independent School
Foundation for Excellence in
Public Education
.1610 Loch Lomond
Murray, Kentucky

Why couldn't Republicans vote?
Dear Editor:
I went to vote on May 24th as
every good citizen should) and to
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my surprise, the nice lady at the
poll informed me that I was a
'registered Republican' and 'could
not' vote in this democrat
election!
No wonder the voter turn out
was 'so light" I had forgot all
about this'dumb law', but feel that
this law)? should be 'revised' to
allow everyone, ttepublican or
Democrat to vote in every election', if they are registered and interested enough to show up to cast
their vote!
Now someone may be able to
coine up with 10 different educated
reasons why voting is set up the
way it is here, but, as of now, I
can't think of one.
Have I missed something, other
than a wasted trip to the polls?
Thank you
Sincerely
Danny M. Rogers
719 Riley Apts.
Murray, KY 42071

Tucker-James wedding planned
The engagement and ap-1
proaching marriage of Judy Ann
Tucker and Ross Clark James has
been announced.
Ms. Tucker is the daughter of
James H. Thurman and Betty J.
Smith, both of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thurman of Murray and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Glunt Of Niles,
Ohio.
Mr. James is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat James of Murray.
He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey James of
Kirksey and of GarIon E. Clark
and the late Mrs. Opal Clark of
Puryear, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 1979
graduate of Calloway County High
School. She currently is employed
by JCPenney Co. of Murray.
The groom -elect, a 1983
graduate df Murray High School,
is - presently attending Murray
State University Where he will
graduate next spring with a B.S. in
Graphic Arts Technology.
Mr. James currently is
employed by Mr. J's and Lady J's
of Murray and by The Murray

Judy Ann Tucker and
Ross ClarkJames to marry
State News.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Friday, July 15, at 6 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.

A reception will follow in the
seeiaHlall-ef the-ehtireh.
All friends and relatives are--itu
vited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Thompson named director at Shedd
Kay Cole, volunteer executive
director of the Shedd Research
Academy in Mayfield since its
founding in 1971, retired May 31.
Mrs. Cole is recognized nationally as a leader in the education of children with learning
disorders. She is co-founder of the
Charles L. Shedd Research
Academy.
Based on teaching methods of
the late Dr. Charles L. Shedd, the
Mayfield school remains the nation's only facility to offer training
in grades K-12 for dyslexic,
hyperkenetic, aphasic and attention deficit disorder students.
The Shedd Academy also is the
nation's only school to continue
teaching methods pioneered by
the late Dr. Shedd and it is the
"mother school" for numerous
American and foreign satellite
schools using Dr. Shedd's teaching
inethods.
Effective June 1, Dr. Paul L.
Thompson, a native of Louisville,
will replace Mrs. Cole as executive director of the Shedd
Research Academy and
Montessori Kindercare Center in
Mayfield.

DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES
ALL SEATS 52.50

Dr. Thompson, 32, most recently, has been director of APSL
Summer Tutorial Research Program at Hindman Settlement
School in Hindman. He formerly
served as director and committee
member of numerous other
teaching programs for learning
disabled persons in Kentucky.
Iowa and-&outh-TFWOta.
Dr. Thompson _received his
bachelor's degree at the University of Louisville, his master's
degree in school psychology at
Western Kentucky University and
his doctorate at the University of
South Dakota. '
After June 1, Dr. Thompson, his
wife and their three children will
live in Mayfield.
"After searching for three years
for the most qualified person to
direct the Shedd Academy and
Montessori programs here, Dr.
Thompson was selected," Mrs.
Cole said in announcing her
retirement.
'Dr. Thompson meets all
qualifications and standards set
by the late Dr. Shedd. He will use
our present teaching material and
he will also modify our current
methods as necessary in order to
meet student needs in a highly
technical world.'2,
Dr. Thompson is a foremost
authority in the field of learning
disabilities. A professional
educator and psychologist. Dr.
Thompson will direct the 6 week
summer school. He will be working with 10 other professional
eduators who have been trained in
the field of specific learning

disabilities.
The aim of the summer school is
to gain one week of regular school
each day.
Boarding homes are available
for students who live too far to
commute. The boarding parents
are trained in nutrition, discipline,
organization and structure of the
students.
The Charles L., _Shedd Research
Academy. Inc. a nonprofit
organization will open its 18th sixweek summer school at 1023 West
Broadway, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
phone 502-247-8007.
The sessions will begin June 6
and end July 15. with classes being
held five days a week from 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. All materials are furnished by the Academy.
Sunday, June 5, will be registration from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. School
starts promptly at 8 a.m. Monday
June 6.
Anyone interested in the summer school should call during the
day, 1-247-8007 or in the evenings,
1-247-9732 or 1-247-1554.
Workshops are being held at the
Academy today. June 2, and Friday, June 3.
Today's session will be Introduction to program starting at 8
a.m. with APSL Reading 1Dr.
Paul Thoumpson )
Friday, June 3, will be Chisanbop Math Mrs. Heidi Hashemi
Boaz) and Auditory Discrimination Donna Blasi and Randall
Langston).
Those who plan to tutor should
attend. Each one should bring a
sack lunch.

Couple will be married 50 years
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, June 4,
with a dinner hosted by their
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark were married June 4, 1938, at the Methodist
Parsonage in Union City, Tenn.,
with the Rev. O.C. Wrather
officiating.
Mrs. Clark, the former Mayrelle
Jones, is the daughter of the late
Alvis Jones and Pearl Erwin
Jones.
Mr. Clark is the son of the late
M.O. Clark and Tempest Phillips
Clark.
They are the parents of a
daughter, Mrs. Carole Miles and
her husband, Richard, of Naperville, Ill., and a son, Rodney A.
Clark and his wife, Cynthia, of
Madison, Wis.
- Their five---gr-andehildre4v-Mrs-.-Valerie Muller and husband,
Robert, of Greenville, S.C.,
Richard Miles of Austell, Ga..
Robert Miles of Raleigh, N.C., and
Meredith Clark and Dane Clark of
Madison, Wis. They have three
great-grandchildren.

The following prayer by Douglas
MacArthur could well challenge
any parent...
A Father's Prayer
Build me a son.0 Lord, who will
be strong enough to know when he
is weak, and brave enough to face
himself when he is afraid; one who
will be proud and unbending in
honest defeat, and humble and
gentle in victory'.
Build me a son whose wishbone
will not be where his backbone
should be: a son who will know
Thee and that to know himself is
the foundation stone of knowledge.
Lead him, I pray, not in the path
of ease and comfort but under the
stress and spur of difficulties and
challenge. Here let him learn to
stand up in the storm ; here let him
learn compassion for those who
fail.
Build me a son whose heart will
be clear, whose goal will be high:
a son who will master himself
before he seeks to master other
men; one who will learn to laugh, yet never forget how to weep: one
who will reach into the future, yet
never forget the past.
And after all these things are
his, add, I pray, enough of a sense

Peace on Earth, Good will to
men." The marker is 18 x 10 inches
measurement and is planted in the
front lawn of Oakhurst, the president's home. Murray State
Cni.versity. Tolnd4t one would
go to the Japanese Japonica and
near-it is the markersecured by 4
concrete base I found it by accident. Who placed it there or when,
I don't know

of humor, so that he may always
be serious, yet never take himself
too seriously. Give him humility,
so that he may always remember
• • •
the simplicity of true greatness.
the open mind of true wisdom, the
A letter from Max Hurt, written
meekness of true strength. Then I. to George and me several years_
his father, will dare to whisper, "I ago, closed with the following
have not lived in vain."
poem, author unknown:
• •
The happiest business in the
"You can tell how big a man is world
Is that of making friends.
by observing how much or how little it takes to discourage him." — - And no investment on the street
Holiday Inn, January 1970.
Pays larger dividends.
• • •
For life is more than stocks and
There is a bronze marker with bonds.
raised letters saying — "In the
And love that rates percent;
And he who gives in friendship's
year of Our Lord 1970, citizens of
Kentucky celebrated the 25th an- name
Shall reap as he has spent.
niversary of the United Nations —
•
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Seafood Buffet And Prime Rib
EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS
STARTS
TOMORROW
LIFE IN THE COUNTRY
ISN'T WHAT IT'S
CRACKED UP TO BE'

[SEAFOOD BUFFE
•6oiclern
•Pona Raised Catfish Fiddlers and
•
Steaks. Baked Cod. 'Sea Strips (boneless) 'Crab Salad
'ii!eak Fries, Onion Rings Hush Puppies & Cole Sa

CHEVY CHASE

Murray High Algebra H students placed second out of 37 regional
schools in the Murray State Mathematics Tournament recently. The
Murray High team won third place in the overall competition. CornoetinK %4 ere: Connie Chan, Maylene Chu, Robin Shay and Mickey Hill.

*Above Entrees Include Our Delicious Gourmet
Salad/Dessert/Fruit Bar Prepared Fresh Daily.

WHERE EXCELLENT FOOD,COURTEOUS SERVICE AND
A PLEASANT ENVIRONMENT TO DINE IN IS A TRADITION.
(1:30, 3:30) 7:10, 9:10
Sorry. NO PASSES
NIW AllieviAli
Mo••• • ••••1 Men
*Md.*
114.0*••
OM Lowe • Mob, Wow
Virsaillemode IV
•••••• I.
*-I• SSW, NW. t.II
114.•

For The Latest Styles See Us:
PLEASE CALL 247-2541, HWY. 121 (700 S. 6TH ST.), MA YFIELD

Sharon, Faye, Sharon Bybee, Freda,
Jackie, Lori and Diane
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Nance and Bradshaw vows said
Miss Marisa Kaye Nance and
Timothy Gayle Bradshaw were
married in a candlelight
ceremony on Saturday, April 16, at
7 p.m. at Murray Church of the
Nazarene.
The bride is the daughter of Jim
and Linda Shropshire of Murray
and of Gary and Jo Alice Nance of
Big Rock, Tenn.
She isthe granddaughter of Mrs.
Mary Majors and the late William
Majors, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Smith,
the late Pascal Nance and Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Shropshire, all of
, Marray. ..She is the greatgranddaughter of Mr, and Mrs.
Edley Nance and Maybelle
Langdon, also of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sammy Bradshaw of Mur.
ray. He is the grandson of Ruby
Byrun of Texas. the late Kymble
Bradshaw and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Lone Foy.
The Rev. Michael Wilford of the
Murray Church of the Nazarene
officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Music was presented by Mrs.
Devonda Wilford, pianist, and
Mrs. Debbie Goad, vocalist.
The bride wore a formal white
satin wedding gown accented with
silk venise lace and seed pearls.
Her -fitted hoehee featured a
sweetheart neckline. outlined in
lace and complimented with lace
motifs. The long full Sleeves were
fashioned with open* netted motifs
edged in lace and scattered pearls.
Her slightly gathered skirt fell
from a natural waistline into a full
chapel train.
Her two-tiered headpiece of
white- bridal illusion was secured
on a heart shaped band of lace.
pearls and flowers. She carried a
cascade bouquet of silk lilies,
roses, stephanotis and baby's
breath with pearl sprays.
Ms Tammie Nance. sister of the
bride, was maid of honor.
Bridesmaid \'as Ms Krista Bradshaw. sister of the groom.
e a en tarp- woreiikTreaa"
— huatle_back_gowns with caplet
sleeves Each carried a hand bouquet made of silk white and peach
rose buds with baby's breath tied
with peach bow and ribbons
Ashley Shropshire. sister of the
bride, and Maguel Dunnaway.
cousin of the bride, served as
flower girls. They wore long peach
go w ns identical to the attendants
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Brewer and Ross vows solemnized

•
Miss Tressa Brewer and Joseph
H. Ross were married in a spring
afternoon wedding at Murray
Woman's Club House.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles D. Brewer.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Ross.
Charley Bazzell officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
Music and selections were by
Mrs. Tonda Thomas, Mrs. Holly
Bloodworth and Richard Flack.
The bride's wedding band
belonged to her grandmother, the
late Mrs. Pearl Johnson.
The clubhouse mantle was
decorated with white gladioli,
peach carnations and gypsophila.
Two spiral candelabra flanked the
fireplace. Peach bows adorned the
side lIghts and white satin bows
marked the family pews.
The bride was escorted by her
ta
father and given in marriage by
lier parents.
She wore a ballet length gown of
white satn and wedgewuod lace.
The elongated lace bodice was
designed with a Princess Anne
neckline and long fitted sleeves.
Delicate pearl trim and narrow
lace edging encircled the neckline.
To complete her ensemble, the
bride chose a modified derby hat
211r. and Mrs. Timothy GavIc 13radshaw
of white satin with applied lace
They carried white wicker baskets bride, handed out birdseed bags
and pearl trim A back lettuce
with peach bows and streamers and scrolls encircled with gotd
edge pouf and fingertip veil of silk
with baby's breath.
illusion was attached.
rings. •
The groom wore a white tuxedo
She carried a round nosegay of
Nikita Majors. aunt of the bride,
with full tails, a white shirt with directed the wedding.
stephanotis and gypsophila. Her
peach cummerbund and bov:tie.
jewelry was a pearl necklace,
A reception followed in the ComHis boutonniere was of white rose munity Room-of-theNerth-Bratriele------beionging—ta-irer,-aurrt;--ierr----- buds etched in peach with baby's Of Peoples Bank. Kathryn Wright, and a pearl
The bride's table was covered
breath.
bracelet, a gift from the groom.
with a white linen damask cloth
Serving the three-tiered wedMitchell McNutt of Murray ding cake. nuts. homemade mints
Mrs. Jeanie Morgan, sister of and two silver candelabra
served as best man. Steve Bran- and punch were Nikita Majors.
the bride, was matron of honor. decorated with peach ribbons. The
don served as groomsman. Ushes aunt of the bride. and Tina
She wore a tea length peach moire three-tiered wedding cake, made
were Micky .Thompson and Preston. cousin of the bride. The
silk dress and carried a hand bou- by David Wright, the bride's unBrandon.
quet of narciussus and gypsophila. cle, was decorated with live
wedding cake was made by the.
They all wore grey tuxedoes groom's mother, Shelly
Carl Doron served as best man. stephanotis.
with peach bowties and cummer- Bradshaw.
Pat Ross and Bobby Ross,
Cake, bride's punch, coffee.
bunds. Their boutonnieres were
brothers of the groom, served as handmade mints and nuts were
After a wedding trip to
made of peach rose buds and Nashville. Tenn., the new Mr. and
ushers and candlelighters.
served from silver appointments.
baby's breath.
The groom a_nd his attendants
Mrs. Bradshaw are residing in
Serving were Miss Connie Ross,
Bryan Preston, cousin of the Murray.
wore black double-breasted dinner Mrs. Ann Shank and Mrs. Nancy
bride. served as ring bearer. He
-Schroader,- sisters of the groom;
A rehearsal dinner was-- -held-- jackets:
wore a white tuxedo with tails April 14 at Golden Corral
The mother of the bride chose a Mrs. Izetta Pate and Mrs. Gayle
identical to that of the groom. He. Restaurant with the groom's
teal silk dress with bone ac- Johnson, aunts of the bride, Mrs.
carried a white satin pillow with parents as hosts. Places were set
cessories. The groom's mother Gail Wright, Mrs. Burnette
rose buds and ribbon attached.
was attired in a navy dress with Ferguson, Miss Joy Kelso and
for IS persons.
The mothers of the bride and
matching accessories. Their cor- Mrs. Robin Rigsby.
A bridal shower was given by
groom wore peach dresses with
sages were white orchids.
-Rice bags were distributed by
Janice Morris, Jody Dunnaway.
matching accessories. They had Tina Preston and Nikita Majors at
Miss Shelby Morgan, niece of James Wright and Amy Ross,
corsages of peach rose buds.
the bride, attended the guest daughter of the groom.
the Community Room of the North
Shawn Dunnaway. cousin of the
register table.
Branch of Peoples Bank.
The wedding was videotaped by
A reception followed at the club Randy Wright and Jack Shank.
house.
Mrs. Donna Wright directed the

Mrs. Joseph H. Ross

Scholarships awarded
lames David Outland. a 198
graduate of Murray High School.
will receive scholarships totaling
$2,4(X) for the 1988-89 academic
year at Murray State University.
The awards Include a 81.000 Jim
Garrison University Scholarship.
a.$1,000 Achievement Scholarship
and a $400 Matthai-Panzera Geosciences Scholarship.
The son of James and Kay
Outland. I
Circarama Dr..
Murray. he ranked 11th in the
107-member graduating class. He
plans to follow the pre-medicine
curriculum at Murray State.
The Jim Garrison University
Scholarship is a renewable award
for up to,four years, provided the
recipient maintains a 3.2 grade
point average. University
Scholars are also granted
automatic admitlance into the
Murray State Honors Program.
The Achievement Scholarship is
a one-y9ar award based on the
recipiAls accomplishments.
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Named for the two men most
repsonsible for geosciences
academic programming at Murray State. the Matthai-Panzera
award is given for academic excellence in the sciences.

(iriffiSUNTIL
uARFIEI.D'S
TENTH BIRTHDAY!

Taxes .are the main source of
government revenues in all countries of Latin America. In 1985
they accounted for more than 90
percent of such revenues in Argentina, Barbados. Colombia, Costa
Rica. the Dominican Republic.
Jamaica, Mexico and Uruguay,
and between 80 and 90 percent in
12 other countries, according to
the Inter-American Development
Bank's 1987 report on Economic
and Social Progress in Latin
America.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
( Disciples of Christ)
ill N. 5th St.

We're Your
Video
Headquarters
Weekend Special

Rent 5 Movies for $10
Members get 6 for $10
Pick Up Friday, Bring Back Monday

SUMMER FUN
Rent a VCR for the entire week
for only s1 2.50 & Get a FREE Movie

753-3824

'SUMMER SCHEDULE
SundaSr School - 9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:00 a.m.
Effective June 5 through August 28, 1988

-wedding and Mrs. Kathryn Wright
and Mrs. Mary Wells directed the
reception.
After a short wedding trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn., the new Mr.
and Mrs. Ross are residing on Rt.
1, Dexter.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple include the following:
A bridal coffee at the home of
Mrs. Mary Wells was hosted by
Mrs. Mary Wells, Mrs. Kathryn
Wright, Mrs. Izetta Pate, Mrs.
Gail Wright, Mrs:- trcmna- Wrightand Mrs. Betty Lowry.
A personal shower at the Oaks
Country Club was hosted by Mrs.
Jeanie Morgan, Mrs. Burnette
Ferguson, Mrs. Sue Wells, Mrs.
Grace James, Mrs. Laura Parker,
Mrs. Cindy Forth, Mrs. Robin
Rigsby and Mrs. Tammie Riggins.
A bridal shower hosted by the
ladies of Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.

Choose from over
2850 Movie Titles
Open til 8 Fri.,
& 6 Sat.
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SILVER PROFILES
Br Shirleyfohnson
He was born in Ohio; she was
born in Le Harve; they met in
France. But we shall write only
about him this time.
Prior to that meeting, his Army
career had taken him to the
Pacific, both the north and south,
during World War H. Serving in
the 27th Infantry Division, he saw
action with the 10th Army in the
Phililipines. Okinawa, and the
Aleutians.
With enough points to return in
the Continental U.S., Robert
Taylor was assigned to the
.criminal investigation arm of the
Military Police in Paris in 1945.
During the liberation of Le Havre
he met Simone. They were mar-

ried and until assignment to
Korea, there were three tours of
duty to Europe. two in France and
one in Germany, returning to the
United States between each European assignment. You will read
about Simone when we write of
her in the next article.
After Korea, Robert was assigned to the ROTC Program at Murray State when he requested
assignment in Kentucky. Our
region was not known to the
Taylors but when they saw Murray, they fell in love with the area
and subsequently bought a farm
near New Concord. After 18 months with the ROTC Department.
assignment came to return to

2. 1986

Europe once again. Retirement
from the Army brought them back
to the farm and, another stint with
Murray State with Food Services,
provided a temporary job for 21.2
years.
Today. he is retired for a second
time. Robert was Classified
Advertising Manager for the Mur•
ray-aftger & Times for 17 years.
Missing the people contacts, he
heard we were short of drivers for
the city Meals-on-Wheels route. In
volunteering to do the job on
Thursdays, he feels that there is
satisfaction in Ilelping somebody
who needs it. His bwn statement
tells you how he sees it: "Maybe
I'll get old enough someday to
have someone help me. This gives
me a chance to do the helping
first."
Volunteering for Silver Citizens
is not the first he has done. With
five sons, Robert has volunteer experience with the Cub Scouts and
the Boy Scouts. He has been active
in his church as a volunteer, active
with the Knights of Columbus and
is always involved with somethince
that helps others. To again to
quote Robert Taylor. "I get a kick
out of being a volunteer; it gives
me a purpose when I leave the
house to do something for others."
It has not been easy to separate
what Robert and Simone do for
Murray-Callowy County Seniors.
We will feature her the next time.
In the nieantime. would you
volunteer to join us is there
anyone reading this who will help
on the city meal route as Robert
does? We are in urgent need of
another driver for one day each
week. The 73 people who depend
upon these nutritious meals everyday will appreciate your time and
effort. Call us at 753-0929 for this or
any other position you might enjoy
as a volunteer.

Murray High students took the National French Examination in March along with over $AO other students
throughout the United States. Several students were awarded honors recently for their high scores on the difficult test which is sponsored by the American Association of Teachers of French. At Level IV, Debbie
Rutledge placed second in the state. sixth in Region
and seventh in the nation. It was the second year that
she has placed in the nation ranks. At Level ill, Yancey Huie and Janes Westphal tied for fourth place atsiatc.
At Level II. Beth Vandegrift placed sixth and Maylene ('Ini placed seventh at the state level. Laramie
Simpson placed seventh in the state at Level IA. At Level 01A, Holly Miller placed sixth in the state and seventh in
the region. Andrea Rose placed fifth in the state and seventh in the region. Lesia Nesbitt placed fourth at state
and fifth in the region. and Shannon Hazier placed third at state and fourth in the region.

Coming community events listed
Thursday. June 2
Auditions for "Winnie the Pooh"
for children. grades I to 6. will be
at 6:30 p.m. in....meeting room of
Calloway Public Library. For information call 759-1752.
— — —
H. Eddie Roberts Post No 6291
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Woodmen of

JPHS plans program
'

I

Stop by
and see our new line of
Fence Sections. Many
styles in stock.
New Shipment!

5-Gallon Driveway
Sealer. Coal tar emulsion
sealer protects against
salt, gas & oil damage.
1055

n'i
•

9

ARNOW'

20%

We carry lawn mower
replacement parts and
blades.

Ei

588

RION Mile •111111,•••••

3488

Each
Pneumatic Door Closer,
Knob or Push Button
Latches and latches
w/deadbolts. Black or

Steel
Picnic
Table
Frame with rust resis-

tant hardware. Folds for
storage. Less lumber.

aluminum finish.
4,

Off

Selected Diamond F
Light Fixtures

po.

20% DISCOUNT
HOME IMPROVEMENT ELAN BOOKS

Treas Lumber
Datcenter,
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week
Your Carpets Hcsio Building Supyiy Cants 41
,
Mon-Tn. 710-5:00 Sat. $-5 San. 1-5
Sale Prices Geed at Murray Store Only
Other Locations—lentos and Lake City

- Sale Inds June 8

Benson Blackie of Fairdealing.
president of the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society, has set the final
program of his presidential year
for Saturday. June 18, at Aurora
and Empire Farm in the Land
Between the Lakes.
It will be a roundtable on the
great Moonshine period of the
1930's featuring a number of
Revenue Agents and several who
made and sold the "White
Lightning."
The meal and part of the program will be at the Holiday
Restaurant. Following this the
group will drive to nearby Empire
farm where former president Ed
Graves has arranged for the society members to watch a real still in
operation and see a 20-minute film
on this "industry" of the past. Dr.
Hunter Hancock will direct the
Roundtable.
Other items on the program will
be the presentation of the 1988
"Journal" by editor Helen Wilcox
of Murray: tour director Bill
Wilson of Water Valley and Sledd
Creek making his final report on
the October tour; the report of the

nominations committee with its
recommendation for the vice
president, president-elect. and
secretary-treasurer M4rgaret
Heath with her summation of the
past year.
The Holiday Restaurant is
located in Aurora on US 68 near
the junction of Kentucky
Highways 80 and 94. The private
dining room has been reserved
and the cost of the meal including
tax. tip and drink will be $7 per
person. Reservation with check
should be received by Miss Heath.
no later than Wednesday, June 15.
Her address is: 1202 Joe Creason
Drive, Benton.
Guests are welcome and additional copies of the "Journal" will
be available at $3 each. For those
who go on to Empire Farm the
price of admission there will be $1.
President Blackie has urged
members of the Society to "Seek
out new prespects for membership
among your friends and
acquaintances."
The lunch will begin at 12 noon
and the drive to Empire Farm
should start about 1:30 p.m.

CCMS has tournament
Calloway County Middle School
hosted its ninth written academic
tournament on May 5 with 17
schools participating.
Each school entered one seventh
grader and one eighth grader in
six subject areas. The three
schools with the highest scores
received trophies as well as the
top three students in each grade
level. Lone Oak Middle, ranked
first. Calloway County Middle was
second. and Hickman Middle was
third.
Individual students that competed from Calloway were: Mat-

thew Frizzell. seventh grade,
fourth place in science; Jason Carson. eighth, science; Michael
Dale, seventh, first place in social
studies; Jamie Walker, eighth,
social studies, fourth place; Matthew Price, seventh, first place
English: DeShawn Joseph, eighth,
English; Anna Fox, seventh,
reading; Holly Walston. eighth,
reading; Misty Ernestberger,
seventh, spelling; Natalie Ross.
eighth, spelling; Patrick Gray,
seventh, math, third place; and
Seth Arant, eighth, third place in
math.

vato-1

01( CO

.
DISCOUNT CCUEGE
•
•
Summer Sc oo • o s Are Here!

All at Discount Prices

*Full Wholesale Price For Faculty and Desk Copies
*Faculty May Call For Pick-Up Service
*Greek Accessories (letters, etc...
•MSU Tees, Tanks, Shorts
*Novelty T-Shirts
*WE BUY COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS ANYTIME'
DIXIELAND (7ENTER
(BETNEE HARDEE'S II DORM COMPLEX)

753.11711

Thursday. June 2
- World building. South Third and
Maple Streets.
————
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at
Senior Citizens' Center, Benton. at
p.m.
Murray Single Connection will
meet . at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building. First United Methodist
Church. For information call Glen
aat 435-4143. Carol at 753-2596 or
Joyce at 753-6,471.
————
Knights of Columbus will meet
at 730 p.m at Gleason Hall, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
————
Friday. June 3
West Side Senior Citizens will
Meet at 1:30 pm. at Ellis Community Center.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
-the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
————
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Volunteer Counselor's Training

muirrov, lesturhy Lie

Berkley reunion on Sunday
Berkley Family Reunion will be Sunday, June 5, at Kenlake State
Park. A potluck meal will be served about 12:30 p.m. Persons are asked
to note the change from second Sunday to first Sunday. For more information call Josephine Futrell, 753-7680.

UMW' will hear Darwin Kelsey'
Darwin Kelsey, director of Scouting Museum of Murray, will be
speaker at a general meeting of First United Methodist Church Women
on Tuesday. June 7, at 10:30 a.m. in Hale Chapel in Educational
Building. Kelsey will speak about "The United Methodist Churches' Use
of Scouting for Youth Ministry." All women of the church and community are invited to attend, a UMW spokesman said. The Executive Board
will meet at 9 a.m. and a social hour will be at 10 a.m.

Camera Club to meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, June 6, at 7
p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public Library. Each one should bring pictures taken of the list received at the May meeting. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Spring Creek plans school
Spring Creek Baptist Church will have its Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 6, and continuing through Friday, June 10. Sessions
will be from 6 to 8:30 p.m. each evening, according to the Rev. Joe
Johnston, minister, who invites all interested persons to attend.

June 4-5 Sat. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. & Sun. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK

*Free Admission *Free Parking *Gospel Sing - Amphitheater Sun. 1:30 p.m.
$1.0
4

((ont'd on page 7)

The annual homecoming and memorial day services at Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist Church will be Sunday, June 5. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. and the morning worship with Stanley Letterman as
guest speaker will be at 11 a.m. A basket lunch will be served at 12: 15
p.m. and singing will begin at 1:30 p.m. Everyone is invited to attena
and anyone interested in the cemetery who wants to make a donation
may do so that day.

ARTS & CRAFTS FESTIVAL
/*Apo/

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1 : 30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at
2:30 p.m. at. Woodlands Nature
Center.

DATEBOOK
(:01(....sc:aiiii)Ground plans event

Jackson Purchase Annual

erfik

Friday,June 3
will be from 6 to 9 p.m. at Life
House Crisis Pregnancy Center.
For information call 7534700 or
436-2277.
— ——
Rabies clinics will be at New
Concord from 9 to 11 a.m.; at
Burkeen's Grocery. Highway 94
East.from 2to 4 p.m.; at Calloway
County Health Center from 7 to 8
p.m
———
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Main Street Youth Center will
,,be open from 4 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call
753-TEEN.

r—
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Community...
Friday,June 3
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
Information call 762-3383.
————
Memorial Baptist Church Youth
will leave at 5 a.m. for trip to Six
Flags.
•
————
Twilight Golf with Tim and
Teresa Garland in charge is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.
Saturday,June 4
Fourth annual Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival will
be from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park, Aurora.
————
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons is scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
First Baptist Church will have a
churchwide fishing tournament
and fish fry.
————
Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will have
a potluck brunch at 9:30 a.m. at
church.
————
Playhouse in the Park will present a gourmet cabaret at 8 p.m.
at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park. For information call
759-1752.
- ————Bake Sale, sponsored by
Calloway County Humane Society,
%ill be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Murray's Wal-Mart Store.
————
Murray Women's Aglow
Fellowship will mee at 12 noon at
Kenlake Hotel. For information
call 753-6171 or 489-2379 or 437-4613.
————
Reunion of Camp 1517 of Murray
CCC will be at Murray-Calloway
County Park. A potluck dinner will
be served at 12 noon. For information call 753-3709.
————
Couples Bridge with Hoyce and
Gene Wrather as hosts is scheduled at 730 p.m. at Oaks Country
Club
,
———— Free Genealogical Seminar will
be at 7 p m at Marshall County
Public Libr1,,....
ry, 1003 Poplar St..
Murray — ——
Main Street Youth Center will
be dpetn from 1 p.m. to 12 mid-
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Your Individual Horoscope

(Coat'd from page 6)
Saturday,June 4
night. For information call
753-TEEN.
————
Dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
Information call 762-3383.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, shown hourly from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center: Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
Western Rivers Music and Craft
Sampler from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Empire Farm
Wagon Rides at 1:30 p.m. and 2:30
p.m. at Empire Farm.
Sunday,June 5
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Feltner
will be honored in celebration of
50th wedding anniversary from 2
to 4 p.m. in Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank.
The family requests guests not bring gifts.
————
Four Rivers Music Friends are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public Library.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Between Rivers
and Friends, shown hourly from 9
a.m. to 4:15 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
Western Rivers Music and Craft
Sampler from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Wagon Rides at
1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
————
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church - will have its annual
homecoming and memorial day.
————
Berkley Family Reunion "ill be

Sunday,June 5
at Kenlake State Park with meal
to be served about 12:30 p.m. For
Information call 753-7680.
————
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming and memorial
day.
————
Fourth annual Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival will
be at Kenlake State Park from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.
————
Playhouse in the Park will present a gourmet cabaret at 8 p.m.
at Playhouse in Park. For information call 759-1752.
————
Calvary Baptist Church near
Coldwater will have its annual allday homecoming.
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)

sit

VIRGO

cpit (Aug.

A career opportunity arises, but
there may he difficulty in working out
the details. Income does improve
now, but bosses need to Ite handled
with tact.

23 to Sept.22)
A nice chance arises to get away
for a few days. Mixing business and
pleasure today would leave you at
disadvantage. Little would be actually
accoirnplished.

TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to( ict.22

Minor annoyances could arise in
There seems to-be a lot of unnecessary delays regarding a legal matter. ciinnection with out-of-town guests.
NI)one seems to finalize things. You'll Nothing major, but some awkward
like today's chances for travel, but be narments could occur. Property inter(,sis are favored.
economical.

GEMINI

SCORPIO

May 21 to.lune 20)
There's good news today about,
money due you or an investment, but
you still have to be on guard against
extravagance now. Make a special
point of saving.

((lct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CIE
You get along great now with a
close tie, but in financial dealings
with others, agreements may be hard
to reach. Watch out for' needless
expenditurt.s today.

CANCER

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

(June 21 to.July22)
)
4E
Personal moodiness can work
against relationship harmony today.
There's a diance you're overreacting
and nursing an unnecessary grievarice.
(LjE
tily
O
2:i t() Aug. 22i
There are career moves in your
favor today, but you could waste too
much time today fraternizing with
o hers. Ile sure to capitalize on
(pp wtimity and don't let it slip away.

tie

It's a lucky day for you regarding
career interests, but you and a close
tie could have differences in taste
when shopping together. Strive to
cooperate with each other.

CAPRICORN
( Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A variety of leisure activities lure
you today, but don't neglect work
projects. Don't be self-indulgent
tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
.
It's those things left unsaid that
could cause problems in getting-Wong
now. Enjoy your private world, but
don't shut others out. Home matters
are favored.

PISCES

)0281.

(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mmlia4
It's a good time for meeting 'with
friends, but not the best time to have
others over. Go out for good times if
you can. Guests could overstay their
welcome.
IF BORN TODAY You are versatile
and constantly on the go. You're
naturally talented at getting your
ideas across to others and will be
successful in such fields as writing,
public relations, advertising and
sales. You love an audience and are at
home in the theatrical world.

New Shipment of Men's
Leather 1st Quality
Eastland Penny Loafers

$34.95
Gas Grill Modification

New Shipment of Ladies Sandals

Sunheani 1.eisure Products Company has announced a
modit wilt ion program tor its outdoor propane gas grills
ith glass w indows Nlodels
h:1978 and
N ere sold flout I iciober Ng:through May
inch ‘
21 1. 1981I at War \lat.! need .,ii simple niodification

$11.95
Men's & Ladies Leather
1st Quality L.A. Gear

This involvi'• a change in the mounting of Ow glass in
the 0111 lid Sunheam advises that
ilhout the
recommended modification. it is possible for the glass
to tweak during use
Consumer; %% Ito bought a Sunbeam gas grill with a
glass ‘vmdow are asked to come to Wal-Mart tor a tree
modd 'cation kit Nlodifications may be made easily by
the consumer

WAL-MART

Lowtop Men's

Lowtop Ladies

06.95 03.95
FACTORY DISCOUNT
SHOES
16th & Main

753-9419

birmiture
jfarket 414
•

Ntor

dogrilromp • 4.,

MM.

00.

41111D
••••

• •
.00

••••••
•••IM.
ONIMINP
dEINID
1•11.

.111.••••••••

Market 414's

Under the Big Top Again
Sale Prices Start Thursday.
9 A.M. Til 7:30 P.M.
We are moving Thousands of Dollars of Furniture under the large Tent -- E'er' room in our warehouse
had furniture we need to sell--We are going to sell it at one price or another-SEEING IS BELIEVING. A FEW EXAMPLES FOR THE RIC TOP SALE:

Party Ottomans
Wood-Arm Chairs
Living Room Suites (Soto-Loveseat-Chair)
Living Room Suite (Sofa & Choir)
Recliners (Choice of colors)

15
'49
'599
'399
2 fo,$229

Queen Size Sleeper
King Size Wood Headboards
Brass Lamps
Round Dinette Table (w 4 Upholstered Choirs)
Bedroom Suite (Broyhill - 4 Pc Off White w Oak Trim)

off

25%--

$449
$99
3 for$99
Rog. $699 $399
. Reg. $799 $499
Reg $599

11.60%
Bring Your Own Truck ct Save —
Bank Financing Available — Delivery Extra During Sale
No Lay-Aways on Tent It ems — Mast er Card
S'isa

Aorta 414 hirmiture
414 N. MARKET STREET

PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

4o,
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Isel
Orr Wilson

Mrs. Flora Underhill

Final rites for Mrs. Isel Orr
Wilson were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated. Mrs. Nell Earwood
presented the music.
Pallbearers were Pete Waldrop,
Jim Wilson, Fred Saunders, B..1:
Saunders, Earl Blankenship and
W.J. Pitman. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Wilson. 85. of 512 Whitnell,
Murray, died Monday at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Ceremonies were held recently to honor the Presidential Academic Fitness Award winners at Murray Middle
School. The honor is given to students who maintained above a B average during their four years at MMS.
The
winners are, front row, from left: Christy Beane, daughter of Linda and Allen Beane; Tammy Hansen,
daughter of Janet and Terry Hansen; Christy Hornback, daughter of Marilyn and Dave Hornback; Behnaz
Kibria, daughter of Nanna and Gholam Kibria; Suetele Chu, daughter of Angela and George Chu; Kaylin
Haverstock, daughter of Linda English-Haverstock and Gary Haverstock; Carrie Germann, daughter
of
Marilyn and Bill Germann; Dana Holman,daughter of Paulette and Gary Holtman; Jennifer Howe,daughter
of Janice and Red Howe; back row,from left: Chris Bailey, son of Anna and Art Bailey; Aaron Whitaker,
of Cheryl and Bill Whitaker; Kelsey Christopher, daughter of Ellie and Ron Christopher; Catherine son
daughter of Jean and Harold Hurt; Rusty Thomas,the son of Joyce and Bruce Thomas; Matt Lawson, Hurt,
of Anita and Hughie Lawson; Amy Perrin,daughter of Ann and David Perrin; April Haneline,daughterthe son
of An.
nette and Artie timeline; Boyd Hainsworth, son of Norma and Jerome Hainsworth; and Brad Nunnally,
son
of Joyce and Mamey Nunnally.

DR.GOTT

state. So can Alzheimer's disease, a
form of neurological disorder of unknown cause.
Any patient who shows signs of diminishing .cognitive state should be
examined to determine if the ailment
is reversible and treatable. Multi-infarct dementia.can be treated,sometimes with anti-coagulant drugs; Alzheimer's
disease
cannot. The
difference between the two diseases
lies in the causes, despite the observation that the behavior of people with
dementia may appear identical.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report on "Alzheimer's Disease."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send Si and their name and address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had bypass surgery. Four years later, an angiogram
showed that the bypasses had come
off. I was told that if this happens, it is
because they weren't needed in the
first place. Is this true?
DEAR READER: Although,from a
technical standpoint, a bypass graft
could theoretically pull loose, I have
never heard of this complication.
Since the graft carries a major new
blood supply to a damaged organ, a
graft blowout would be incompatible

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Dementia has
varied causes
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is the difference between Alzheimer's disease
and multi-infarct dementia?
DEAR READER: Although the end
result of dementia of any cause is the
same (loss of memory and reasoning/cognitive abilities), there are many
types of dementia. For example. decreased mental acuity can result
from vitamin deficiency, underactive
thyroid states and certain commonly
▪ used drugs,such as anti-hypertensive
medicine and sedatives. The brain
also can malfunction because of poor
oxygen supply. Hence, small infarcts
or clots can, over time, compromise
brain function, leading to a demented

Important

•

with life: the ensuing internal hemorrhage would be fatal.
The most common problem with
grafts is.reocclusion. That is, the aging process continues and, unless the
patient alters his lifestyle to minimize arteriosclerotic buildup. the
grafts Will become plugged.
I cannot say whether or not you
needed the original graft. This is a decision best made by the doctors caring
for you. However. I believe that graft
failure does not reflect on the necessity of the graft. Some patients who
needed grafts experience graft failure; other patients, who didn't need
them, do not. Therefore, without further information. I would have to conclude that your present situation —
which is really quite unclear — does
not prove that you could have avoided
surgery.
I might add one point: The fact that
your graft malfunctioned and you are
still alive raises the possibility that
your condition could be controlled
with medicine. Therefore, before consenting-to further surgery,- ask-yourdoctor about drug therapy or one of
the less risky procedures to open
clogged arteries, such as balloon angioplasty or laser treatment.
10 teat NEWSPAPER ornutpatsa MEN

Searching for answers to all
those who;whatiwhere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. it's my job to help
you get over the hurl:0es of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call

100%?
—Even Pays For
Doctors Visits

liV1(0711e_

Call

Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

144
1

FRANF‘TORT..Ky.( AP I — Edmonson County had Kentucky's
highest unemployment fate in
April, 25.1 percent, and Trimble
County posted the lowest rate at
2.7 percent, according to figures
released today' by the Cabinet for
Human Resources.
Jobless rates declined in 98
counties from March to April, increased in 20 and was unchanged
in two - Anderson and Breathitt.
The cabinet previously announced the statewide jobless rate dropped from 9.4 percent in March to
8.6 percent in April, reflecting
seasonal increases in farm, trade,
construction and services jobs.
Fifty-six counties had doubledigit unemployment in April,
down from 76 in March and 66 in
April 1987.
Elliott County's 23.4 percent was
the second-worst unemployment
rate in the state,,followed by Montgomery County's 21.7.. Menifee
County's 21.5 and Magoffin
County's 20.2.
Carroll County's 4.4 percent was
the second-lowest rate. followed
by Woodford County's 4.8 and
Shelby County's 4.9. _

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Stock Market
Prices as Of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-5.18
Goodyear
Previous Close
2064.01
Air Products
44 unc
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
23/
1
4B 24%.4
-ferric°
AT&T
27% -%
limart
Briggs & Stratton
30% .une
Kroger
Chrysler
221/ •1 8
JCPenney
CSX Corp
27% +
Penwalt
Dean Foods
2fP/4 unc
Pillsbury
Dollar Gen. Store
II/
1
2B 844A
quaker oats
44%
Exxon
Sears
Ford
49 +
Texaco
48% 4.14
GAF Corp
Time Inc.
General Motors
U.S.Tobacco
76% -1/4
GenCorp, Inc.
14% -1
Wal-Mart
/
4
Goodrich
C.E.F. Viet('
511
/
4 -1
/
4
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Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Asst Hostess Ingeboeg Kong 492-8348

(a-6, Jaft'
FREE!

414

MAIN STREET

MURRAY
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FATHER'S DAY
IS NEAR
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11341
41211
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34
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KENTUCKY

753 3366

AUTOMATIC
ICEMAKER
WITH PURCHA

Bridges, Rt. 1, Almo, and Mrs.
Larry (Connie) Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Dexte-r; two sons, Danny
Underhill and wife, Polly, Rt. 5,
Murray,and Donnie Underhill, RC
6, Murray.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Irene Turner, Rt. 1, Dexter;
one brother, Morris Dunn, at. 1,
Dexter; eight grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Kentucky s
unemployment
rate drops

Hello
Stranger!

Would You Like To
Change your 20%
Medicare Supplement
For One That
Would Pay

Mrs. Flora Underhill, 69, of Rt.
7, Murray, died today at 8 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
She was of Baptist faith. Born
(Sept. 22, 1918, in Trigg County, she
was the daughter of the late Arthur Dunn and Lula Hendricks
Dunn.
One granddaughter preceded
her in death.
Survivors are her husband,
Henry Underhill, to whom she was
married on July 4, 1945; two
daughters, Mrs. Clayton (Jean)

Dwight D. Futrell, a senior civil engineering major at Murray State
University. was appointed a 2LT in the U.S. Army in ceremonies held
recently on the campus. He received his commission through the earcommissioning provisions of the University's Reserve Officers'
Training Corps (ROTC) program. The son of Robert Futrell.
Fur:year, TN. he will be assigned to the 890th Engineer Co.. located in
Faris, where he will drill one weekend per month while completing
requirements for his baccalaureate degree, which he will receiye in
December. Selected for Regular Army active duty in the Engineer
Corps, upon graduation, he will attend the Officer Basic Course. at
Ft. Belvoir. S. A. with permanent assignment pending. During his
ROTC career, he is as the Battalion Intelligence Officer and earned
the awards of general military excellence, scholastic achiet ement
and academic achievement. Shown pinning his 21.1 Bars are left to
right) his father and his brother. Bob Futrell. of Purear.
r

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.
'7b go beyond is as wrong as to fall
short
'
— Confucius

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
6-2-4
•A J 8 6
•K 4
•A J 10 9 8
+65

WEST
EAST
•Q 107 2
4,9
54
One holdup play at today's DO- •
J 95 32
•86
trummame is right and proper. A •K 3
•Q 6
second holdup allows the defenders 4 10 3
•K Q J 9 4 2
to conduct an excellent defense.
SOUTH
Hearing both of his major suits
•K3
bid by the enemy, West makes the
•A Q 107
inspired lead of the club 10. East
•7 5 4 2
overtakes with his jack. South exe•A 87
cutes his holdup play while regretting not having insisted on dia- Vulnerable Both
monds, and East continues with his Dealer North
The bidding
club king.
North East
South
West
What happens if South makes a
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
second holdup? East clears the 1•
Pass
3•
..pa..4s
clubs by returning the deuce, ea-"1
Pass
3 NT
All pass
-West makes a great play. Since
Opening lead Club 10
East's club deuce is a suit-preference signal indicating a possible enBID WITH THE ACES
try in the lower-ranking suit (diaSouth holds
4-3-11
monds). West throws his diamond
king on the third club and South's
•Q 10 7 2
game fails when East's diamond
•J 9 5 3 2
queen is promoted to an entry.
•K 3
What if West had not jettisoned
+103
North South
the diamond king' South would
1•
l•
have made his game by leading up
2+
to dummy's diamonds. If West puts
ANSWER: Two diamonds. A poor
up the king, South ducks in dummy.
collection. Offer a simple preferAnd if West plays low, South plays
ence and leave the rest to partner.
dummy's ace and leads another diamond. Either way, declarer estabSeed bridge questions to Tbe Aces, PO Doi
lishes dummy's diamonds without
1230. Dallas, him 75225, entb se11-a4drermd,
stamped envelope for reply
losing the lead to East.

ECHO gas trimmers have set the standard in 2 cycle engine
technology. No other trimmer lets you start so effortlessly,
provide smooth power and last as long. Because of these
features, ECHO is the largest selling quality built gas trimmer
Don't settle for a cheap imitation.(lo with the proven performer
ECHO,quality built for the long run.

•-•3

SPECIAL
$11999

•,r•
.0 SIC

I

,

SATISFACTION
.•1 GUARANTEED'
OR YOUR
MONEY BACK'

12

7/ECM'
Model
TRXKl7ki

ENERGY EFFICIENT REFRIGERATOR
17.4 cu. ft. capacity; 5.01 cu. It. freezer. Equipped for
optional automatic icemaker. Adjustable glass shelves.
One sealed high-humidity pan for vegetables, one lowhumidity pan for fruits. Meats and Snacks storage pan.

'599

(it 1000

• 16 cc cmgitic
•Pro-fire
ignition
•Lightweight
•Semi-auto
cutting head

bad
'000.,
w fulmar
Woo St to mow
pwilWeet

First from the start

Power
Price
Performance
• powerful 21 cc engine
•lightweight
•converts easily to blade use
• heavy duty rutting head

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street • 753-1586

Hours 730-6 Mon.-Fri.; 7:30-5 Sat
Chestnut SI
753-2571 or 753-4110

4

. Low Interest Rates!
Fast, Efficient Service!

- Home
-Auto
- Business
- Life &
Health

only
$1_9999

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

Long Monthly Payments
Largo Inventory

Meeting Your Insurance Needs

SRM-1500

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO

Home Owned
Free Warranty?

IvITG Insurance of Murray

Doron Claiborne

4..
k

Fred Stalls

The Olyrnpic Plaza U.S. 641 North
Murray, KY 42071 (502) 753-4000

-4
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Florida circus to make stop in Murray
Arrangements have been completed between representatives of
the mufty Fraternal Order. of
Police and the Great AmericanCircus of Miami, Fla., for an appearance of Its circus in Murray,
on Sunday, Sept. 4, with ahows at
2:30 and 5 p.m.' at the Murray.
Calloway County Park
showgrounds.
According to Capt. George King,
the circus is being presented as a
public service of the Murray
Fraternal Order of Police. An advance sale of tickets for chilren at
reduced prices and for the benefit
of less-fortunate and senior
citizens, is now in progress
throughout the area by aides of the
sponsor.
The circus, whether magic, illusion or real, is a treat for children
of all ages. It brings a fantasyland
of never-seen-before stars to town.
Performing elephants, thrilling
aerialists, wild and domestic
animals and clowns all make up
the hour-and-a-half performance
under the new blue and white big
top, King added.
Profits from the sale of the circus tickets will go to benefit the
club's projects which include park
upkeep for little league baseball
teams, the Community Theatre Fourteen-year-old Asian elephants Janet and Irene can be seen
when the circus comes to Murray in September.
and various charities.

State Democrats
wrapping up
reorganization
The Kentucky Democratic Party will wrap its statewide
reorganization process Saturday.
June 4, with Congressional
District and State Conventions at
the Frankfort Civic Center.
Delegates elected at County
Conventions in April will meet at
10 a.m. EDT, to elect, by district,
members to the party's governing
body. State Central Executive
Committee, as well as one
presidential elector4and one alternate'eac h
The same group will reconvene
at 2 p.m. to elect a new party Chair
and Vice-Chair. National Committee members, At-Large State Central Executive Committee
members and presidential electors and, to vote on proposed revisions to party by-laws.
The party will also hold its annual Jefferson-Jac(son Day fundraiser that evening, 6:30 p.m. at
the Frankfort Civic Center.
Tickets are $50 per person and will
be available at the door

that we have had here.".
But the Communist Party
general secretary also said there
were missed opportunities at the
Moscow summit.
"Our dialogue has not been
easy," Gorbachev said, "but we
mustered enough realism and
political will to overcome
obstacles and divert the train of
U.S.-Soviet relations from a
dangerous track to a safer one. It
is, however, so far, been moving
much more slowly than is required...

Reagan...
(Cont'd from ,*gel)
faces, but as time went on, the
smiles began and then the waves,"
he said, "And I don't have to tell,
you, Nancy and I smiled back and
waved just as hard."
Gorbachev thanked Reagan for
"cooperation, openness and a
businesslike approach to the talks

Middlesboro...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Homeowners unable to get
credit elsewhere can receive 4
percent loans of up to $100,000 for
uninsured losses on their homes,
according to Mike Allen, deputy
area director for the business
agency's disaster assistance office
in Atlanta. Those able to get credit
can get loans at an 8 percent rate.
Homeowners can receive a loan
of up to $20,000 for uninsured personal property losses.
Small businesses can receive a
loan of up to $500,000 for uninsured
losses at the same rates.

Our used cars with less than 100,000 miles and newer than
80 year model with our 3 month or 3,000 mile warranty.
We Sell The Best. Wholesale The Rest"

We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone number
for your convenience.

VACATION
HQ VHS Video Camcorder Cut 15%

GM Program Cars Save Up To $8,000
1988 Cadillac Bro., '.%•, 2 blue leather factory
warranty
1988 Cadillac Bro., tan eather factory warranty
1988 Cadillac Bro., gray leather, factory warranty
1988 Cadillac Bro., wnite blue cloth, factory

By Realistic

109900
Reg.
1299.00

warranty

1988 Pontiac Grand Am, blue. 4 dr . factory
warranty
1988 Pontiac Grand Am, white 4_ dr factory
warranty
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4, Gypsy Pack. factory

Low As $55
Per Month•

•Infrared Auto-Focus
• Auto Color & Exposure
•Variable Hi-Speed Shutter
Just aim and shoot! Low-light(7 lux) recording, 6-1
power zoom lens With hardcase, shoulder strap. #16-801

warranty

1987 Buick Riviera, red, factory warranty.
1987 Buick Century Limited, 4 dr . factory warranty

Mender*.Included Low As 130 Per Month.

Digital Effects HQ VHS VCR

Save q0995 Model 70 by Realistic

$um ‘ir

•Picture-in-Picture Digital
memory "freezes" scenes
a On-Screen
With remote. #16-651
Programming
Remote batter,es extra

CD/AM/FM/Cassette CD Player Cut 36%
CD-3300 by Realistic
.....-.-....---"
.... --r
'‘I ....., 7
'
rol` 41

M
IN
-

Save 13995
$80
Reg. 219.95
...

1999
5
Reg.

369.95
Batteries extra
Low Ai $15 Per Islon1h•
Dolby' NR on tape. #14-525
TM Dolby Labotaion•s Limning com

Auto-search helps find selections fast. #42-5006

Lightning Globe

AM/FM Cassette

L.
lin.j

5995

Responds to sound or
touch #42-3035

Stereo 2-way speakers
#14-794 Batter.es extra

Stereo Headphones

Personal Stereo

Lightweight.

American College
of Physicians

19"

012-120/33-1000

Portable Scanner
PRO-26 by Realistic

Cut

30%

41

#20-107 Crystals.

EC -309 by Radio Shack

8

By Science Fair '

40/
3
4
Off

wk.
yi.m,...,.7
y..iW

2495

Reg. 39.95
#12-625 Battenes extra

Speakerphone
/ CIWFONE-183
By Radio Shack

Cut

29/
3
4

4995 Reg.

l•

99
14
415

Audio Cassettes
HALF

PRICE

LN-60

2,0,199
Reg. 1.99 Each

40%
Off

Stores up to 20 phone
credit card numbers. and
With
battery, case. #65-994

Has 25 fun pro- 895
jects. #28-255
Reg. 14.95
Battery extra
SUPERTAPE• by Realistic

battenes extra

Pocket Calculator

Batter's. ext,a

ill

69f,.?

99.95
Hear police/fire on four
bands. VHF/UHF Hi/Lo.

Solar Lab Kit

By Realistic

,

modes,
graphics mode. PC
compatible. Built-in tractor. #26-1280

Reg. Separate
Items 29.90
Receiver and headphones

AM/FM Portable

in Ole

Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th St. Suite 207
Murray, Ky.
(502)759-4700

0

Great sound' #33-1021

Cardiology
and Cardiovascular Diseases

Reg. 359.95

STEREO-MATE' by Realistic
•-_____r,
Cut
i

Nova'-45 by Realistic

DMP-130A by Tandy

Low As $15 Per Month•
Has word and data
processing

Cut
25%

Reg. 79.55

Save *60

29995

SCR-30 by Realistic

Low As S15 Reg.
Por Month. 149.95

38%
Off

Dot-Matrix Printer Cut
17%

i

- Save $30
e
1r- '''
-II*
_11995

949°°
Low As us Per Month•
Reg.
With CM-5 Color
Monitor, Monitor Separate #25-105
3/1043,
Platform, Mouse items
1078.95 #26-270/3125

Low As S15 Per Month•

Illuma-Storm
By Radio Shack

announces the opening
of his practice in

Save $12995

Realistic

ad...CD-2300 by

S
s1a7v0
e

753-5315

Russell E. Howard, M.D.

Tandy 1000 HX System
PC-Compatible,!

mmomm•PPIMIMPIRM•Pligunillow

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
Murray

Low As $20 Per Month.

Great for home or
school. Razor-sharp
graphics, 128K RAM,
Extended BASIC. Expandable to 512K.
#26-3334/3215

Reg.

Low As $20 Per Month• 499.9$

warranty

1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

COLN
MOUTON

The ultimate in security & convenience. Easily transfers
from work car to family car. #17-3001 Antenna extra

1985 Buick Riviera, low miles, one owner. 3-3

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE—PONTIAC—CADILLAC—BUICK

INCLUDES

Save
*200

door one, owner +ow m. eage 3-3

a.

Low As $15 Per Month.
24 watts total power,
digital tuning, autoreverse, in-dash mtg.
#12-1912

CT-100 by Radio Shack

1987 Mercury Topaz SL, one owner, factory
warranty
1987 Chevrolet Cavalier, one owner factory
warranty
1987 Pontiac Sunbird, one owner, factory warranty.
1987 Pontiac STE, sunroof, loaded. co demo. ac-

1985 Ford Tempo, nigh miles low price
1984 Olds Toronado, low miles sunroof. One owner,
3-3 warranty
1984 lsuzu
c0.01 sharp loaded. IOW Miles
3-3 warranty
1984 Olds Ciera, 4 dr . good miles. sharp, 3-3
warranty
)one owner. med. miles
1984 Buick CentiS—ntS
1984 Buick Regal rape owner. low miles, 3-3
ZP‘s""
warranty
1984 Pontiac STE, good miles. 3-3 warranty.
1983 Buick Riveria. low miles. Bose system. one
owner, 3-3 warranty
1983 Buick Century Limited, 4 dr.. local
1983 Plymouth Reliant, 4 dr . local
1983 Cadillac Eldorado, low miles. one owner. 3-3
warranty
1983 Cadillac Co,.8-(A.
.Me,low miles. focal. 3-3
9
'Ow
warranty
%9 ecial $6.000.00
1983 Cadillac Flee'40.Sp
1982 Buick Sky Flea,sOt.13 ih miles, cheap.
1981 Dodge Omni, local

Cut ims 9995
$60

Mobile Cellular Phone Cut 25%

LOCAL USED CARS

1985 Olds Delta

AM/FM Stereo Cassette

Save *200

Rig. 24.95

Diseases
Internal Meditine
Wow:

After five days in Moscow,
Reagan will have tea with Queen
Elizabeth II at Buckingham
Palace and dine with Mrs. Thatcher at No. 10 Downing Street. On
Friday, Reagan will deliver a
post-summit speech summing up
East-West relations, then return to
Washington.
•

Despite the lack of major
Their work done, on their final
night in Moscow, the Reagans agreements, Gorbachev called
went to the Bolshoi Ballet with the their meetings a "blow to the founGorbachevs and dined privately dations of the Cold War." Reagan
with their hosts at a dacha in the went to extraordinary lengths to
countryside outside Moscow. praise the Soviet leader, seemingThen, the Reagans took an im- ly absolving the Kremlin leaderpromptu stroll through Red ship for erecting barriers to
Square, which was brightly il- emigration. He blamed the
luminated by mobile floodlights emigration walls on the Soviet
brought in by networks to provide bureaucracy, saying any governa backdrop for their evening ment has that kind of problem.
While the two leaders deepened
newscasts.
"I didn't want her to niiss it," their relationship, the long.
Reagan said, holding hands with rumored feud between their wives
flared into the open.
Nancy.

48"
3
4
Off 1295 1 33/

Cardiovascular

Reagan and Gorbachev actually
concluded their formal talks
Wednesday — reporting scant progress on arms control and none on
human rights disputes.

Pre-Owned Car Sale SUMMER

1985 Mazda RX7, local

Board Certified:
Lardioiogy and

PAGE 9

FREE Battery-A-Month Card!
Up to $7.08 Value!
Come in for Yours!

tory warranty

(Cont'd from page I)
reported in Kentucky. of which 92
of the individuals have died
One of the state programs. the
AIDS information line, has provided a recorded message to more
than 10,000 callers since August
1986. This month, the line is being
staffed by specialists trained to
answer qoestions Kentuckians
might have after receiving the national AIDS pamphlet being mailed by the federal government.
The AIDS hotline. number is
1-800-654-AIDS..
More than $165,000 of the total
will be used to provide testing and
counseling programs at 28 health
departments across Kentucky.
The sites provide testing for the
AIDS antibody plus counseling
before and after the test.
In the past three years, 3,600
tests have been given at the sites.
Those funds also will allow more
time for staff members to notify
the sexual partners of people who
test positive for the AIDS virus.
State health Commissioner Dr.
Carlos Hernandez said notification
will only be done with the permission of the individual.
The additional money will also
enable the state to improve its
tracking system of the disease in
Kentucky, Hernandez said.
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Goals are in sight for local girls
Gibbs tied for 2nd, both teams in top half

Joanna Gibbs

By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Murray High's and Calloway County's girls' golf
teams shook off -the heat and made speedy
recoveries when needed Wednesday during the first
round of the KHSAA State Tournament in
Elizabethtown.
Thanks to the gutsy play, both teams entered today's final round of competition in excellent position
to surpass their goals. Calloway County's Joanna
Gibbs, the individual regional champion who wanted
to finish in the top five on the individual level, is two
strokes off the lead, tied for second place after 18
holes.
And the Lady Tigers and Lady Lakers are both sitting ahead of their expressed team goals. Both teams
wanted to finish in the top half of the 16-team field;
Murray held down fifth place after Wednesday's
play while Calloway was only four strokes behind
Murray in seventh place.
Louisville Sacred Heart's Nancy Jones leads the
individual standings with a 73 while Gibbs and Lexington Henry Clay's Elizabeth Brandenburgh are
two strokes back at 75.
In the team standings. Franklin County has a
(Cont'd on page 11)

Competition, not coverage, inspires teams
The fierce-but-friendly rivalry
between the Murray High and the
Calloway County girls' golf teams
is continuing to pay dividends for
both squads, lending credence to
the old philosophy about the
benefits of such competition.
After yesterday's opening round
of the KIISAA state tournament in
Elizabethtown, the First Region —
an area definitely not known for its
high school golf strength — had
posted a very strong showing
against the state-wide
competition.
Not only is Calloway's Joanna
Gibbs threatening to take the in_..dividual state championship, standing two strokes off the lead, but
both local squads are in the top
half of the field.
And both are continuing to keep
tabs on the other.
Murray, in fifth place overall, is
pretty much out of consideration
for the team title with a 28-stroke
gap between them and leader
Franklin County. But while the
Lady Tiger goal was to finish in
the top half of the 16-team field,
Murray won't be resting today.
MHS coach Judy Muehlenia.n
noted that the Lady Tigers would
be going after Henry Clay and
Paintsville, 11 and 10 strokes
ahead, in today's action. What she
didn't have to point out was that
the Lady Tigers know Calloway
County is only four strokes behind
them.
And while Calloway coach
Johnny Gingles noted how his

team is hoping Gibbs can claim
the individual honor, he didn't
have to mention that the Lady
Lakers would like nothing better
than to reach their team goal of
finishing in the top half and to pass
Murray High in the process.
It's only fair that the MurrayCalloway rivalry continue at the
state level, for it's one of the
reasons both teams are there. The
rivalry was quiet during the
regular season until the final
match of the year, when Calloway
upset the Lady Tigers to snap
Murray's season-long winning
streak.
That gave both teams momentum into the regional tournament,
where the Lady Tigers came back
to claim the regional title over
Calloway. whose second-place
finish qualified them for the state
competition as well.
And the rivalry has managed to
avoid bitterness. Both coaches
seem to be just as supportive and
proud of their rivals as their own
team. The girls interact easily
ivith each other, and, during the
regional competition, I came

across several parents who were
obviously someone's parents —
but, by the way they were encouraging both teams' players. I
truly couldn't tell which parents
belong to which school.
It may be illogical to think that
such spirit could survive in other
sports. For one thing. girls seem
capable of getting along with each
other better than boys. For
anothec, without the high level of
fan interest that other sports attract, the girls' golf teams manage
to go on without the drooling, rabid
fans who believe hate is a competitive edge.
But it isn't illogical to notice —
and apprediate — such stoortsmanship. No matter what the outcome
of today's final round in
Elizabethtown, the Lady Tigers
and Lady Lakers have proven
themselves to be classy young
ladies.
•••
I'm not the only one who has
noticed how WPSD-TV's sports
department has snubbed girls'
golf.
I don't know why and I haven't'
bothered to ask. In fact. other than
writing these thoughts down,
about the only other thing I have
done is to finally decide I've seen
enough' of southern Illinois sports
and to realize that, while I can't
get local sports coverage
anywhere else, I seemingly can't
get it from our so-called local station, either.
(Cont'd on page II)

Wanda Brown and Wary Bain (left) won the George Hart Invitational Wednesday b) firing
a 68. Mei% a Hatcher won "closest to the pin" at the llth hole, Tonja Pike and Ethlene McCallon won
the first flight. Itaine
Apperson and Linda McDade the second flight and Kay Benton and (lier)I Hammon'
the third. Sist)-si%
two-woman teams battled for the title in its first year as a scramble.
%%Alf phowh% (lick Nallwr

Bain, Brown pick up putting to
claim George Hart Invitational
Annual event changes to scramble format
By CLAI. ALKER
Carolyn Caldwell.
Sports Editor
The first flight was bogged (low n with 7,Ns as •:
It may have been a different setting. but the
golfers tied for the lead. but •Tonja Eike and
names remained the same.
Ethlene McCallon survived the coAnthack to take
This year's George Hart Invitational at the Mur- first-place honors Pat Snuddy and Robtiie N
ray Country Club broke a 20 year old tradition of
Danner were second. Leta Taylor and Vicki
medal play -and went to a two-woman scramble on
Singleton third and Evetyn Jorw,4and vent.fa
Wednesday afternoon. But last year's champion
ton fourth Betty Lowry and Mary Anderson am,
was still able to defend her crown. only now Mary
in fifth and Anna Duke and Barbara Sloan caught
Bain shares her title with Wanda Brown.
the worst end of the countback, finishing sixth
The two came off of the front nine at 36 after
Ramey Apperson and Linda Mc!lade won the
suffering two bogeys. What Bains and Brown
countback in the second flight as five golfers
needed was. obviouz.; and they _went out.,toget it... came in with *2s •Laiira Parker and Jennifer
-We both were hitting the bail well." Bain said
Crouse were second. Chris I'mbai hand Ella
"At first, our putting was a little shaky. but we
1.4Vallie third and l.ynda Sandusky and Ntargaret
charged on the back nine.•'
Schmidt fourth Sue Stone and Irene ‘toocis also
"We decided that we needed to get our putters
shot an 82.
going,- Brown said. after a fifth-place finish a
Kay Benton and Cheryl Hammon on the third
year ago.
flight
outright with an se But the battle for sect cud
The team carded a 32 on the final nine holes to
resulted in a countback involving four pairs
end up in the clubhouse at 68 and two strokes
Kad and Jessie Dunn finished m second(Airame
ahead of the second-place tandem.
place
with an ti7. Melva Hatcher and Janice
Fay Brundige and Linda Brann teamed for a 70
Johnson were third and Della Miller and Carole
and second place while Jo Strickland and Polley
Edwards were fourth Nancy Haverstot k and
Bess scored a 71 for third.
Edith
Garrison also had an •7
Ties were broken with a countback from the
18th hole. Jerlene Sullivan and Frances Hulse
Sixty-six teams competed in the annual event
were awarded fourth place after a countback
Most-g.olters said that they enjoyed the new
They shot 72 to tie them with Teresa Garland and
scramble format.

UT-Martin making bid to
become member of OVC

Pistons show Celtics
'how to's' of offense

NASHVILLE. Tenn. Al! — The I •niversit
TeriLesst:e.Martin is
making a bid to join the Ohio Valley Conferem e and has distributed a
formal proposal to the seven presidents of league schools otficials said
Margaret N Perry. CT-Martin president. also has \ isited ea.( h OVC
campus and talked with the presidents as has Nick I ilinagan executive
vice chancellor. and Phil Dane. vice chancellor for finaticial affairs
"There were no promises made of any kind by the presidents. hut we
were received warmly and they all listened to what we had to say and
said they would give our facts and figures due consideration I iunagan
said.
There has been talk for several years of I.T-Martm becoming an i)V('
member. but the university has never presented such a formal proposal
until now. Dunagan said.
"We have showed interest in the past of joining the 01,V, but IA.. never
got around to taking the final step.- he said. "We feel with Youngstown
State pulling out. the time is right and were going to give it our best
shot."

By The Associated Press

BOSTON — The cold Crunch time
shooting Boston Celtics are
struggling to find the basket.
Detroit holds a 3-2 edge ill the
Isiah Thomas and Adrian
Eastern 'Conference best-ofDantley can show them where
seven championship series.
It is.
The Pistons and Celtics meet in
The Detroit duo's marksmanPontiac, Mich., for Game 6 on
ship and Boston's off-target
Friday night. The Lakers, up
tosses have put the Pistons a
3-2 on the Mavericks, visit
victory away from the NBA
Dallas tonight. The remainder
championship sees and the
of the NBA Playoffs will be
Celtics in big trouble.
aired by CBS.
Boston, which has reached
the final in each of the last four
points to go ahead 75-70 with
seasons, won't get there this
9:25 left in the fourth quarter.
season unless it wins on the
Thomas took four shots in that
road Friday night and at home
stretch and made them all.
Sunday when a seventh game
"I said, 'if we're going to
will be played, if necessary.
lose, I'm going to go down
With Thomas scoring 35 shooting.—
said Thomas, who
points and Dantley adding 18, had 29
points after halftime.
Detroit overcame a 16-point
With Boston leading 94-92 on
deficit and beat Boston 102-96 in
overtime Wednesday night to Dennis Johnson's layup with
take a 3-2 lead in the best-of- 3:52 left in overtime, Dantley
made a free throw with 3:37 to
seven Eastern Conference
final.
go and a three-point play that
"It could have been our big- gave the Pistons the lead for
gest win, but we have a lot of good, 96-94, with 2:52 remainhard work ahead of us" ing. On both plays he was
Pistons' center Bill Laimbeer guarded by Fred Roberts, who
said.
took over when Kevin McHale
With Boston leading 70-61, fouled out with 1:59
left in the
Detroit scored the next 14 fourth quarter.

Delany credits MSC leaders for
shaping Ohio Valley Conference
OVC celebrates 40th anniversary

Detroit's Isiah Thomas led the Pistons to a win at Boston Wednesday
night. Thomas scored 36 points as the Pistons took a 3-2 series led.

Dallas 'home warriors' hope Lakers remain `road wimps'
DALLAS
(AP) — In an NBA
Western Conference final
aeries where home warriors
turn into road wimps, the
Dallas Mavericks will try
tonight to extend the defending
world champion Los Angeles
Lakers to a seventh and
deciding game.
The Lakers lead 3-2 in a best

of-seven series that has had
five straight blowouts.
The Mavericks are so confident they can "hold serve" on
their home court that Dallas
owner Donald Carter said,
"We're not worried about
tonight. We're worried about
Game 7 in Los Angeles on
Saturday."

Los Angeles mauled the
Mavericks 119-102 on Tuesday
night as Magic Johnson's
"showtime" fun included 20
assists, two of them his no-look
specials, and 41-year-old
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar ran the
court like A young man and
scored 21 points.
The 17-point spread was

typical of the way the series has
evolved.
The Lakers have won by 15
and 22 points in other yawner
games at the friendly Form
while Dallas has inflicted 12and 14-point losses on Los
Angeles in rowdy Reunion
Arena.

Murray State University will be
recognized as one of three charter [40th ANNIVERSARY'
members still in the league when
-, 1948 - 1988
the Ohio Valley Conference
celebrates its 40th anniversary
with a banquet in Nashville on
Friday.
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
Former Murray State Athletic
Director, the late Roy Stewart, leadership of President Kala M.
was among the OVC founders who Stroup of Murray State, who servattended meetings in Louisville in ed as president of the OVC in
February 1948 and made the deci1987-88, as "second to none in
sion to form the conference.
aiding our conference in blending
Other charter members of the
intercollegiate athletics with
league were Eastern Kentucky
university life."
and Morehead State, which have
As chairwoman of the Planning
retained membership through the
and Development Committee, he
ensuing years, and Western Kensaid she provided the leadership
firm,.Louisville and Evansville.
and direction in 1984 in the
Jim Delany, OVC commis- development of one of the first
sioner since 1979, said Murray "and probably the most useful"
State has played a significant role
conference planning documents of
in both the development and the
Its kind.
competitive history of the OVC
Delany explained that the
since its inception.
document attempts to outline the
He cited the creativity and ((wird on page II)
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Goals in sight...
(Card from page 10)
seven-stroke lead over Oldham
County, 338-345. Henry Clay and
Paintsville follow at 355 and 356,
with Murray at 366. Glasgow at 367
and Calloway at370. MadisdnCentral and Sacred Heart are tied for
eighth place at 379.
"It was a very rewarding day,"
111:HS golf coach Judy Muehleman
said Wednesday afternoon. Murray's team standing is their
highest in the past several years,
Muehleman noted, and is 24
strokes better than the first-day
score posted by the same foursome in last year's state
tournament.
But the First Region team
champions went. into the state
tOurnament not knowing how
healthy top gun Meredith Howe
was. Bothered by illness before
the tourney began, Howe began
taking antibiotics to shake the
symptoms, and turned in an 81 to
pace the Lady Tiger effort and tie
for seventh in the individual race.
"She wasn't feeling real well,"
Muehleman noted, adding that the
main concern is insuring that
Howe's liquid intake is high
enough to combat the intense heat
and the effect of the antibiotics.
She added liquid intake is a
necessity 'for all the goiters with
the blistering heat. "They haven't
even had the rain we had last
week, so the course is really dry,"
she added. Tournament officials

are allowing the girls to "play the
ball up" (improve their lie) in an
effort to counter the effects of the
weather.
Amy Wilson followed with an 88
for Murray, while Lisa Rexroat
shot a 96 and Jennifer Howe added
a 101 to the team score.
Gibbs needed a speedy recovery
of ter own, said Calloway golf
coach Johnny Gingles. "Joanna
started off shaky with her putting," Gingles said, noting that
Gibbs posted a bogey on the first
hole and continued to have green
problems on the next two.
"But she finished the front nine
with only 19 putts, and that's good
after the shaky start she had,"
Gingles noted.
Other speedy recoveries for
Calloway came- from Shelby
Morgan and Kim Roberts.
Morgan's first drive of the day
went into the shag range, and
while advancing to her ball she
saw the ball scooper come along
and take up her ball along with the
others on the practice course.
"We had quite a discussion
before we reached a satisfactory
agreement," Gingles said, noting
one tournament official thought
Morgan had simply lost her ball
and should take a stroke penalty
and tee up again.
Morgan was finally allowed to
make a drop near where she and
others had spotted the ball before
the scoop. "It kind of shook her

MSU presidents...
((oat'd from page 10)
academic missions of OVC
member institutions and develops.
ways and means to enhance the
missions over a Me-year period
through intercollegiate athletics.
"It identified 10 principles
which should lead our athletic administrators. coaches and student.
athletes to conduct their activities
in ways that are consistent with
and enhance the institutional missions of our member universities." he said
A former Murray State president who served as OVC president
in 1980-81. Dr. Constantine W. Curns. is credited by Delany with
providing,the insight and. leadership that brought about
reorganization of the conference

committee system.
"He persuaded the OVC
presidents that it was preferable
to do away with the ad hoc committee system and instead divide
the presidents among standing
committees with stable, but
rotating membership. That
reorganization has been effective
in streamlining and developing
conference policy making."
Representatives of Murray
State who have represented the
OVC as members of NCAA committees in the past 10 years include: Johnny Reagan, baseball
committee chairman, Margaret
Simmons, track and field committee; Bud Childers, women's
basketball advisory committee;
and Elvis Green. rifle committee.

up," Gingles said. "But she came
back on the next hole with a par;
and then got levelled off."
Morgan finished with an 86 for
Calloway, good for 23rd on the individual list.
Roberts, meanwhile, also had
problems with the first hole. Her
first drive was straight down the
fairway, Gingles reported — and
never seen again. "A lost ball is a
lost ball, even if it is somewhere
on the fairway," he said, noting
that Roberts had to take the stroke
penalty and tee off again. "That
would shake anyone."
Her next two drives both went
out of bounds, and by the time
Roberts hit the cup on the first
green she'd posted 12 strokes onto
her score. But Roberts also calmed down, Gingles noted, to finish
with a 109 on the day, while Angie
Haywood finished with a 100 for

(Coat'd from page 10)
I want to be fair. I can understand the difficulty in having to —
or saying they are — covering all
the schools in West Kentucky, not
to mention Southern Illinois,
Missouri, Southern Illinois, Tennessee, and Southern Illinois.
I can understand when regularseason scores aren't reported.
Many times they're not called in,
or not called in on time.
But I can not understand a professional sports journalism
department totally ignoring a
KHSAA regional tournament — as
was the case in last week's girls'
regional tournament.
Murray won it, Calloway was second, Joanna Gibbs of Calloway
won her second individual
regional crown in three years.
How about that, Miss Lu Ann?
The next day, Tilghman and
Graves County finished 1-2 in the
boys' regional golf tournament.
That was covered on the sports
show. The day of the girls' golf
tournament, VVPSD had a feature
on Lone Oak's tennis program and
ran the same Cubs highlight film
three times at 5:00, 6:00 and,10:00.
Wow. Southern Illinois really likes
those Cubs.
Yesterday, after the first round'
of the state tournament, there was

Action steady in local baseball leagues

L

Softball leagues
report contests
In Middle Division softball, WSJP got by Allison Photography
18-13 as Tammy Chester homered.
Stephanie Holland tripled and
doubled, Mitzi Windsor tripled and
Elizabeth Harrington and Jana
Lynn Herndon doubled.
Iris Sewell had a pair of triples
in a losing cause. Dana Blankenship and Shannon Williams
doubled.
Bank of Murray downe ain's
Jeep Eagle 8-3 as Valerie Shelton
and Mitzi Rickman ho red. Kel.
ly Felts had two hits d Dawn
Toth doubled.
For Cain's, Jill Miller, Marti
McClard and Carrie Watkins had
two hits apiece.
Bank of Murray buried Murray
Memorial Garden 12-4 behind a
pair of homers from Shelton.
Rickman and Kylie Johnson also
homered and Julie King doubled.
UPPER DIVISION
Mr. Gattl's blasted D&W 17-0.
Mary Catherine Woolridge and
StephanieNanover homered, Amy
Ford collected three doubles,
Ginger Billington had two triples
and Toni Ford went 3-for-3.
,D&W's Stacy Boyd had two hits.
Allison Photography edged Derby 7-6 as Lisa Barnett and Dina
Fazi had three hits each and Tina
Barrow doubled.
Derby's P.J. Chadwick had two
hits includink a homer and Stacie
Williams was 2-for-3.
Jennifer Parker had two homers
and Fazi homered and doubled as
Allison Photography beat Swift
Roofing 10-7. Barnett, Barrow and
Krista Stalls each had three hits.
Stephatil Barnett picked up a
pair of hits for Swift and Amanda
Edwards and Amy Young
doubled.

the Lady Lakers.
Both coaches were confident going into today's final round."They
really went on the course with a
good attitude," Muehleman said
of Murray's first-day attack.
"Now, they all See some places
they'd like to improve on." With a
28-stroke gap separating them
from the team leaders, a run for
the state title may be impossible,
she said, but the Lady Tigers have
their sights set on Henry Clay and
Paintsville — and on holding off
Clasgow and Calloway.
The Lady Lakers are also hoping to "shave a few strokes off,"
Gingles said, while keeping an eye
on Gibbs' individual quest. "I
think she's in a good spot," he
said. "She's not leading, so no
one's shooting at her, and, basically, she knows what it is she's got to
do out there."

Good service,
good coverage.
good price* That's

State Farm
insurance.-

Ai

Herndon: Andrew Griffin: eluding a double and Eric Parks
had two hits. Ben Mjos tripled and
Johnathan Turner; Joshua
Burgess: and Andrew Balzer.
Jeremy King and Charles Taylor
For Moose Lodge, Michael doubled.
Phillips, Gabe Ward and Ben
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Geurin each had two hits. Micah
West
Kentucky Insurance
Cathey and Joshua Waters
pounded Seafood Express 22-2
doubled.
Mountain Valley Water beat behind a two-hitter by Josh Emerson who also went 3-for-3 at the
Atkins and Associates 12-9 as
David Perlow homered and Richie plate with a double.
J.H. Churchill got past Benson's
Jones had two doubles. Jake Thurmond and Titus Bennett each went Sporting Goods 13-5 as Steven
3-for-3 and Spencer Chambers Crouch and Scott Earwood combined for a one-hitter. Earwood
tripled.
Jeff Nix singled, doubled and also doubled twice, Adam Meloan
tripled in a losing cause and Seth doubled twice and Kevin
Grogan added three hits. John McKnight added a two-base hit as
Yezerski had a pair of hits, in- well.

Tough customer

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
TTTTT 1•111110

4010
iM1.1.11011C11

State Farm Insurance Companw
Home OffIces Bloomington Minor,

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pet. GB
New York
33 17
660
Cleveland
32
19
627
Detroit
29 20
592 34
532
Boston
25 22
Milwaukee
26
25
510 74
Toronto
23 29
442 11
Baltimore
11
40
216 224
Best Divisloo
Bo
L Pet. GB
Oakland
36
15
706
Minnesota
26 23
531
9
Texas
25 25
500 104
Kansas City
23 28
451 13
Seattle
23 211
442 134
Chicago
21
28
429 14
California
19
32
373 17
ednesday's Games
Oakland 4. New York 3
Seattle 4. Baltimore 3
Cleveland 5. Kansas City 4
Detroit 9, Chicago 3
Toronto 7 Milwailkee 2
Minnesota 7, Texas
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Toronto Nunez 0- at Boston 1Hurst 6-2..
n
Texas fl-tough 4-6. at Chicago !Perez 5.1 I.

Coverage...

Local sports

Murray Lumber Company blew
out Moose Lodge 31-3 Wednesday
night in Park League action as
Sheay H dspeth hit for the cycle.
collectin a single. double. triple
and homer Shane Andrus had four
hits including a homer, Drew
Wooldridge four hits. Tim Starks
and Brian Settle had three hits
-each including-a homer, and Chris
Burkeen, Gus Jones and
Johnathan Graves had three hits
each.
Collecting two hits were Joshua
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a report on the action — of the
boys' tournament. Tilghman's and
Graves County's scores were
given.
Maybe I took a quick nap, but I
didn't hear a word about the Murray girls or Calloway girls, even
though the two tournaments are
going on at the same time in virtually the same place.
As I said, I don't know why and I
haven't bothered to ask. I could
probably get some excuse or some
reason if I did ask, but what good
is that? No matter what the reason
is. when a local KHSAA regional
tournament is overlooked, when
two local schools' participation in
a KHSAA state tournament is
overlooked, when a series of individual accomplishments such as
Gibbs' are overlooked, and when
the station wastes so much of its
air-time with hokey banter between the anchors and narcissistic
self-promotion, it indicates a
serious lack of awareness and
respect- for the area's young
athletes.
And no excuse can cover the fact
that it is the young athletes who
are being hurt by it.
_I guess I shouldn't get so upset.
After all, it's only high school golf.
right? No big deal. Besides, what
can you do?
I know what I've done. I've
brought it to the attention of the
people in Murray and Calloway
County. I've, hopefully, brought it
to the attention of those advertisers who pay for television time
on our "local" station.
And I've made the decision to
quit looking for local sports on my
local station. The television now
gets dark from 10 to 10:30 in the ol'
log cabin.

Seattle I Swift 5-i at Kansas City I Power

California 1Finley 3-6) at Milwaukee
(Jones 3-01. in,
NATIONAL LEAGI'L
East Division
V.
I. Pct. GB
New York
34
16
680 —
Pittsburgh
30 21
.588
St. Louis
27 24 .529 7',
Chicago
26 24 .520 8
Montreal
23 26
469 104
Philadelphia
20 28
417 13
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Los Angeles
28 20 .583 —
Houston
27 22 .551
I
San Francisco
26 26
500 4
Clncinnati
23 28
451
6it
Atlanta
17 31
354 II
San Diego
18 33
353 11..2
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 6. Cincinnati 3 '
San Francisco 2, Montreal 1
Los Angeles 4. New York 3
Philadelphia 9. San Diego 7
Atlanta 14. Pittsburgh 2
St Louis 3, Houston 2. 13 innings
Thursday's Games
Chicago I Schiraldi 3.21 at New York ICon,
7-0i. ini
St Loup Tudor 1-1 at Philadelphia iCar
man 3-3m.
_Montreal-iReaton 1-3 r at Plitsburgh-f Walk—
s-al 113
Only games scheduled

High school
ELIZARETHToWN, Ky AP — Here are
the top finishers after Wednesday's first
round of the Girls State Golf Tournament at
the Elizabethtown Country Club
73 — Nancy Jones, Sacred Heart
75 — Elizabeth Elrandenburgh. Henry
Clay. Joanna (Abb.. Calloway County
76 — Karen Grasch, Franklin County.
Laura Goodlett. Anderson County
78 — Kim Tyrer. Franklin County: Lisa
Weissmueller, Henry Clay, Sandy Stokley.
Somerset
81 — Meredith Howe. Murray. „Jennifer
Cleaver. Ballard Christie Ohr Estill County: Jennifer McGohon. Oldham County

82 — Andrea Grayson. Notre Dame;
Tracey Hughes. Casey County
VINE GROVE, Ky AP — Here are the
top finishers after Wednesday's first round
of the Boys State Golf Tournament at the
par-72 Lincoln Trail Country Club 72 — Johnny Cain. Somerset
73 — Russ Johnson, Trinity. Steve
Schrecker. Male: Russell Smoak, Western
Hills
74 — Bryan Baysmger. Glasgow. Mark
Sloan. Somerset. Brad Lehmann, Trinity.
PJ
McDougal. Bowling Green, Swain
Beard. Franklin County
75 — Brian McDaniels. Lyon County

Larry Krouse Insurance
739-9888

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

EXCLUSIVE GMC
FACTORY REBATE
DIRECT TO CUSTOMER.
SEE YOUR LOCAL
GMC DEALER.

TRUCKS•TRAILERS•BUSES, INC.
8:00-5:30 M -F; 8:00-Noon Sat.
3 Miles So. on 641

502-753-1372

Murray, Ky.

Jack Foley-Ben Nix-Don McCord

Inventory
Turnover Sale.
All Machines
In Stock
DRASTICALLY
REDUCED!

All Inventory
5%
Over Invoice!

Take advantage of our "Summer Clearance" prices
now thru June 30 as we close out the 1988 inventory!
You're one toughicustomer,and
we've built a truck to match. The
Desert Runner 4x4 by Nissan —
the truck that's as tough as it looks.
This Hardbody is built to handle
severe road and weather conditions
...and look great every mile. Take a
look at a Desert Runner and it's
easy to see wAy Nissan uucks
come out ahead in national Offroad vents and races. Push the

powerful engine and 4-wheel-drive
to the limit — the Desert Runner
lives up to its name. Nissan's Desert
Runner is a winning choice! Test
drive one today.

HP
8

*1271

80 xe

8

'1495

'945
1O57$

NISSAN

Bulk ixtheHuman Race_

Model
446 Hydriv'
Garden Tractor

H.P.

List Price Clearance

16

$5784

'4295

444 Hydriv*
,Graden Tractor

14

'5364

'3895

114YT Yard
14 (LC.)
Tractor

'2640

'1750

224 Hydriv'
Garden Tractor

14

'4750

'3595

116YT Yard
Tractor

'2922

'1950

220 Hydrir
Garden Tractor

10

13850

'2695

16 (IC.)

4111\

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER DODGE
204 S. 12th ST.

List Price Clearance

Model
80 xm
Rear Rider

"Ingersoll"-the new name
to say for CASE
Lawn & Garden tractors.

_J

Plus...mower deck
FREE
with any purchase

Ingersoll
McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110

753-7114

.4
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Season begins at Playhouse
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The Playhouse in the Park
opens its summer season this
weekend with a "gourmet
cabaret."' A summertime tradition at the
theater, the cabarets feature
revue-style entertainment on the
deck of the Playhouse.
Theatergoers enjoy desset and
drinks at their table at
intermissions.
This first cabaret is "A Summer
Theater Season Kickoff" and is intended, According to director
Louise Weatherly, to showcase the
type$ of theater entertainment
west Kentuckians can expect to
see this summer.
"We're fortunate to have a lot of
theater in -west Kentucky," She
added. "Not only are there live
performances here, at the
Playhouse, every weekend during
the summer, but there are several

:
1 4ws**--

•04,
•

,
4
• *AA"
• V.
Ube'

Pointing the way to another storytelling performance is actor Kent
Jenkins as Andrew Dundee. John Hallum
portrays American storyteller Ernest Seton. The troupe, sponsored
join performers from MSt.'s'Summer Showcase'and Playhouse in by the National Scouting Museum, will
the Park's'Guys and Dolls' Saturday and
Sunday at the Playhouse in the Park.

theater companies throughout the
region."
The Playhouse has invited two
theater -groups- to share the bill
this weekend with its own "Guys
and Dolls."
"Spinners," the National
Scouting Museum's storytelling
theater troupe, will present selections from performances that
were done on tour this spring and
which will be presented at the
museum during the summer.
Also on stage this weekend are
the young performers in Murray
State's "Summer Showcase," who
perform every weekend during the
summer months at The Stables in
MSL!'s Curtis Center.
Included in their repetoire of
songs and dances with a regional
flair is the song "Paducah." with
its chorus, "Poo, poo. poo.
Padileah "

Cast members of the community theater's own Guys and Dolls
will preview muscial numbers
from- the show, which opens next
week and plays for the remaining
three weekends in June.
In fact, practically all the great
songs from Guys and Dolls are in
the program, .including what
Weatherly describes as a "show.
stopping rendition" of "Marry The
Man Today." by, Media Erickson
and Holly Bloodworth on Sunday.
AU this and cake, too - after all,
it is a gourmet cabaret.
The evening's entertainmnt
begins Saturday and Sunday night
1June 4-51 at 5:00. Tickets are
$4.00 for adults and senior citizens a
and $2.00 for children under 12.
Reservations can be mad: by.
calling the theater box office at
759-1752.

Fri14111(i1y N'itilt

Musical classic coming to MHT
"Oklahoma!," a blockbuster
musical by Rodgers and Hammerstein, will be presented June
10-12 and 16-19 at the Market
House Theatre.
Dan Pope, a teacher at Lone
Oak Middle School, takes the role
of Curly, a young cowboy in love
with Laurey Williams, a spirited
farm girl played by Mary Hamed.
Harmed has sung with the Paducah
Symphony Chorus, and has performed in the Charity League
Follies- and --the Lower Town
Neighborhood Association operettas. Both actors are making their
MHT debuts.
John Geiger, a Westvaco
employee who recently appeared
as Captain Keller in -The Miracle
Worker," plays COrly's adversary
Jud Fry. MET vetern Mary

Margaret Hoffman plays Aunt
Eller, a warm-hearted but shrewd
farm woman.
PCC student Tammy Cooper
makes her MHT debut as Ado Annie, a nice girl who "cain't say
no." Vying for her affections are
Will Parker, a happy-go-lucky
cowpuncher played by newcomer
Chip Bohle and Ali Hakim, a
sweet-talking peddler played by
Scott Suttles.
Other principal roles include:
Ike Skidrnore, played by Mark
Buchanan; Andrew Carnes,
played by Chris Black; and Gertie
Cummings, played by Metropolis
resident Dianna Dennis.
Rounding out the cast of
cowpunchers, farmers and
Eushyhead residents are: Brad
Jackson, Michael LaVoice, Jim

Every
Day
Is A Sun
Day!

POOL PASSES
Family Passes
Single Passes
Daily Per/Person
Children 7 & Under
9:30-5:00 Daily
(Due to Mgt. Discretion)

11 5°°
$800°

Mitchell, Sherry Shadle, Marla
Smallman and Laura Stewart.
Children's roles are filled by Beth
Carloss, Sarah Deem. Elizabeth
Key and David King.
"Oklahoma!" is an American
folk story which features such hit
songs as "Oh What a Beautiful
Morning." "Surrey With the Fringe on Top." and "People Will
Say We're In Love." Set in the
pioneer days of the Oklahoma territory, this boisterous musical
tells of the bumpy road young love
so often travels, and of the colorful
complications caused by the
rivalry between the farmers and
the cattlemen. The lush score
ranges from haunting ballads to a
foot-stomping hoedown.
"Oklahoma!" is directed by
April Cochran with music direction by Patt Lynch. Performances
are June 10, 11, 16-18 at 8 p.m.. and
June 12, 18 and 19 at 2:30. Tickets
are $5 and 16 for Thursday evening
and the Saturday and Sunday
matinees: $6 and $7 for the Friday
and Saturday evening performances. Group rates are
available.
Tickets may be ordered by
phone or by mailing payment
along with a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to: Market
House Theatre, 141 Kentucky
Ave., Paducah KY 42001 i502
444-6828.
Early reservations are recommended. "Oklahoma!" is sponsored by The Paducah Sun,
WPSD-TV and Hannan Supply.

Jerrylielly; SeCcind from left, OW manager of Fisher Price Toys,
Dolls' at a recent rehearsal. Fisher Price is the corporate sponsor visited, with cast members of 'Guys and
the musical. With Kelly are Pat Clement. second from right, and of the Playhouse in the Park production of
cast members Media Erickson and Greg
Delancey.

'Roots actors reunite for Christmas sequel
NASHVILLE. Tenn. 1AP Louis Gossett Jr. and LeVar Burton, reunited for the first time
since the blockbuster 1977
miniseries "Roots," predict the
Christmas sequel will become a
classic in itself, a kind of
American answer to Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol."
"I think it's very wonderful to be
able to anticipate sitting down
with my loved ones and watching
not only the Dickens classic, but
'Roots Christmas' as well, and

9300
$1 50

Holland Drugs
A 13I1OL111C

Bridal
Registry

753-5986

SEAI

Sal Air Canter, Murray
°pan: Mon.- Sat. 9 -

All Brides-to-be

"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

Psuitali

139tn,

ITN= QUANTITISS LAST

-4

fr',?
▪ Black 36 X 80 only
▪ Decorator Grill
r• 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
▪ Pre-hung for Easy
Convenient Installation
e• Tempered Glass Kickplate
• IN" thick. 2" wide main frame • Self,storing storm door of extruded
.
heat-treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All Inserts are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
cylinder, anti-lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• Wraparound ;Marine type" glazing on glats insens • Adjustab
le bottom expander with vinyl sweep • Strong exonded key tonifri held
firmly. double screwed'• Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all inserts
• Contoured Z-bar is adaptable to most casings. • Delivered and installed $199.00
_

1

109 S. 4th St. - 753-1462
VISA/MC
kali% ()ailed &()mord-Huh Dunn 11 Ph

99' LUNCH
SPECIAL
Ot

-n—
o
plus

mi

Extra Cheese
it
ur hi m c

$1

99'

II A.M.-3 P M.
Dine In Or Pick Up Only
Expires 6-111-MM

LARGE
16" PIZZA

1

.11tTs(

PI //:1

Is
:Pizza — Pasta—Subs::

Central Shopping Center (Across

•

Tickets for the 195.5 annual
Alabama June Jam to be held in
Fort Payne, Ala. June 11, are now
on sale and are priced at $25.
Children six and under are admitted free of charge. In addition to a
show with more than 15 hours of
continuous entertainment, the
holder is entitled to a 10 percent
discount of merchandise at the
Alabama Fan Club Show the week
of the concert and admission to the
Alabama/VIP softball game
Thursday, June 9.
The roster includes Randy
Owen, Teddy Gentry, the
Alabama road crew. manager
Dale Morris, Gary Baker of The
Shooters, Mark Miller and Bobby
Randall of Sawyer Brown, Joey

The Only REAL Italian Pizza"

A u!hot.ttd 11111,11•411,1

TRUST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED RIGHT'
flee Estn•Ntes

stop in and
see our large
selection of
decorative
accessories
for your
new home!

MR OM 11111

Michael Learned and Kate
Mulgrew
The story was written by David
Eyre based on an outline by Alex
Haley. who grew up in the small
western Tennessee town of Herm
mg and wrote the Pulitzer Prizewinning book "Roots- after tracing his ancestry 20o years
In the sequel. Kunta Kinte 'Burton and Fiddler 1Gossetti
clandestinely plan to lead a greilp
of slaves to freedom on Christmas
Eve in 1770.
The film's budget is about $4
million, expensive for a two-hour
television movie, said Bernie
Sofronslo, co-executive producer.
In comparison. the'last 12 hours of
"Roots** cost $5 million, he said

Tickets available for June Jam

then IIC k%
S. 12th St.

hopefully year after year It has
the potential be a classic." said
Burton. 31. whose career was launched by the miniseries 12 years
ago.
"This is as close to Dickens as
we can get in an American story."
Gossett said on a break in filming
on the grounds of the Herniitage,
the plantation home .of. President
Andrew Jackson. "This is ours
and we should cherish it. It's our
American classic."
"Roots" still ranks as the
highest-rated miniseries ever. and
Part 8 was the third highest-rated
television show in history. according to A.C. Nielsen.
The two-hour sequel, scheduled
to air Dec. 11 on ABC, also stars
Avery Brooks. Shaun Cassidy,

From IVISU Stadium)

$599
Dine In Or Pick Ur Only
Expircs 0-10404 '

759-9600

Jones oi the Aticinia Falcons. Iddy Scott of' the Green Bay
Packers, and University of
Alabama coach Tommy Bowden.
Ticket holders also receive
gallery seating at the Randy Owen
Celebrity Golf Tournament, starting at 1 p.m. Friday. June 10.
Players for the tournament at terrapin Hills include Owen, Gentry,
mark Heimdon. Carl Perkins,
Mark Miller Kenny Stabler, Phil
Niekro, Buddy Curry. Wimp
Sanderson, Gene Bartow, Paul Ott
Carruth, Randy Scott, Joey Jones,
John Croyle and others.
tickets may he purchased
through the fan club at box 529,
Fort Payne, Ala. 35967.
The lineup for the concert is
scheduled as follows:
I a.m. Gates open
9 a.m. Ride the Ither
9:25 a.m. Jenny Vates
9:50 a.m. Jason 0. Billiams
10:13 a.m. Becky Hobbs
10:40 a.m. David Lynn Jones
11:15 a.m. Coca Cola Skydivers
12 noon. Sweethearts of the Rodeo
12:35 p.m.j Ricky Van Shelton
1:20 Restlris Heart
2:05 Charlie Daniels
3:15 Dan Seals
4 p.m. The Shooters
4:35 Mel McDaniel
5:15 Sawyer Brown
p.m. Bellamy Brothers
9:45 Steve Earle
7:25 Eddy Raven
8:10 K.T. Dalin
8:50 Exile
9:40 Carl PerkinS
10:35 Alabama
.411 limes are approximate
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 S. 4th St.

JUNE 6-10

9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon - Ages 3—Grade 6
(Must be 3 by 10/1/87)

. 6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. - Grade 7-12
(Teen Bible College)

Several different kinds of arts and crafts will be "available to patrons at
the festival this weekend at Kenlake State Park in Aurora.'Festivities
will begin Saturday, June 4, at 9a.m. and run until 7 p.m. Activities will
be from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday. A gospel sing will take place at 1:30
p.m-. on Sunday. Admission to the festival is free. Visits will be made by
the Kentucky State Park Lark and the WKYQ Rabbit.

IP

Jerry Ruche's of Palmersville, Tenn., aboie, will once again take part
In the Jackson Purchase Arts and (rafts Festival scheduled this
weekend at Kenlake State Park.

p.

DOOR & Window Control Service. Replace
Windows, Doors, Glass,
Closers, Hinges, Latches, Panic Hardware,
Locks, Rollers and
Screens. *Plus Weather
Strips and Caulking.
Work done for Homes
and Businesses. M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland Center, phone 7530180.

JPAC Festival scheduled at Kenlake Park
When was the last time you watched an artist paint a-picture or a
craftsman create workable pieces
of art from twig trees and saplings? Or, when was the last time
you watched a chair be woven; an
artist painting a picture or a craft.
sman working hand-hewn dough
trays out of poplar or buckeye
trees using traditional hand toots"
These and many other crafts
will come to life before your eyes
during the tourth annual Jackson
Purchase Arts and Crafts Festival

on June 4-5. The festival was moved this year and will he held at

Kenlake State Parkin Aurora.
During the two-day weekend
festival, visitars will watch as artisans and craftsmen work at their
trade, creating items for sale. The
event is sponsored by the Business
Committee for the Arts of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and the
Festival Committee.
The sponsoring organizations
are committed to providing artists

FOR TRANSPORTATION Call 753-1854
For Location Of Teen Bible College Call 753-1854

and craftsmen ah opportunity to
display quality, original art and
crafts. Demonstrations will be an

called simpler past has created a
demand for the work of the present day craftsmen and artists
important part of the festival.
who may be our closest link to that
"For many older people, it will
now vanished time in our historic
be a return to the days of their
past."
youth. because many of the items
In addition to the crafts already
that will be made at the festival
'mentioned, Hinton said other
were commonly used in the home
crafts would include leatherworkand on the farm during the late
ing, trasketweaving, stain glass
19th century," said Betty Hinton,
making and coppersmithing.
chairman of the festival. "A
Special visits will also be provided
strong desire to understand and
from the Kentucky State Park
preserve the traditions of the soLark and the WKYQ Rabbit.

IS your money earning
1296? It could be safe and
secure. Yes, 12% paid
monthly. For more
information, write:
P.O. Box 371, Benton,
KY 42025. Give name,
address, phone number,
amount you have loan to
loan. Limited time
offer, Hurray!

A gospel sing will be held on
Sunday, June 5, beginning at 1:30
p.m. Some of the groups performing will be "Glorybound," Union
City, Tenn., "King's Sons," of
Murray, and Joey Davis of Cadiz.
Several different ethnic foods of
the surrounding area will be
available at the festival.
The hours of the JPAC Festival
are from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday, June 4, and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on Sunday, June 5. For more information call 753-5171.

•

Suddenly, through forces not yet fully
understood, Darren Belsky's apartment
became the center of a new block hole.

THE

Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains'
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.
FOR Fast, Friendly and
Prompt Free Inspections for Termites and
your Pest Control
needs, call WALT
BULLARD, Serval,
Termite and Pest Control. Days 753-6433,
Evenings 753-8950.
}.1AVE you tried to buy a
car and can't because of
bankruptcy, repossession or slow credit? If
so, call Donnie at
615-859-5835, Nashville,
TN.
GLASS Repair & Replacement work for
homes, autos and
businesses, window
glass, plate glass, insulated glass, tempered
safety glass, mirrors,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors repaired, patio
door glass and store
fronts. M&G Complete
Glass, Dixieland Center, 753-0180. •

ILLIZEUES
A THEORY,,

I THINK ALL THESE
P-MINUSES ARE POLLUTING
THE ATMOSPHERE..

11111101111.
John Hart of Murray State University Information Services. left.
and John Williams. vice president and
general manager of WPSD-TI• in Paducah look over sonic of the equipmen
television station. Below: Williams is pictured a ith Larr Albert of the t donated to the university by the
Nisi TV Department.

NANCY
G1.1-h_ING tv\k-4 NAIR.
KNUCKLE-I3RAIN
*KAT 00E4_5 IT LOOK
LIKE_ IM DOING

11147TITTrIK

Federal agents
drop plan of
union takemer
LOS ANGELES tAP — Federal
prosecutors. reeling from a failed
attempt to convict Teamsters officials of corruption. have abandoned plans to seek a government
takeover of the labor union, the
Los Angeles Times reported
today.
Rudolph W. Giuliani, the U.S. attorney for the Southern District of
New York, initially wanted to
force Teamsters leaders out of office and put the union under court

trusteeship, but will instead seek a
court-appointed monitor to
oversee some organization activities, according to a story in today's editions.
The scaled -back approach
resulted from a May 4 U.S.

District Court jury verdict acquitting Anthony "Fat Tony" Salerno
and eight associates of charges
they rigged the elections of Roy L.
Williams in 1981, . and Jackie
Presser in 1983, as Teamsters
presidents, the Times said,
quoting unidentified sources.
"The strategy still tuto file an
action, but it won't be as expansive as originally planned," an

unidentified federal official said.
"However, as documents come in
and as witnesses are deposed, the
action could become more expansive. It's something the government can build on."
Teamsters attorney John R.
Climaco, who called the May 4 acquittal a "fatal blow" to Justice
Department plans to assume control of the 1.7 million-member
union, said any reduced effort
would be vigorously opposed.

10117
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HIDE - AND - SEEK
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BA5KET FOR
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
I Equality
4 Goods cast
• overboard
9 Wooden pin
12 Native metal
13 Likeness
14 Anglo-Saxon
money
15 Beyer aqe
16 CoMpetent
17 liquid
measure
18 Bill of tare
P1
20 Father
21 Army off
23
de mer
24 Mickey of
baseball
28 River island
30 Wise
32 Damages
34 Negative
35 Vehicles
36 Guarded
39 River in
1
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1 Cooking
vessel
2 Exist
Paper
measure
4 Climbing
plants
5 Hospital
4

5
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6 Females
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7 Mature
8 Neon symbol
9 Hawaiian
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

Scotland
40 Sarcasm
41 Female ruff
43 Tin symbol
44 Sun god
45 Strains
47 Choir voice
50 Jai
51 Night bird
54 Morsel
55 Cotal island
56 Toll
57 Manner
58 Web-footed
birds
59 Spread for
drying
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OR MAIQBE I 514OULDN'T HAVE
MADE OPiE COUNT TO THREE
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- 10 Sea eagle
11 Ship channel
17 Sudden fright
19 Printer's
measure
20 Moccasin
21 Lanterns
12 Crown
24 Fabrics
25 Frog's cousin
26 Entices
27 City on the
Ruhr
29 Jog
31 Obtained
33 Mixes
37 Period of
time
38 Pollute
42 Latin
cam/Inchon
45 Wild plum

48 Gentle
47 Nod

43 '

42

MAYBE I SHOULDN'T
HAVE FOUND SUCH A
GOOD HIDING PLACE

48 Macaw
49 Pigpen
50 Consumed
Tiny
552
3 Conducted
55 Silver
symbol
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CLASSIFIED
1

Legal

I.Legal

ORDINANCE NUMBER 88-868
AN ORDINANCE FURTHER AMENDING
ORDINANCE NUMBER 87-847. AN ORDINANCE WHICH ADOPTED THE
GENERAL FUND BUDGET FOR THE
PERIOD JULY 1. 1987 THROUGH JUNE 30,
1988: SAID AMENDMENT RE-ESTIMATES
CERTAIN LINE ITEM REVENUES AND
INCREASES APPROPRIATION FOR CONSTRUCTION OF POLICE BUILDING TO INCLUDE ARCHITECT'S FEE.
Whereas, certain line item revenues have exceeded projections, and the architect's fee
for construction of the Police Building was
not included in the project cost; and
Whereas, the City's accounting firm recommends that the budget be amended to account for ommitted expenditures and increased revenues:
NOW,THEREFORE.BE IT RESOLVED BY
THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL. AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section I. The following line item Revenue Accounts are amended as below stated:
Real & Personal Property
$641.121
Bank Shares
36,218
Insurance Premium Tax
464,000
N'ehicle License Fee
280,000
Building Permits
13,000
Interest on Investments
23,000
Refund - Cemetery Bond
Payment
50,000
Section II. Line item expense Construction
Pofice Building IS hereby amended as
below stated:
Construction Police Building
$117.500
Section III. General Fund cash on hand June
30, 1988 is hereby increased $242,639. In all
other respects Ordinance Number 87-847.
as amended, is hereby reaffirmed.
Adopted on the 12 day of May. 1988,
Adopted on the 26 day of May, 1988
Holmes Ellis. Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass. City Clerk

1

Legal

1

Mainly Ledger &Times
Legal

NOTICE OF
EI.ECTION
The Farmers Home Administration
FmHA iCounty Committee election this year
will be herd on June 30, 1988. The ballot below
must be filled out, detached'and mailed and
received or returned in person to FmHA. 104
North 5th St., Murray. KY'42071 no later than
June 30, 1288. If you do not vote in person, you
should mail your ballot 'inside a blank
envelope marked ballot to ensure a secret
ballot. This blank evelope should be placed inside the envelope you use to mail your ballot.
Your name and address must be legible on the
outer envelope. Failure to provide this information will render your ballot invalid. Ballots
and envelopes may also be obtained from
your local FmHA office.
The slate of nominees for CallowayMarshall Counties are listed in the ballot
below. The qualifications of persons voting
are described in the "Voter Certification
Statement." For further information regarding voting and voter eligibility, see the county office listed above. FmHA elections are open to all eligible voters without regard to
race, color, religion, national origin, age.
political affiliation, marital status, sex and

6. Help Wanted

18. smving machines

TELEPHONE Sales
part-time. Call 759-9851.

McCALL'S Patterns,
Entire Stock 1/2 Price
4- 50 cents. Murray
Sewing Center, One
Week Only

9. Situation Wanted
/A HOU
Childcare in
my home in Hardin.
Meals and snacks fur•
nished. Dependable and
good references. Call
437-4678.
CHRISTIAN family will
do mowing. light hauling, and house cleaning.
Also, plumbing. Prices
reasonable. 492-8899.
GENERAL house and
office cleaning. 6 years
experience. Re
ferences. Call 759.1578
after 3P.M.
WILL sit with elderly or
disabled lady in her
home. Monday Friday.
Have references and
experience. Call 7537694.

20. Sports Equipment
BUS! E.SSES Caps,
jackets, T-shirts, golf
shirts for employees
and advertisement. Can
be embroidered or
printed. Faye's, 514
Main St., 753 7743

2 2 . Musical
30 WATT Marshall
Guitar Amplifier, mini
full stack. Call 759-1028
evenings, 759 4512 days.

24. Miscellaneous

31. Want to Rent
Campus
ster needs 2 or 3
bedroom home. Lived in
last residence 7 yeses.
$275 price range. Need
by June 1, 198$. 753 9786
WANTED to Lease 7 to
3 bedroom house Or
apartment in or near
Murray for one year
Please reply to. P 0
Box 1040 K

SINGLE

32. Apt: for Rent

1 tit'BIlobsA

PERFORMANCE
Tested Simmentai and
Maine Anjou crossbred
service age bulls Only
the very top perform
ance bulls offered for
sale All bulls health
tested and guaranteed
Broadbent Farms.
Cadiz, KY 42211 iDaY 1
(502)235 5182. iNigtw
1502/235 5170

41.Public Sales

townhouse,
1 1 /2 baths, central
heat/air, appliances fur
nished, available now
Also, duplex available
Coleman RE, 753 9898
Rent 2 Furnished
apartments Both are
nice, clean and close to
campus $135. month
and 5165,month Cali
753 7276
llAUR Cal apts Nor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984
Now Taking ap
plications for Sec 8
rent subsidized spar
tments, 1 and 2 bed
room Apply Southside
Manor Apartments,
Mon
F r
9A M 11A M
17 7P M
7531221. Equal- Housing

FOR

37. livestock-Supplies

Yard Sale
Sat. June 4th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
B-12 Fox
Meadows

41

Public Sales

COMMUNITY
YARD &
BAKE SALE
Southside Manor
-Apts., Broad St.
Extended
Sat., June 4
8 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
A it! e .bit ot

YARD
SALE

15 eUBIC ft. Upright
Freezer. Call 753-5644
after 6P.M.
COUNTESS House
10. Business Opportunity 1970
(Across From West View
Trailer, 12X60. white,
Sale. Redmon Stake good condition. Brown
V books C'Ol' ,•Co. because of illness. 4 Tweed, American
Avon knick kn,ii
miles South of Murray on Stairglide easy lift re
1718 Calloway
Hwy. 641_ 753•2417, 492 diner. Call 489 2731.
ect
8400.
1988 OPEN Arm Sewing
Machine, zig zag-s,
11. Instruction
fancy stitches, buttonholes, no at
' or handicap.
5
isszcluc Took'
tachments needed.
DRIVE
Looks like new. Paid
LEARN TO
S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
8369. Pay balance of
TRACTOR-Mtn
Saturday Only
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
$112 .40 -or assume
•No ••1•••••••00 GS
Rain or Shine
payments of S13.10 per Opportunity
BALLOT FOR COUNTY COMMITTEE MEMBER(Si
•Doy Cent/Karoo
month. Phone 753 3316.
Sat., June 4
E Bedroom fur
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
•FadiO,1 1.-,*
Count) %arm
30X10 TRAILER, 7 nished apartment, 2
Calloway-Marshall
woman
Riser
Road
South
4th
oh
•Plecoment
lots, 2 small buildings, blocks from campus
8 a.m.-?
• onancail
Si. at Blalock-Cof•man
underground storm cel
Candidate
Call 753 0176
Don L. Overbey
Watch
for signs
lar, well, septic tank
1510 Story Ave.
ALLIANCE
" • ,;
. '
••• •
Hamp W. Brooks
TRACTOR.TRAILER
AM= underground water ONE Bedroom log
This & that
TRANING UWE RS
tank, $6,500. Hubert duplex. energy ef
LESAMON TIi
4610 Gass, 436,5665.
ficient, tastefully de
Call Toll F.*,
antiques. too
BILLIARD Table, corated, off 94 East
1-800-334.1203
built-in double oven, 2 S700 per month, deposit
Pella wood glass sliding required, water fur
doors. Call 753 7422 fished
No pets Call
days. Ask for Dan or 75.3 8848 before 9 P M
Gwen.
ONE Bedroom f u r
*ONLY VOTE FOR 1 CANDIDATE
Thurs. & Fri.
CARPET: Buy Directf fished apartment.
NOTICE TO
Street, Murray, KY
Wholesale Prrces
$100 month
No pets
8 AM - ?
Train Sc be•
CREDITORS
42071 Attorney.
Please detach this notice before voting ballot
Commercial and re
121 North next to
607
S. 9th St.
sidential shipped direct. Fairgrounds „ Call 753
The following estate
Harold Walls, Route
.EL LE
VOTER CERTIFICATION STATEMENT
Kentucky references
3139 '
fiduciary appoint- 06 Murray, KY 42071
uor.gr'roeztTr.TAJR GUIDE
Free samples! Para
ONE Bedroom upstairs
ments have been Co-Guardian
kia.ur
and Subpart W of Part 2054 of Title 7, Code of
dise
Carpets,
P.O.
Box
RESERVATiOt
AIRLINE
apartment. outside en
osT
made in the Calloway Lucy Walls, Route 06 Federal Regulatio
overat- moTe
2488, Dalton, GA 30722. trance, stove and re
ns requires that all voters
District Court. All Murray, KY 42071 Co. for FmHA county
1
,800-338
7811
t)JgI.: •
frigerator furnished
Start locally . full part time
or area committee elections
FIREWOOD for sale
claims against these Guardian for Nathan meet the following
Reasonable utilities
Train on live airline corn
cl
•
eligibility requirements:
437 4667
puters Horne study and rem
No pets $175 per month
estates should be filed Holt, Route 08, Mur- (a)be farmers;
;
r.
(b) derive the principal part
Flnarielal
ant
dent training
r REWOOD for sate
713 Elm. Cali 1-395 4756 with the fiduciary ray, KY 42071.
available
Job placement
19th
of their income from farming (that is more
Also, tree removing 30 r.5NE or Two bedroom
assistance Hatiorusi Fiticitrs
within six months of
Ann P. Wilson, than SO percent of their gross income
years experience 436
apartments near down
must
Pompano Rch . FL
date of qualification.
Circuit Court Clerk come from agricultural productio
2758 or 436 2562.
town Murray Call 753
n)(c) have
MAL EL SCHOOL
Erin G. Reed, 1002
FRIGIDAIRE Uprighl 4109 or 436 2I144
their principal farming operation within the
Deep Freeze Like new TAKING applications
Payne Street, MurLEGAL NOTICE
1-800-32 7-7728
county or area for which the election is being
condition, $200 Call for Section 8 Rent
ray, KY 42071 Deceas%, • r.
A/inal settlement of held.
b• NHs t'
753-4065 evenings.
Subsidized apt 1. 7 or 3
ed, John N. Reed,1002 accounts has been filGLIDDEN
Latex Wall BR
Apply Hiildale
By
submittin
g this ballot, I attest that I
Payne Street, Mur- ed in the Calloway
Thurs. & Fri.
Paint 5 gallon can Apts . Hardin
Ky
meet
criteria
the
to
vote.
$2999 Get at Black's Equal Housing
ray, KY 42071 Co- DAtrict Court by Sid
a.m.-5 p.m.
7
Decorating Center, 701 Opportunity
Executor, Ruth M. Easley. Executor, of
TR.4
S.
4th
St.,
Murray,
KY
Chestnut
509
TWO Small apartments
Shekell, Route #4, Box the estate of Hilda C.
TO BE .4
LARGE, large, large on Blood River Water
314, Murray, KY 42071 Dulaney, Deceased.
REQUEST FOR
PROFESSIONAL
selection of storage front lots. $75 per
Co-Executor, C. Mark Exceptions to this setBIDS
5. Lost and Found
buildings in stock for month Cali 436 2477
9SIXIETSR1
immediate delivery
Blankenship,
204 tlement must be filed
RECEPTIO‘IST
City OI
VEY Nice 1 or 1
Acree Portable
South Sixth Street, In
*EXEC'T111,1
the
Calloway
LOST: Prescription
bedroom apartments.
MURRAY, KY.
Buildings
,
Mayfield,
SECRET451
glasses in the vicinity of
Murray, KY 42071 District Court on or
fully furnished, near
Ky. 502 247 7831.
The City of Murray 4th St., downtown
is.r, locally MI pan ass
campus Also. 3 bed
before June 13, 1988,
Attorney.
MOVING. Must Sell a room
Usra until processing sad
is accepting bids on Murray. Call 489 2482,
house for rent,
Effie Mae Scott the date of hearing.
Hot Tub Call 753 6206
rebid semiarid"! Alga
nicety furnished near
the
immediat
e
purbrae
Nagy
sod Illeeideas
Futrell. Westview
.
Ann P. Wilson,
Help Wanted
ONE Year Old 8HP campus Call 753 6111
Treating liaasaal Mien
chase of a vehicle for
Snapper, 3 year old (days), 753
Nursing Home, MurCircuit Court Clerk use
Peaspase s.n_
0606
by the Police ACT Now New House of
11HP Snapper Cali (nights)
Fri. & Sat.
ray. KY 42011 DeceasLloyd
Super
Party
Dept. Vehicle specifi489
2804
I-son-327-77
2X
Plan, 500 Exciting
ed, Robert A. Futrell,
June
3& 4
LEGAL NOTICE
cations may be obPINE Bark Mulch 2 29
TIII
MT v111001
501 Pine Street, MurA finalelettlement of tained at the City items. Area supervisors
121
South
33
Rooms
cu
for
ft
bags Pine
Rent
needed. Work from
(In Front of the
ray, KY 42071 Ex- accounts has been fil- Clerk's Office 207 S. home.
nuggets 2.49 2 cu. , ft. SLEEPING
Fairview Acres
No investment,
Rooms for
Book Rack)
bags. We also have Tap men Private
ecutor, Max
W. ed in the Calloway 5th St. during regular pre-training. Call Doris
Subdivision,
entr.ance
soil, potting soil & peat
502-653-3671.
Parker. 104 North 4th District Court by Ova business hours, Mon
Zimmerman Apart
Salem Road
Old
.
•
Coals? to Coas-t ments, South
16th St
Street, Murray, KY Jewell Lee, Ex- Fri. until 4:30 PM BABYSITTER needed. 14. Want to Buy
Hardware, Murray
753
Some
6609
evenings. Monday
42071 Attorney.
ecutrix, of the estate June 3, 1988. Bids will
1
through Friday. Call ANTIQUE Fishing TWO Adjacent plots,
Rebecca S. Weter, of Edward
Murray
Memoria
Lee, be opened June 4, 759923.4.
l
Reels and Equipment
Calloway County. KY Deceased. Exceptions 1988.
DISABLED Lady needs $500 to 11,000 and up Gardens, Garden of 34 Houses for Rent
42071
Deceased, to this settlement
help days starting July paid for reels made in Devotion, $1,000 for ) BEDROOM house
Kentucky. Meek, both. Write: P.0 Box Stove and refr.gerator
1st, Call 753-0251.
James E. Lawrence, must be filed in the 2 .Noti. ce
Milam,
Sage, G.S., 1040.1, Murray, KY furnished 413 S 10th St
EXPER
IENCED
306 East Main St., Calloway District
DeAlly,
Full iLove, 42071,
Secretarie
s
for part
NURSING HOME
Murray, KY 42071 Ex- Court on or before
WOOD For Sale. Green Call 474 2754.
time and temporary Gayle. Also, old wood
BEDROOM home Easf
and
seasoned,
INSURANCE
ecutor. Wm. Don June 13, 1988, the date
assignments. Send re- plugs and lures, fly 825/rick.
Side of Murray 2 sleeping
Friday
Call 437 1927.
rods,
collect
Call
etc.
to
Overbey, 291 East of hearing.
No age limit to apply. sume to: Office Extras,
rooms upstairs Available
Fri.
Sat.
&
Frankfurt,
502
227-2150
8 a.m.-?
Route 6, Box 1 0 ,
Main St., Murray, KY
Ann P. Wilson,
now $400 per month Call
Our most comprehen- Murray,
12 2P.M or 6•8P.M.
June 3 & 4
or call 753-5650.
753 5980
42071 Attorney.
Circuit Court Clerk
Saturday
sive policy pays for 1F you are not satisfied PARKER'S Marine
NEW MSU Professor
1410 Dudley Dr.
)oe Rex Jackson,
Salvage- Wants to buy
with
a.m.-4
8
your
p.m.
present
job
with
family
desires
4
Skilled, Intermediate and
Calloway County, KY
LEGAL NOTICE
need at least $36,000 boat, motors, trailers
Old Coca-Cola Clock
bedroom, 2 bath house
241
Covey
Dr.
parts.
marine
and
Hwy.
or Custodial Care. per year, then we can
42071 Deceased, Ruby
A final settlement of
,urnilure lots ot good
to rent for coming
69A, Paris, TN 901 642
use
you.
(Off
Send
121
North)
name
Arlene
and
academic
accounts
Jackson,
year Willing
has been filWith Medicare's new
boys & girls clothe',
phone number to: Op 6569.
to pay market rate
Calloway County, KY ed in the Calloway
Clothes furniture &
new ceiling fan ON 0'
guidelines for confine- portunity, P.O. box 479,
Please call collect, 713
WANT To Buy. Boats,
42071 Executrix, Wm. District Court by
miscellaneous
'reacir
,
Paducah,
KY
42002-0479
660 6575
ment, Nursing Home
motors, trailers, parts,
Don Overbey, 291 Kaye Nanney, AdE.O.E.
NICE
Bedroom,
2
stove,
anything
Mee
marine.
Paris,
Insurance is more im- 1 NEED 7 people for
East Main St., Mur- ministratrix, of the
refrigerator, disposal,
TN, 901-642 6369, SA.M.
portant than ever. short term office help SP.M daily,
ray,
in Murray References,
KY
42071 estate of Lela Walker,
1 5P.M.
NOW. Call 759-9851.
deposit Married
Sunday.
Attorney.
Deceased. Exceptions
For free information
Rival,.
and
nefInIsh
NEEDED- Full time
couples only. 492 8594
Claude F. Baxter, to this settlement
Sat., June 4th. 1988 at 10:110 a.m. at
call:
babysitter to start 15. Articles for Sale
T14REE Bedroom house
furnituni
1615 Catalina, Mur- must be filed in the
the Dan Miller Auction Barn
August
Monday1,
Friin
country
the
Adults
Jerry McConnell
Qualified & expenenCed preferred, no
ray. KY 42071 Deceas- Calloway District
day. References a must.
ANTIQUES frOn SALE
pets Call
In Lynn Grove, K.
Insurance
Call 759-4573.
Blue Door Antiques
Has choice
ed, Pearl J. Baxter, Court on or before
753 9866.
From Murray, Ky., take 94 Nest to
Horse's
Mouth
NEED
accomplis
hed,
Amigo* FUTIPMIIII
Two Bedroom House, Lynn Grove.
753-4199
1615 Catalina, Mur- June 13, 1988, the date
From Mayfield, Ky., take
Antiques
non professional to re
"free local delta eervIce"
appliances furnished,
ray, KY 42071 Ex- of hearing.
Ginger's Aelque Mall
upholster Old recliner.
121 So. to Coldwater. Turn south on
S225/month. Call 753
ecutrix, Max W.
Decades Ago Antiques
Ann P. Wilson, LIQUIDATION Sale
Will furnish materials.
1863 or 436-5656.
1838. Follow to auction. Watch for atic •
Country Collectibles
Parker, 104 North 4th
Circuit Court Clerk All equipment 10% over Call 753-8950 after 6P.M
Ginger's AnUques &
cost. All in stock parts NEED a lob? 4 openings
tion signs.
For Rent or Lease
64' SOW'
36.
492-8 71•
,
Refinishing
20% off. Cash sales only. now. You- may qualify
Will be selling Mr Clinton Pennington
Rent - or Lease
Ox Yoke Antique Mall
Stokes Tractor, Indust. if: (1 )you do not have
Estate. This will be moved to my auction
Miss Martha's
2,900
S.
ft.
SOO
sq
4th
at
rial Road. Call 7531319.
27. Mobile Homes for Sala
GED or your high
Antiques
St. Will rent all or part
barn because of parking space
NEW Concord Family school diploma, (2) you
AL is Hassel. Kentucky.
1980 11)(65 EAGLg Call 759 1164 after 5P.M
Walnut hall tree - large walnut corner cupHair Station, Wolff have been out of school
Open seven days a
Mobile Home, 2 be 'RENT to Own a Heavy
Tanning Special, 360 9 months or more, (3)
board • small corner cupboard ,- old pie safe
week. On US 641 eight
drooMs, 2 full baths
Washer
Duty
and
minutes for $30. Perms, you are between ages 16
miles south of Murray.
with stained glass doors - marble top side
Call 435-4595 after 5P.M.
Dryer, $18 per week.
820. Call for appoint
& 21. We are a EOE.
Call 1502) 402.8138 for
SUPER Savings Time Call Movie World at
board - walnut graphaphone - walnut man•
ment, 10A.M. 6P.M., This protect is funded
Information.
at Volunteer Homes! 753 4663.
tie clock - 2 wall winci• up clocks, one
Closed Mondays, Open by the Western Ky.
Prices slashed up to
Saturdays 9A.M 12 Private Industry
walnut, one oak • oak library table - olcl hall
16.
$2,000
Homo
some
on
Double
Furnishings
Noon. 436 271.1
Council- JTPA. Call
table with turned legs 8i claw feet - old
Wides.
Up
$1,000
to
Miller's 1 21
J.T.P.A. Out Of School BEAOTIPOL
pump organ & stool - Victorian sofa & chair
753 9378 between 8:30- Speakers, 18" Woofers, discounts on 14' and 16'
Mini
Storage
wide
homes.
Act
- old matching chair & ottoman - antique
now
BerklIno
retail. $1100, P. price.
12:00 5 days a week.
and receive a Free
chair (green velvet i- approximately 20
SECRETARY, Girl Also, 2 matching chairs Florida Vacation
Located on 121 By pass
urnIture Gallery
.
round antique medallions - antique radio
Friday needed. Typing and rockers. Call 753 Volunteer
7 3 6 7 74 nr 753 6855
Now Open Al
Homes, Lake
very important, corn• 3964.
and flared separate speakers - antique chit.
Hwy., Paris, TN.
alter 5 p m
puter knowledge help
DINING Room Table, 901 6424466.
farobe & chest of drawers - old buffet - old
ful. If you are willing to all wood (pecan), 6
bookcase - antique dresser & Mirror - old
learn and work, ask to chairs, extra leaf, like 211. Mobile Names for Rent
37. Livestock-Supplies
(rained
paintings • 5' brass candle holders
new.
speak
lrell,
to
Call
753-2962.
759
1320,
43(.Mg.2it N, el Morey
3 OR 3 BR, turn
Or 6 WHITE face
STORE MANAGER AT" 5634.
• some old glass & china - gas range - deep
Os U.S. 041
unfurnished
male. Call
1
and
,
calves
some
new
IKT Auto Parts in ROUND Table, 6 chairs,
freeze - clothes dryer - treadle sewing
I118111818.1.
furniture, natural gas- 753-0537.
Murray. Experience in $125. Pine cupboard,
electric, air con- 3IMMENTAL and
machine.
MMUS
auto parts and sales $115. Maple Hutch, $125.
ditioned. Shady Oaks Simbrah bulls. Per
This
Is only a partial listing. Will be a good
'required.
Opet
Many
Painted
Fri.
benefits
blue coffee
formance & semen
clean auction. Auction held rain or shine.
available. Send resume tables, end tables from 753-520#.
Set 9-5; Sm. 12-5
tested. Excellent qual
to: IKT, P.O. Box 760, $12 and up. Two ports 30. Business Rentalls
Not -responsible for accidents. Lunch
Pty. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Metropolis, IL 67960.
ble color TV's. See at
available.
OLDWAT
522.8794.
Rd.
sq.
Ky.
MI
ByGones, 753-0079.
WANTED Immediate
ft. office or professional
0 Arabian Geldings.
5. Lost and Found
ly: Housekeeper with
space. Ideal for beauty One well trained, one
18.
Sewing
Machines
tOST luatk Kt Bull in child care. References
shop. Call 753-5619.
untrained. One Chest
Licensed 4 Bonded in Ky. A- Tenn. 01281
Hazel. Friendly. Re - and own transportation SINGER Touch Sew SMALL Building near nut, one Bay. AISO,
Darrell Beane-Terry Paschall, Auctioneers
ward. Call 753-9131 required. Excellent Model 600 Used, $49.50. campus. Ideal for office Triggs 2 horse trailer
"Our 26th Year Of Service"
"My Service Doesn't ('net. It Pays"
days, 492.8485 after salary. Call 753-0322 Call 753 5323. Local or small business. Call with dressing room.
days; 753-3493 nights.
4P.M.
Singer Shop
733-2967.
Call 437-4667.

FOR

Sat.
7 AM.?

Party
Yard Sale

Moving,
Yard Sale

YARD SALE

Yard Sale
Friday &

Saturday

June 3 & 4
8-?

819 N.

Garage
Sale

3 Party
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
1900
Gatesborough

a.m.* .0•••••.

2 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
808 Chestnut

Yard Sale

GARAGE
SALE.

Yard Sale

.1•4•C
•Oftemo.••
&CT Com

Estate Auction

Hubert Coles
Antiques

rem

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.
CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199

1

Shoppers Moll

n Wiggins Furn.

cows,

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

THURSDAY. ..II NI: 2. 19SX

CLASSIFIEDS
38. Pets-Supplies

3

AKC Golden Retriever
Peppies, had first shots,
vet checked Excellent
quality & disposition,
$125 Call 901 247 5508
after 5PM

AKC REGISTERED
Collie puppies, Sable,
White and In color
Pedigrees available.
$125 each Call 901 247
5899.

41. Public Sales

41

Pets-Supplies

Public Sales

38. Pets -Supplies

FOR

Sale: Lovable
Yorkshire Puppies
AKC Registered, 'pure
bloodlines. Call 247 0337
anytime or 247 0159
after 5P M., Mayfield,
KY

41. Public Sales

3 Party Yard Sale Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Only
Yard Sale Friday
8 a.m.
7 a.m.-?
Friday, June 3
& Sat. Until
Noon
111 N. 9th St.

From East
Sycamore, go
South to
616 Ellis Dr.
Boxes of items for
- home. car. shop

94 East, 1st house
past Darnell Marine.
Ceiling tan, wood
stove, bedspread, curtains. shades, fruit jars
,urniture, good clothing
all sizes .8 more

GarageLawn Sale

Yard Sale Yard Sale
Thurs., Fri.,
& Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Off 94 East by
Ledbetter
Baptist Church

Friday
All Day
In front of
James Antiques,
Hwy. 641 S.

Fri. & Sat.
June 3 & 4
503 Richardson
Not Before 8 a.m.

Bottles lots of Occupied Japan
miscellaneous

•

Huge
Neighborhood
YARD SALE
Sat. 8 a.m.-?
Sun. 1 p.m.-?
Hwy Ill South 1 m.l• past
state lute turn left folio",
PQM

The Price Is Right! Four bedroom. 2 bath
home aith central heat and air. 5411's.

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main

753.1222

A

46. Homes for Sale
1,128 SQUARE Foof
Lakefront Home for
sale on one acre lot
North of Paris Landing.
Private dock and more
land available 901 232
8392
COMFORTABLE
Bedroom house in
Hazel, wall to wall
carpet, gas heat,
aluminum siding $78.
300. Call 492 8755.
FIVE Bedroom home in
Canterbury, has kitchen
with breakfast .room,
large den, living/ con
ing room, large utility
room with lots of stor
age, Rec Room, and 2
1/2 baths Fenced in
backyard with deck- and
storage building $110,
000 Call 759 1509.
FOR Sale by Owner. 1
bedroom house with
central heat and air,
newly redecorated, in a
quiet neighborhood 20
X 30 block building used
for a shop also on the
lot Call 492 8575 or
492 8158
FOUR Bedroom Ranch
Style brick home
Family room with
fireplace insert and wet
bar, 7 baths, central
vacuum system, central
stereo and intercom
system, 2 car garage,
workshop, 1,700 plus
square feet living area,
acre wooded lot, 6
miles from Murray,
$76,000 Call 753 2286.
THREE Bedroom home
12 miles East of
Murray Good well, 2
sleeping rooms up
stairs on about 3 1 -2
acres. S50..000 Call 753
1203
THREE Bedroom. 1
bath brICK house with
walk in basement
liv
mg' room' with dining
area
large 20 X 28
family room with wood
burning stove utility
room
patio
1 car
garage. emergy._u.l.
tic lent quiet neighbor
hood Call 753 2206
47

Volunteer Home
Hwy 79E

Paris

TN

Presents Ii 's Annual

Mobile Home Show
June 3, 4, 5

GARAGE
SALES
Fri. June 3rd
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
4 homes in
Canterbury
1522, 1524, 1527,
1531 London Drive

"FREE"
Musical entertainment by Randy Tyler
and the Most Valuable Players
Bring Your Lawn Chair or Dancing Shoes
6 p m to 10 p m Saturday. June 4th

**COME SEE - •
Full Scale Replica of the
Very First Mobile Home
This Week Only
•Great Savings •Giant Give-A Way
•Newest Models on Display
•Once Only Specials
•Refreshments available
•Come loin the fun

Absolute Auction Sale
James Moore Estate
Saturda, June a. 1911X, 10:00 a.m.
.4cre5 In Three Tracts
Location: 20 miles North of Paris. TN,
15 miles Southwest of Murray, Ky., 8
miles South of Tri-City, and 10 miles
West of Puryear, Tn., just East of the
Kentucky-Tennessee State Line Road.
Turn North at the intersection of Ky.
Hwy. 97 and Tn. Hwy. 69, Near Jones
Mill.
TR UT IL 54) AulltEs: This tract has approx
imately 30 acres of cleared, tillable land, and the
improvements consist of a four room brick and
siding house with a good well, and central elec
Inc heat There is also a good stock barn, and
tobacco barn
TRUT 02, 1n0) ACREs: This tract has road (run
tage on a gravel, county road, and joins Terrapin
Creek on its East boundary Approximately half
of this tract is fertile bottom land with the balance
in young timber
TRAIIT 83, 1311 ACRES: This tract has road (run
tage on State Line Road it has some clear
ground. but is made up mostly of young timber
These tracts will be offered individually, and then
in combination The entire parcel has a 1 9 Wheat
Base. '25.6 Corn Base. I 2 Grain Sorghum. i.9
Dark Fired, and a 03 Air Cured Base There are
approximately 38 acres in the CRP Program,
which will pay $1,905 00 per year, for a period of
10 years This property will be selling subject to
an Option Agreement between the Moore family
and KT Cray Company
This farm has some high yielding, fertile soils
that are ideally suited for row crop farming We
consider Tract 03 to have considerable value for
recreational purposes, such as hunting, camping.
ATV riding, survival games, and many other outdoor activities
REMEMBER: This property is selling AB.
SOLUTE, NO RP:SERV*); to the highest bidder,
whatever the price! We have aerial photos,
surveys, and other pertinent information at our
office for your inspection. For an 400intment to
inspect this farm, or other assistance. please call
the selling agent.
TERMS: 20e down with balance on delivery of
deed within 30 days.
C.
(
W.

G.SWELItOn.

REAt ESTATE & AUCTION CO
Olt PARIS ROAD. PO 130K 1006
MAYFIELD. KENTUCKY 42048
(502) 247-1365

Motorcycles
1978 HONDA 175 X,
2.200 actual m•les Goo.:
condition, $375 Call
753 0339
1981- 650 HONDA, good
condition. 1 400, miles Call 759 1959 after SP M
48

Auto Services

r NGINE

8/
305 Cl
model 3 500 actual
miles S1,000 call 527
9729

Mirrray Ledger & Times
49. Used Cars

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

1986 BUICK Skylark
Limited,, loaded, sharp,
1 owner, 27,000 miles,
$10,500 Call 7536877.
1987 CELEBRITY 4 dr.,
extra sharp, AM/FM
stereo, p.s., p.b.,
tilt,
Low mileage. Call 7535216
1987 RED [roc I 28,
16,050 miles, $13,500.
Call 753 6306.

1977 CHEVY Silverado
1/2 ton. Call 492 854.
1984 CHEVY Custom
Deluxe, 4 wheel drive,
short wheel base, p.s.,
p.b. Call 7530947.
1985 NISSAN 4 X 4 King
Cab Sport Truck. 36,000
miles, loaded Call- 753
5279 after 5P.M.
1986 SWB SILVERADO,
19,700 miles, white and
burgancy, $10,000 firm.
Call 4892414.

AL'S Driveways and
Paving, Inc. Free Es
timates. Call 502-753
8357.
•

51 . Campers
1975 AIRSTREAM, 31
foot, rear bath, excellent condition, awning
all around. 759 1839
days, 753-0114 evenings.
1975 WINNEBAGO 21
motor home. Self•
contained with genera
tor, microwave, awning, and C.B. Good
condition, low mileage.
Call 753-5018.
18' LARK 5th wheel
camper, located at Iron
Hill campground over
looking Leisure Cruise
Bay on Lake Barkley.
(502)825-349.

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 28 years ex
perience. Parts and ser
vice. Bobby Hopper,. 753
4872 or 436-5848.
YARD landscaping.
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436-5430 or
753-0659.
BRICK block and concr et e driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys.
New and repair. 27
years experience. Free
estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
BUSINESS CARDS- Gef
1,000 Free with 1,000
cards ordered. Highest
quality at lowest prices.
Weekdays only, 436-2263. ,
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work. Call
502-492-8160.
FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn
mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
Servicing city and
county. Lower rates for
Senior Citizens. call
now and register with a
dependable Lawn Ser
vice. 7533534 or
753 3455.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL Repair
Numbing, roofing;' yard
work, tree work. Wood,
$25 a rick. Call 436-2642
or 436-5895.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753- 2310 for free
estimate.
LAURA'S Cleaning
Service. Spring or
General cleaning. Car
pet shampooing. Cali
502-247-4789.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references.

Cars
'85 Lincoln Town
Car: Loaded extra
nice and clean must
see & drive
'83 Camaro Z-28:
Local 1 -owner adult
ned and driven. exrra
'83 Chrysler E-class:
oaded
full
power. nice
'83 Chrysler 5th Aver
,oaceri ne
'83 Toyota Corolla: I ow mileage
4--cr -,L) air AM FM
a
'82 VW Rabbit: Air
cage 5-sp
AM Ft.,R cassette
'77 Chrysler Cordoba: 52 000 actual
rr es
in
good
condition
Trucks
'88 Dodge Dakota:
,_ oca
4 cy!
`,-sp 2
miles
w.arranty
warranty
i.

'8 7 Ford

Ranger:
-34ne•
-.);•.!e
'87 Dodge 0-100:
LWB
,,'.,'P5 PB
o.k,rpo
'85 Chevy Scottsdale:
1 -owner
air
AM FM
PcPB
'82 Ford Customized
Van: Local 1-owner,
Jaded with options.
cruise and more

PEPPERS
CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH-DODGE
•
• `A- - Si

49

Used Cars
1967 CHEVY 4 door,
hard top p 5 . brakes
and air. $800 Call
489 2816
1973 PINTO Squire Sta
lion Wagon. 4 cylinder,
auto . runs and drives
Saturday
good Makes good work
or second car. 1400 Cali
7 a.m.-?
753 3250
Fox Meadows, 1975 FORD Mustang,
engine needs work.
Lot D-13
$400 Cali 759 9234
Children's ctothe
1975 PLYMOUTH Gran
some
Fury. 4 door. goid, 146,000
furniture
miles rebuilt engine only
humidifier odd,
,
has 600. good transporta
ends
tion 436 7522 between 6
and 10P M
1977 BUICK Regal 4
43 Real Estate
door, one owner. new
tires. A 1 condition Call
BEAUTIFUL Lake
436 2427
home, private corn
munity, Panorama 1980 CUTLASS
Shores Private boat Supreme. 350. V 8,
A C. AM FM, cass
launching Two bed
ette, good condition
room, 1 bath, living
room and kitchen 22, Great family car or
000 BTU air conditioner. graduation present, $t.
energy efficient Corner 695. 753 9786 or 753 9623
lot Serious pebple can 1981 DATSUN 816
Maxim Station Wagon,
call 436 5355
one owner, very clean,
BOB Haley
Credible
all the extras Call
Knowledgeable
Easy
to Work With Call him, 753 4493 till 3P M . after
at 489 2266 or Roberts 4P.M 753 2691
1981 DODGE Colt hat
Realty 753 1651
FOR Sale Good rental chback, very clean,
$1,500 Call 436 2374
property, four apart
ments, 1 block from 1982 OLDS Toronado.
campus. $40,000, call Call 753 6308
1982 TRANS Am, 54.300.
753 1203
Call 753 9208 after 4P M
1(OPPERUb Realty
offers a complete range 1987 VW RABBIT. 82,
of Real Estate services 000 'actual miles, one
with a wide selection of owner, factory air,
New
qualify homes, all stereo, 5 speed
prices. 753 1222, toll free tires, new brakes. Ex
Ira nice Call 753 5400
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L for courteous, after 4 30P M
competent Real Estate 1983 BUICK Regal 4
service. We make buy
door. p b.. p.s.,
ing & selling Real 52,000 • miles, one
Estate easy for you
owner, extra clean.
'
LAKE Property af 753 6349
bargain price 8 X 38,
1986 BUICK LaSabre
bedroom trailer on ap
24,000 miles,
LTD
proximately 100'X150' loaded. Call 753 5279
lot. Septic, deep well
after 5P M
with pump, storage 1985 SS. Monte Carlo,
building and deck, near
triple burgandy with
Bloodriver, 15,000. 314
I tops, fully loaded.
471 6163 or 314 472 1675.
reclining seats. V 8,
28.000 actual miles
44. Lots for Sale
Sharp car Call 759 1543
kENTOcitS' Lake Lot. or 753 0509
12x60 Mobile Home,
septic, well, lot goes to
Now its
TVA survey line,
$16,500. 4,
42 1770 or 442
3632.
IV° Adjoining Com
mercial Lots for sale
Just North of Murray
City Limits near Scott's
Grove Baptist Church
Lot totals ap
New & Used
proximately 1/10 of
acre. 195,000. Phone
GM Erecutves
Kopperud Realty,. 753
Program Vehicles
1222.
101441-711000
46. Homes for Sale
Hwy. 70 W. - Paris
COUNTRY Cottage I
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, 'RED HOT bargainsf
sunporch, carport, Drug dealers' cars,
garage/shop. Fenced boats, planes re
back yard. Garlien spot. possessed Surplus
Buyers
Your area
About 5 miles from
Murray. (502) 435 1298 Guide 1 805 687 6000.
Ext S 8155
evenings/weekends

Yard Sale

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cedillx, Ix, of
Pvis, TN
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54- Used Trucks
1966 GMC 4,000 DUMP
Truck, 51,000 1980 Ford
Fairmont, 75,000 miles,
air, pb. Ps, 4 door,
new tires, best offer
Cali 435 4291 after 6P M

52. Boats•Motors
15FT aluminum boat,
trailer, 20 horse Mercury
motor, trolling motor,
depth finder. Call
753 6736.
15' STARCRAFT Bass
Boat, 50HP Mercury
motor, trailer, trolling
motor, $1,250. Call 7533250 after 5P.M.
1976 MARK Twain,
white with burgandy
interior, 140 HP inboard, good condition.
Call 753-6437 or 753-.9696
anytime.
16
HOUSEBOAT,
aluminum hull, 115 HP
Evinrude, 1983 model.
Sleeps 6, all the extras.
Call 502 436 2813 or 601868 2916.
SKI Bob, used one time,
$50 firm. Boat ladder,
$15 Call 437•4838.
53. Services Offered
A 1 ENTERPRISES offering brick and block
driveway and patio
work. Carpentry work
of all phases. Also,
natural and LP gas
work Free estimates.
4-36 5355.
A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree service. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chipr. Call 753-0906.
Lawn Services:
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
Call 492-8650.
ALL Types of gravel
and white rock hauled.
Also, slabs and light and
dark mulch, hauling
and any type of cleanup
work. Reasonable, Re
ferences, (Industrial or
Residential), 753-0467.

PRICE REDUCED!
1983 Buick Century
Local Car c: Door
AM/FM Cassette

PS

PB

AC

.

Be Seen At Buckingham-Ray Ltd
-70 Chestnut

753-8040 or 753-3140 after 5:30

ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE
SATURDAV. JUNE 11, 1:00 P.M.
12 ACRES AND MOBILE HOME,
PERSONAL PROPERTY

(Free Estimates)
call
Shannon Chambers
762-4176
527-9012

Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum
System

Special!
Three Rooms
& Hall

539.95
Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sewell
15 years experience
1315

QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753-6973.
ROOFING, Minor Con
crete work, Carpentry.
Cousin's Enterprises,
call 759-4506.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. AIl makes and
models. Home IS In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience_ All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.

53. Services Offered
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, prun
ing, tree removal. M
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prot
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. 'Rt. 2, Box
40§A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
55. Feed and. Seed
HAY for sale. 51.25 per
bale. Call 436-2569.
New NK
Hybrid Sudan
Grass
S59-19 Soybeans
S7744 Soybeans
(early bush type}
Stack Dust

Carraway
Farms
121 S. Neale
753-5522

Rd.

56. Free Column
FREE Kittens to a good
home. Call 753 1576 or
753-2616.
FREE Kittens. Call
753 646.1.
FREE Puppies- 3 pup
pies, part Lab/Irish
Setter. 3 months old.
Call 753-3912.
FREE adorable puppies to a good home.
Two males, will be
small to medium build
WILL do plumbing in (mother is Benji type
stallation & repairs. All dog). Call 436-2778.
guaranteed. Free es FREE to good home,
timates. Phone 492-8899 Collie mix, all shots,
or 753-1308.
neutered. Call 759-9725.

All Types Of:
*
St
'Sr
*
*
*
*

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

A
kb......................
•Drop by & sele our showroom
.
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - Ilitohlnd Bunny Browil

41

For prompt attention and true customer
service call today and have your listing
featured here.

ERA' HERITAGE REALTY
The Village

759-9ERA

Septic Tanks
Pumped
,
. Grease Traps
pumped
Portable toilet
rentals
trailer rental
8. sates

Lane's
Mobile John
Septic Service
527 9945
1 800 592 3308

LICENSED electOician,
residential and corn
mercial. Air condition
LOCATION : 10 miles from Mayfield. 12
ing. Sales and service
Miles from Benton. off Old Golo Road on
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
the Riley Cemetery Road. on the
LP. Fred's Repair 753
ra es/Marshall/Calloway County Line.
7203.
LICENSED Electrt
I .ocated just inside Calloway county, this
cian, Doug Jones Elec
property has 12.39 acres, with 1.326' of road
tric. Residential wiring
frontage on Riley Cemetery Road. This
and electrical and elec
property has some beautiful, wooded
tric motor repairs. No
building sites.
rewinding. Call
759 4751.
A two-bedroom, one bath, 12 x 52 Torondo
MARK'S Lawn Main
Mobile Home sits on this property. The
tenance: Mowing, tri
mming, hauling. Re
mobile home is carpeted throughout, with
asonabie rates. Call
linoleum in the kitchen. It has gas heat. anti
753 6812.
window air This mobile home has its own
MAX W. Parker,
well.
Attorney at Law. For
mer, county attorney,
There is a large storage building, and a tool
former district judge.
shed behind the mobile home. It has gas
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
heat, and window air. There is a garden
Murray, 753 3153;
plot close to the house, and a small barn.
Home, 753-7900.
MITCHELL Paving
PERSONAL PROPERTY'
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
Four piece table and chair set, sewing
Striping. Also,
machine, roll away bed, chest of drawers.
limestone, gravel, top
ceiling lamp, recliner, rotor tiller, lawn
soil and grading. Phone
753 1537.
mower, hand tools, tool boxes, storm win- MOBILE-, HOME
dows. parts washing machine, stereo, odd
cabinets and dishes, 1963 Chevrolet Pick Up. .Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
and miscellaneous items.
set ups, tear downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
TERMS: 20r7, down the day of sale, and
wiring, washing,
balance on delivery of deed on Real Estate.
hurricane straps. 759
Cash or cheNac with proper identification on
4850.
personal property.
MOODY'S Mower Re
pair, Pick.Up & Deliv
- cry. All work guaranteed. Phone 7515668.
PAINTING • Interior
and Exterior. 25 years
experience. Quality
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO
work. Reasonable. Free
estimates References.
811 PARIS ROAD, P0 BOX 1006
Call 436-2245.
PAINTING
Interior
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066
and exterior. 10 years
experience. Reasonable
(502) 247-1385
rates, Free estimates.
Call Willie, 436-2579.

C. (IV ,Sfielion

Gil's

Driveway
Sealing

Sewer lines cleaned

s3•600.00

53. Services Offered

ESTATE AUCTION
HARDIN KY
Sat. June 4th 10:00 AM
Location: From 4 way stop in Hardin go
north on old 641. 2 2/10 miles to Crosby
homeplace. Will be selling the personal
property of the late John Crosby.
Selling couch & chair, recliner. old wooden
rocker. 2 _color T.V.s. desk, old spool leg
table, old dresser (with marble insert
Sears auto. washer, gas dryer. 30" Tappan
gas range, 17 Cu. ft. Frigidaire ref. with ice
maker, small electric appliances, pots &
pans, dishes, old glassware. stoneware
bowls, iron skillets lone with lid), food
chopper, old metal ice box, old inilk bottles, fruit jars, cream bucket, shoe lasp, old
trunk. W.W.II. army jacket & overcoat.
thirteenth census of U.S. taken in
0 with
Ky. supplefnent (mint cond. I. old picture
frames, old wood planes, well pulley. corn
shelter, cross cut saw, ice saw, old lee
picks, wash kettle (cracked), oval kettle.
push plow, hand tools, snappers H.P. elect
start riding mower (like new), lot of misc
items.
Immediately following this sale at the
same location will sell personal property
belonging to the late Mary Starks of
Hardin.
Will sell electric sewing machine, treadle
sewing machine, old spool leg table, odd
chairs, nice maple bench, corner whatnot,
pictures, lamps, dishes, pots & pans, large
turkey platter. iron skillets, iron muffin
pan, dough bowl & rolling pin (nice I, Aladdin lamp base, oil lamps (one brasti, very
unusual I, small camel back trunk, old
quilts, lawn chairs. 110 volt room A.C.,
shovels, ax. sledge hammer, & misc
items.
SALE CONDI:4-7E101'

Johnston
Auction Service
Hardin Ky.
Auctioneers
Pat Johnston 437-4446
Charles Starks, 527-9552

Let Us Sell For You
rit'V
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ple who are there because
somebody shouldn't have, been
driving — but did.

History Is A Record
Full of Scratches

Dealt,

DEAR ABBY: Tell "Appalled in
Colorado"that I'm just as surprised
as he was that the high school
principal flew the high school flag
at half-mast.
Normally on dry land, flags are
flown at -half-sttiff," because most
masts are on
CHARLES THOMAS CHECK,
DALLAS

By Abigail Van Buren

Jeffrey T. Cartwright, a. senior advertising major at Murray State
University, was appointed a 2LT in the U.S. Army in ceremonies held
recently on the'campus. 2LT Cartwright received his commission
through the early commissioning provisions of the University's
Reserve Officer's Training Corps (ROTC) program. The son of Dr.
and Mrs. Joe Cartwright. Murray. he will be assigned to the 1 123d
%rmor Unit of the KY National Guard, located in Benton. where he
will drill one weekend per month while completing his baccalaureate
degree. which he will receive in December. Selected for active duty
And detailed in the.Armor Branch for three years, 2LT Cartwright
will attend the Armor Officer Basic Course at Ft. Knox, in January,
1989. with permanent assignment pending. After three years in the
Armor Branch. he will serve as a Military Inteligence Officer. During his ROTC career, 2LT Cartwright was the Cadet Battalion Assistant Recruiting Officer and earned the awards of physical readiness.
Xmerican Veterans of World War II, and scholastic achievement.
Shown pinning his 2LT Bars are his parents.

DEAR ABBY: What do you do
when you know you're a terrible
driver but have to drive? I can't
afford to take -a cab everywhere,
and the bus system where I live is
inadequate.
I am 22 and have been driving for
four years. In that time, I've had
-one major accident (both cars
totaled, no serious injuries, thank
God),and three minor but expensive
accidents — and I can't count the
number of near hits. My insurance
rate is sky-high and mv reputation
as a driver is terrible.
Abby. I'm an intelligent, competent woman, but when I get behind
a wheel, I tend to screw up. I necer
drink and drive. I do play the radio
— only moderately loud — hut I
never fiddle with it while the car is
moving. I almost always drive

alone, so it's 'not that I get involved
in conversation and take my mind
off the road. I can't figure out why
I make such awful errors in judgment.
Please help me before I kill
somebody!
LORETTA

checked out your vision? Your
People are eating them up! To order
reflexes? Your depth percep- your
copy of Abby's
recipes.
tion?) My hat is off to you for send your name and favorite
addrese, clearly
recognizing a serious problem printed, plus check or money order for
and wanting to do something $3.50 (114 in ('anada) to: Abby's Cook.
about it. Our hospitals (and booklet, P.O. Hos 447, Moirt Morris,
III. 61054.
cemeteries) are filled with peo- included. Postage and handling are

DEAR
LORETTA: Even
though you have a license to
drive, I think you should take a
course in driver's education in
order to improve your driving.
In the meantime, you could
minimize your risk by riding to
and from work with a coworker and anywhere else with a friend when possible. And
when you absolutely must
drive, concentrate 100 percent
on your driving.(P.S. Have you

El
111.

10%

Hog market report listed

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

NI III •• ow
NI IN III

7-e
Any
Large Pizza
For Medium Charge!

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY
(
11 SIRV/CE PARTS E
5
l
l

IN

UP TO 10 ITEMS - ORIGINAL CRUST
EXTRA CHEESE ONLY 6 1.00

DINE-1N,. PICK!UP_or.F_REE.DELIVERYLL
.;000 Tnrus-SUr?
June 1'5

Feden41 Stale Market seas Service June 2. Ikehentuck) Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
chides 6 Buying Stations Receipts: Act 670 Est.$75
Karroo, &
full) stead), Sows under 509
...feast) 1.011 higher o,'r 5410 1.09.
1.504ower.
• 1 I 106.250 lba.
1150.2.5 S0.75 few 51.00
1 • 1 2 200-220 lb..
148.35-50.25
1 • 1 290 259 lbs.
94E75.50.25

(S 3-4 I50-270 lb..
Sows
S 1 270-350 lbs.
ISIS 5410400 tbs.
S 1 S 490500 lb..
(5 1 1 509 and up
s 1 300-500 lbs.
Boars $30.0933.00

948.75-49.15
338.0030.00
$31.50.39.110
$36.30-1.4.06
135.00 31.50
934.00- 35.04

Tne most exciting night in Murray...
MR. GATTI'S EXOTIC MONDAY NIGHT BUFFET'

1987 Chevrolet Caprice..:
roon cruse
i•
$8.500

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

(VW
.1%T
.
141/1Letzgic.4abit
nom olacenestaaeurgegoitem
30
Set r
PEANUT PUTTER
EGGS

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs;
8-8 Fri & Sat
Prices Good June 2-8

72 & 8 oz.

2" CHICKEN
99
'1" PEARS
89
990 FRUIT COCKTAIL 99
2189'
31 69' BEANS
2/89
Sweet Sue Boned

MILK

Hyde Park Bartlett Halves

2 Liter

29 oz.

Hyde Park 29 oz

COKE, DIET COKE,
SPRITE MELLO YELLO
P

Chicken & Rib (Squeeze)

PAPER TOWELS

Lucks
Pinto, Great Northern Mix Nay j

Van Camp

PORK & BEANS

CHARCOAL BRIOUETS „
Hyde Park Non Dairy

CREAMER
S1111 S

'219

10.5 oz. $I59

Mr Quick Instant Lighting

6

0 Rh I) .

I

Lays Asstd. Flavors

POTATO CHIPS

COKE, DIET COKE,
SPRITE, MELLO YELLO

SHOUT

1" POPCORN

(

dor

12 pk. Cans

Liquid 32 or

Microwave, Reg. or Butter Planters

Hyde Park Grade .4 Large

With $ 15 00 fItire h. cc. excluding tobacco (tarry & think special

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

'289

22 oz.

99

et!

PRUNE JUICE

4801

Argo Yellow Cling Sliced

PEACHES

89'
69'

29 oz.

Red Cross Thin or Reg

SPAGHETTI

' 11

Prairie Farms Whole

OZ.

COME TO OWEN'S FOOD MARKET HOME OF SUPER TRIM MEATS 1/4 IN. OR LESS
US Choice
Boneless

Lean

CHUCK ROAST GROUND"tra
$ 1 39
/8 $ 1 59
1111. 1
14

CHUCK

Gold Kist Voting & Tender

Owen's Famous Family Pack

CHICKEN LEG OTRS,

BACON

lb

Owen's Best

$399

TURKEY BREAST
Owen's Best

$329

BBQ RIBS
American

$239
$ 1 19
$259

Owen's Best Storemade

COLE SLAW
Owen's Best Lemon Ice Box

PIE
Owen's Best Storemade (Hot or Reg
lb

$269

29°

HONEYDEW OR CANTALOUPE

pint

lb

each

Fresh Red Ripe

TOMATOES

lb

Russett

POTATOES

10/b.
"Your Choice" Red or White Seedless

GRAPES

lb.

US Choice

Sweet Vidalia

ONIONS

19

es0011-

Sno White

MUSHROOMS

1

;

"Your Choice"

CHEESE.

PIMENTO CHEESE

IT4

g.lb
3
pk-4

lb.

79°
29°
99°
59°
99°
99°

CHUCK STEAK
Extra Lean

PORK CUTLETS
ukrocli Jtiritho

WIENERS OR FRANKS
s Country (Hut or Mil(I)

SAUSAGE
US Choice Boneless

SHOULDER STEAK
Legs or Thighs

FRYING CHICKEN
On Car Chicken Fried

BEEF PATTIES

$159
$189
$ 729
$139
$169

69

$ 7 19
rip

If you want it today,
you can get it today
at ColorTyme!
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• Big Screen TVs•Console and Portable TVs
• Home Entertainment Centers• Stereos
• Refrigerators• Freezers
• Washers & Dryers• Furniture*
• And Much More
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FREE

America's Largest Rent-To-Own System

$10
CREDIT
VOUCHER

204 SOUTH 4TH STREET •
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42074
PH• 759•-4487

* Furniture available 4t participating locations.
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Here's$10.00 you can spend at ColorTyme
today to•rent anything you want.

Call your nearest ColorTyme Rent-to-Own
Center right now (you'll find the phone number
on the back page). Tell them what you want and
when you want it delivered. When your TV.
VCR, stereo or appliance arrives, use this
voucher to get $10.00 credit towards your rental.
(Not valid for existing rentals or in combination
with any other offers.)

(COLORTYME

HONORED AT ANI PARTICIPATING LOCATION

Ja
S.

DATE OF ISSUE
_

.
NsThs RtIXY IIOUCHEJI Is soli ad,smenl
Ud d sierdearket Mend throse is speed promoties ONLY ONE CERTIFICATE PER ITEM.

I.
t.

THE SUMIO DXSOO fTS

k!,(;23.i
co.Lt.

Dollars

ICI

10

00

To the
order
of
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE
6 46
,
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4
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4
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(11 HERE

At ColorTyme yotrrent-to-own with no cash
deposit, no down payment. no credit check. no
long-term obligation. And your rental payments
can apply to ownership. All service. both parts
Arid labor, is included while you're renting. And
we'll deliver to your home at a time that's convenient. including evenings. at.no extra charge.
So- why not begin enjoying the products you want,

today! Pict up the phone and call Colorlyil•:.
now' Select from these famous brands
Scott
Pioneer
ColorTy me
V4'hirlpool
Maranfr
Electric
General
Magic Chet
Akai
RCA
illot Point
Sansui
Zenith
Sanyo
Gold Star
- Techmes
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EXCLUSIVE 3-YEAR WARRANTYBecause C4dorTy me televisions are so
ruggedly built we can back them better
'fflike other brands who ask you to pay
tor an extended service contract. every
ColorTyme console and portable 'IN
comes with our exclusive 5-Year Limited

5.

•0,

Warrarill that cmers c.cr) elekr
part including the picture tube
peace 4,1 mind that comcs ITI/01
you're protected 14)r up to live 1
A complete copy of the exclusiv S Near
limited Warranty is available at Sour
'oloffv me Rent I,. ()wit (*ente

VCRs— Enjoy movies in the comfort 4)1 your
elwn home. Tape one program while you watch
another. If you're away from honk. CirlorTYme
VCRs are programmable to record your favorite
shows! Wireless remote control lets you control
all functions from across the mom. including
high-speed search'to find your favorite scene

•••••re

i -44
„

inch color TV
• AN1 1-\I radio
• Remote control
programmable VCR
•'tantalite
• Graphic equalwei
• Dual cassette deck
• 19

11r- 0111

MITI
WAPIA NT"

GRE:10

APPLIANCES Choose any of the household
appliances you need, and have it delivered today!' A
modern: lull si/e refrigerator. freeier. A name brand
washday pall V4 uih big load capacity. or compact
models to lit small places. Microwave ovens to
make preparing your meals quicker and easier.

••••••••••

TVs—The ,fiRest piece of furniture in your home
can be a OtilorTyme TV. ColorTyme televisions
- -set the highest standard for performance-.- Eartris
designed and engineered with extra ruggedness
and long-lasting durability. Choose fmm traditional or contemporary styles. portables, consoles, or our 4I-inch big screen model.

-You can have it all!
ColorTyme's exclusive 1/
Home Entertainment Center

STEREOS Every
home should have a
stereo. At ColorTyme
you can choose systems with up to 190
watts per channel:
dual cassette deck..
:!raphic equaliiers

4

'11( t ImULL

sr-

-

E
e

disc playcis. aITTiom
the world's largest.
.most respected brand
names.

r

-

r".

o

r,

ii

5.

te4t..

"

When you rent from
ColorTyme, you get
more than a great TV,
VCR,stereo or appliance. You also get
great advantages like
these: v-.,cLusik
• 4,
-1/4/14
"
-1
LIMITED
WARRANTY

caiiimmE

Er

Our exclusive 5-Year Limited
Warranty means you never pay for
repair or replacement of any electronic parts on a ColorTyme
sole or portable while the set is
under warranty. As ColorTyme's
preferred customer, you're protected against the high cos! of TV
repairs. You're protected not only
when you rent, but for the length
of your warranty.

Call Now For Immediate Delivery!

rv(

Same day delivery or you get your
first week free.

k

Save your cash—there's no
deposit required, no long-term
obligation.

No credit hassle means you can
V'have
what you want, when you
want it, even if you've never had
credit before—no credit
references required.
'Service is always included while
you're renting from ColorTyme.

V
Re

Rent with the option to own.
Weekly or monthly payments to
fit your budget:

At ColorTyme you never get a
lemon. If it fails, it's replaced or
repaired at no charge. -

fLook for these famous brand
[ 9names at ColorTyme—
TVs—ColorTyme,RCA,Zenith,
General Electric, Gold Star
STEREOS—Fisher,Pioneer, ilfarantz,
Akai, Sansui, Sanyo, Technics,
Scott
APPLIANCES—Whirlpool,Gibson,
Hot Point, Magic Chef

America's Largest Rem-To-Own System'
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TV • VIDEO • AUDIO- FURNITURE • APPLIANCES
All Stnrei Independently I /fled and kterated

Alt screen we. mea%ur;ddiaionally
SimuliOed tV recermon
.II mild •Movrn may non he avadithle in lit storey
itsnitted quanhtten mm some nemy

1987. t'olne tyme. Inc

HARDWARE STORES

STANLEY

3.5-HP 21-Inch
Rear-Bagging Lawn Mower
We ve combined a Briggs & Stratton
engine. 5-position height adjusters and
rust-resistant cables with a tully-baffled
underdeck and high -lift blade that
,
clean- the lawn as you cut'

199.88

..r,10.01
• f:00 r'Art1 111111msl.r,
Va,
"
Cfird al pro,

FATHER'S DAY&s
SEE THE BACK COVER FOR THE LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST AR/a* HARDWARE STORE

Rotary Power 11301

89.99
109

delivers 5.000 to 30,000 rpm with precisP
•412'I* •
fingertip control. ~vs

6-Drawer Tool Cheat has a reinforced top and handy 19144 x8' -in. tote tray. Rugged
construction. 15 x 26 x 13V2 in mialso6

rem.

.99 3-Drawer Roller Cabinet with
easy-to-move oversize casters, brakes, and a keyed
cylinder lock 261,W x 33142H x 18D in radon,'313065

36.99

49.99

42.99

Circular Saw features 8 high A) 34-In. Cordless Drill and Screw- B)3 x 18-in. Ben Sander has a power- C)
driver cuts the time of repairs and ful lie-HP motor that provides 700 ft per torque 2-HP motor for 4,600 rpm With
,
5 745
remodeling With charging stand and minute belt speed. Convenient dust col- scales and cutting guides ...dew
A S711711
9.99
Saw Carrying C890. Asa.. •Axial •
lector keeps it neat! Win 75
handy built-in bit storage *mS2 R Goan
COMPANY,
Distributors
&
Merchandisers
Checago, IL 60614. 100% Member-Ownied Warehouse
C IOU by COTTER &

_

15-Pc. High-Speed Drill Bit net
includes popular Via to V2-in.
sizes in a storage case. mis 01,71 I

8.99

16-Ft. Power Tap. Rule with
Chrome case and handy toggle
Wen•
lock ilk in wide. ~la,

16-0z. ProfessionelCurved.C.Isw
Hammer.Steel shank handle and
leather grip miler.
•Enlarged Flute
Clamber
•Exoluelve Plot
Point" Design

•Acute Cutting EcIpee

12.99SONS 1.99

11-Pc. Drill Bit Set drills 4 times
11-Pc. Professional Screwdriver
Set includes a variety of slotted
II WOO)17
and Phillips tips MOOT It
•

23-Pc.

&/
3
4-In. Drive

faster, lasts 7 times longer! Combination Socket Set for
home repairs In your choice of
Designed for minimal friction.
Assorted popular sizes. ,rnvir,
ei„ standard or metric sizes iszams

616$6,
646$6e

MASTER MECHANIC POWER TOOL
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION POLICY

Master Mechanic• Power Tools are
warranted tor one year against detects in workmanship or materials
This specifically excludes normal
wear or misuse

Por

38.99

D) Vs-HP Variable-Speed Jigsaw ranges from 0to 3.200 spm
Trigger locks for continuous cutting with precision iiimpi.c) m stint 5

21-Pc. Socket Set. /
3
4-In drive,
with assorted sockets, extensions
and ratchelkin a convenient metal
*1111,14401 I
storage box. 3St1 SO

15.99

E) Cordless Screwdriver with
charging base is always ready to
use! With Phillips/slotted bit. 130
rpm for fast action! 61111671
$6 1118431 S

64.

42.99

F) /
1
2-HP Orbital Sheet Sander
delivers 10,000 orbits per minute
With easy paper clamp system, removable dust bag. mom
•sm.°5

•
70-Pc.Socket Set equips the serious do-it-yourselfer with a wide
variety Of 8AE and metric sockets, drop-forged and heated treated
a strength. Incl. 3 quick-release ratchets, extensions, a uniIR WNW $
versal joint and more, Inside a metal box. SIM

12.99

0)19-In. Heavy-Duty HipRoof Toolbox. Extra-capacity
design, tote tray and socket divider. 19x 814 x7 in. 616■1111
a in sn

7144n. Circular Sew with powerful 2I4-HP motor, hard-tooth blade
for longer cutting life and built-In
blade wrench storage. MD IS OHM

8.99

H) 25-Ft. x 1-in. Power 'Tape
Rule with professional features
Long-lasting blade', toggle lock,
3-in, chrome case. 611114.74 a t32464 6

Professional lbeint-Grip Sander
delivers 13.000 orbits per minute
One-hand design sands flush on
3 sides. 1.8-amp motor. rags•MOW 1

The perfect ifts for Dad
from

new unique wall mounting
system to hang pictures,
towels, tools and'

HARDWARE STORES e

4

si .73/15-In.tsDrive
5,1n z

HI ex-Bit
ng

Whowstal box. not

8

,ask.,
•'
mccxemic

69916_07_ Clay/4 Hammer features an octagon hickory

handle. Fully-polished head.

et it2417.4

4

.1"...zuvo
12

sioin.

MINN e

Electric Ste
Gun with exten
nose and NSA
Features
CirCUitrY. MN,

.99 Tote-More with a 9-

compartment drawer is made of highimpact plastic for strength. 711 IR 365113 1

I°EER

LRCM

P.
with 8 points per inch teaa lasses cm
roe a precision-ground blade. waxes°

tirved-Jaw Locking
with knurled tips

77601 S
,

12-Volt
cleanup,'

12-In. Combination Square
with die-cast head.

let's *.,w..

'Plus plugs into your lighter for quick
4WOOS II

eCCOSe0fiee.

a. A um
precision-milled edges.

a 111433

Chisel Set is made
of drop-forged steel. 3001M1 ass.

Oates rent tires.
more. With built-In
pressure gauge. 120
PSi

1.
,2

Maar 3

10-In. Rlb-Joint Paws mists of
tempered Steel wow.= •44eims e
RI MIN( T ON

5

The Reitbolfor Fainting.*
Power Painter' draws paint nght from
the can with 85 watts of power for many
household jobs. Includes floor/ceiling extensions, latex and oil atomizer valves and
suction set. 290005
P 633933

88.88
form
12.88

cnniey

2199

Crosley 11.99 7-In. Oscillating Desk Fan

has 2 speeds and push-button control
Brown/beige cr,
Sel 321 6

19.99

424n. Rsversibis Ceiling Fen
speeds kw coal-efRcientsummer
and wr heaelligin vitaeor brown
WON Sm.opmemei

Handi-Rolisr"tor easy latex paintng without ladders or messy
P5116406
roller trays.

12-in. Oscillating Fan with

3 speeds, push-button control

16-in. Oscillating. ci

24.99

Coleman,.,

_

Power Roller* Pius°tiers auto-

21.99

Rood Par Emergency Cu
Compressor has 200 psi, plugs into car

Inflate-Ali 3 Compressor
pumps 125 psi. Great for tires, sports equip-

lighter. With flasher, spotlight.

ment Plugs into car lighter. 22114111

GS4I2S41

15.99

Car Ramps raise wheels8%

.4„ke

16.97

in. and feature built-in tire stop.
Rugged steel with braces. For ata Of4/
11
home auto repairs. IOW

IKUPo. First Aid KR with metal
A must br tripe, apt V WIN

AO

ORTSIO BOORS
Flame Improvement EncyclopediePowers 120topics.IMP MIMS •

4/2 MI II

matic paint teed with fingertip flow
control. For spatter-free rolling,
P 6=1917 1
easy cleanup. vicia

011
ISO itik

9.9

399

ataLL

Vertical Auto Compass is accu-

rate, attractive ill116

0 WO

t2

in Re
4
1.°411tbill
111 Aim "1111
251
Camposebislbrch te ideel tor grills,
fireplaces.camping.ow .54467S Ft4

*Mar

RAND McNALLY

'

Roed Atlas with special events
05611104 PS
info., more.

Arts Notes'MemoPod attaches
v awe le
to windshield. os-aa

23.95

CR_ Vacuum Bottle

Pulsating Shower
Shower Head W/Hose.

with Pop-Top'stopper provides easytillie
pouring on A% 401 Mid

6

Keep safe, sound 81 secure with
home security supplies!
subscription
BONUS
Receive a Magazine when you
Protector
to HOME
Home
newspurchase the
A S23-40
Security System
stand value!
of,

'
Num

I•••••••••

249.99
Home Security
System Starter Kit

Instantly senses an intruder when a protected
door or window is moved and sounds a loud
alarm Incl. controller, lamp command, entry
.4197457
sensor, batts. Easy to install and use

• sea
0,4

.11111111011ff
Ensegbee Halogen Flashu miss is
light nomad

•12.I I
•

II

Energizer' 6V Halogen
NW 410
Floating Lantern.

FATIEllirAY
E
GIFT
tamest,
Zoom Binoculars Wog the
world right up doss feyOtli
7-15x35ram urn
s Nome'

7x35mm 'binoculars for
sharp definitionl With bonus
spoV glasses IN
S vres?

Old Timor Pockatknifo Sot inc.ludila 7t -in. knife wisheath and
11%317'4
3-blade knife. W..CP

34.9117.q.F.

Phantom Tackle Box has an Classic' Robing Combos.Pick
extra-long, deep well; removable spinning reel with 6-ft. rod or spintray; adjustable dividers. $464
cast with 5" -ft. rod. uwisce
S

Pleshiller Plus" no-

dliresebialltasheakthesLED
Indkettor, krypton bulb. meow•

59.95

Aelkarliow has adjustable-

reelatanoe cylinders, edj stirrUglitalligaller mem I en S41

perfect
ito Rotative! Reohergelble
lifts end cuts oref
smooth shave
11111101011 Tif
*Rd Ccralooldkree.
Micro Semen* World-WM*6

MADE IN
U*S*A01
• Ridge Tires
• Foam-Grip Handlebars
• Charcoal Gray Finish
Bikes priced unaseembied
Additional charge for assembly

99.95

Harvard Limited
Men's 26-In.10-Speed

lets Dad ride off into the sunset with style!
The new Duralite"city frame has an anatomic foam saddle. 3011011
0130121

E2

429.95 A, Genesis' ll Gas Grill

has
36,000-BTU output. 540-sq. in. cooking area, removable cedar work surfaces. LP tank. suODS C S626A2

Deluxe 221/2-In. One-Touch'
99
Plus" Kettle Grill
.99 Bi

with Tuck-Away' lid and
Char-Basket' fuel holders. Black, red. 9630
,
4031
C

39

1
2-In. Kettle Grill has dome.88 C)18/
lid and four vents for even cooking, ash ca.ten6r
and wood handles. Black. S30,
C S>201,11-

199

D) Weatherproof Charcoal
cii
keeps 18 lbs. of briquettes handy. sor

-away legs
552014

dorbocuo
grill prices
do not includo
asoornbly

199

letop Electric Grill with
temp. control knob,
stay-cool handles.
93004

C 01321 I

Apron & Mitt
Set. 0,06600086 401, 1

3-Pc. Barbecue Tool Set.

Chimney Quick' Charcoal Starter. 76-6t3 C17309,•

Kettle Side Table.

Extra longl is.433-o

AOC

cow.),

C 552063 6

HO word

149.99

9.99

30,000-BTU Dual-Burner Gas Grill features

42,000-BTU Dual-Burner Gas Grill with por-

a 328-sq.In.cooking surface with warming rack,porcetninized-steel cooking grid, fuel gadge worry cacao,,

celainized-steel grid, warming rack, Werzalite"
shelves, 420-sq. in. cooking area. tiny
CIODIS2 t

Deluxe Bar-B-auelbol
6036Si I
Set. 15-in handles 336

E3

Comfort
11 quality...
it's yours
to enjoy!

129.95

A)5-Pc. Table & Chair
Set incl. 42-in, table and 4
stackable chairs. Durable
steel deikiiiiith all-weather
Gem-Coat finish.
42-In.lhble with mini diamond
49.99
mesh. 142-2C007341
Mesh Chair has welded construction. cisca c 030742 F4 19.99
Reversible Chair Cushion.
All-weather
C 6007s,F45.99

349.95
5-Pc.Table & Chair Set

711orIchn

.

includes a 42-in, glass table.
with four comfortablycushioned chairs.
71
/
2-Ft. Umbrella includes
base w/crank-lik, 3-position
tilt. L999263-066 C 4590,6,
79.99
42-In. Patio Table with tempered glass top, resin frame.
142603 C 456993,
99.99
Chair features barrel-back
design for comfort
C23903069
69.99
C 4issom

/1Iacich17

5-Pc Set

0349.95

Umbrella 8, Ba,,r,
Not Included

s

15-0t. Playmate' Ice Chest
holds 18 cans and includes BONUS
8 523064
- g al cooler. i3111410

29.99

A) Hammock in colorful stripes includes a chip-resistant steel stand
and 10x 18-in, covered foam pillow.
C 542,10
.32 x 76 in. 6451-35

38.88 Coleman

B) 54-0t. Cooler is steel-belted for
strength Stores 2-liter bottles upright.
Hinged lid 8735 VOA
S 636753

'LAWNUTE
AATV
This versatile duo features wood arms
and rust-free aluminum frames
19.99
C)Chair. 13% sn c Asysim PG
29.99
0)Chaise. In 3n c4sio1

Redwood Patio
Lite with citronella
candle

800856 6

ag
"
V
HARDWARE STORES ®

r —To

ague® Lail mintite gift ideas for DAD!

A) 12-Digit Desktop Calculator With 2-Color
q,
Printer ;ncl AC adapter

199

CASI0

B1 Large Key Solar Wallet Calculator w/8 dgits

C ; 69-Function 10-Digit Scientific Solar Calculator. • +4 4,1

7

1/4tt LAWN

e Plus

w CHIEF

159.88
3.5-HP 20-In. Mower

nk and rustresistant
control cables

249.88
Deluxe 4-HP 21-In.

combines the power of a reliable Tecumseh engine
with a 2-yr warranty, the convenience of 5-position height adjusters, the strength of a rear underdeck baffle and a saddle-type blade stabilizer/
adapter for smooth, even mowing.
20-In. Mower is designed for smooth
129.88
and easy mowing! 50 2 5.1232 ,

Rear-Bagging Mower
is packed with great features like a large capacity

rear bag (hat's easy to empty. strong 1-piece
steel deck for years of service. 8-in steel
wheels with LubaII bearings and a powerful
engine with a 2-year warranty si z 554652

Easy on/oH
plastic and
polyester
catcher

Large 1 t7-qt
fuel tank

%etc

4-HP Tecumseh
TVS Premier
engine wrth
2-yr warranty

liff CPSC l'JC! SIR" /FT.
1

Side-Discharge Chute
Converter for rear bagging mowers

"

Rear underdeck
baffle for strength
3'7-HP Deluxe
Tecumseh engine
with 2-yr. warranty

in n5

Fully baffled
underdeck for
better bagging

016111DC

:5•56'

luau

5-position
lever-action
height adjusters

Austempered high-lift
blade with saddle-type
stabifizer/adapter

Easy-rolling
high-impact
7-in. wheels
CHAIM 011111,

1

/\

5-position
height adjusters

Kink and rustresistant
control cables

-\\

.
tk .......... Handle folds
for storage

3 5-HP Briggs 8
Stratton engine

Your True Value Charge Card. MasterCard,
VISA or the American Express Card If W411icorns at participating stores'

189.88
3.5-HP 22-In.
Rotary Mower
makes fast work of large lawns' The
aerodynamic 1-piece steel deck rides
on steel wheels with Luball bearings
plus there's a powerand
ful Briggs & Stratton engine and
2 Sid 273 I
' 4,/ding haffdle. 53

Lawn Chief' Mowers are al/precision-designed and
built to meet high-quality standards at our own modern
and efficient facilities in Harvard. Illinois

133.88

19-In. Electric Mower
. ps„„*
co
)

8-in steel
wheels with
Luba,' bearings

Ausierepers4
hvh-Nft Wade

*
„o
-$
:OW Noussiesping •
miss ad'
'Weffir eg impie 0 fk"

has a flip-over handle so its easy to change
direction without turning the mower around, and
a 10-amp Briggs & Stratton motor on a strong 1I 275 105
piece steel deck with underdeck baffles. F

8

Give your yard a well
groomed look with
HUMB
THUMB
Cordless Electric Grass
Shears cut a 4-in path with durable bevel-edged blades. Lubri868
cated motor. Lightweight.
Extension Handle. L. 9413NO F4 9.99

Make tough jobs easy with
Hydro-Sweep'from

6.99

Hydro-Sweep' Water-Powered Broom has 5 spray jets,
no-scratch wheels and bristles
on brush. Cleans driveway, sidewalks, garage, more. Hsu L3O734S
•rv's
Am-

144.88

Gee Trimmer with a Tri-Arc
blade, centrifugal clutch, 2-cycle
engine. Cuts 17-in swath.

69.99 ima 36.99 iima
Heavy-Duty Electric Edger with
1 41 -HP motor for tough jobs
Angles 45° for trenching. Zia 37)

164n. Electric Hedge Dimmer
cuts branches up to lb in thick
Up-front guard iv.
31110a

124n. Electric Chain Saw has
a l -HP motor, front and rear
173
hand guards. Arm

142.95

2-Cu. In. Gas Chain Saw
a 16-In. sprocket nose/Cont
R 11111667 1
Tip' guide bar. @mei

4 Cu F t WheelbeirlOW has
durable steel tray with dual-contour.
lull-curl rem. Hardwood handles,
nonskid nose brace

GREEN
THUMB

8.88
Round-Point Dirt Shovel with
l-beam construction

Green Mach T Electric Weeder/Cultivator with durable twin selfvow inn rut ?vs

cleaning steel blades, powerful electric
motor with gear drive 7ro
OM I
L

Aqua-Gun' adjusts
from fine mist to jet
spray Water saver dial LS31933

Yr-Gal. Polyethylene Sprayer

2-Gal. Polyethylene Sprayer

oilers 36-in. vinyl hose/extension
MOW
Easy pump-up.

features a rugged rustproof tank,
L 123?16
easy-fl/11g top.

1-Gal. Spray Safe Power
Sprayer with flexible rubber hose,
brass wand

3S9

$013029

Retractable Hose Reel conveniently
swivels to enable hose to move in a 1800
turn. Molded hi-density polyethylene
basket and frame. Holds 100 ft of ski-in.
I 1131177S
I 0 hose (not incl.). 440

Propene cylinder not Ind

to deliver wet or dry tog. Works
ass garden sprayer. ses t suns.
Propene insect Fogger converts an ounce of liquid into 2,000
cu ft of strong fog. Ind 1 qt. of
insecticide. 1443
Insect Fog. Ya gal I. 403•15• 9.99

[GREEN
; THUMB
-

29.99

''NUMB

Electronic Water Timer turns

75-Ft Reinforced Vinyl Hose

50-Ft. High-Visibility Hose is

water on and off at pre-set times
43310136
you select. LCD display.

has 425-lb. burst strength 5-ply
67757 3
construction. 141-in. I.D.

safety red 300-lb burst strength
3-ply Ni-in ID

7.99
Oscillating Sprinkler has Aqua
Gauge brass pets 72-posttpon dial
Covers 3.700 sq ft

‘e,*

4-in. Oral° Inge
WOW Long welt,

sysTim

TIKU-TVST CUSTOM COLON
Moullul wham comasime wol
MOM shides Mos mod accent mime to Moo
KW conadonco Q• MIMono

seshres ale

7-Pc. Paint Set makes painting ease'
Includes metal tray, frame, roller
cover, brush, more' Ks 0,0-0/3 P 707 OM 3

*Custom colors slightty higher

9.98*Gailon

12.98*. 12.98*. 11981.

Latex Fiat Finish provides an Latex Fiat Enamel gives walls a
easy-care surface for walls, ceil- rich, flat finish that's scrubbablel
ings Plus, it's spatter-resistant! Spatter-resistant formula. ReadyK
mixed colors, white. u
Ready-mixed colors, white. UT K

Latex Semi-Gloss provides the
scrubbabiltty that's ideal for hightraffic areas. Available in readyK F2
mixed colors, white us

Latex Gloss Enamel for a true

1.88 *Rad Devil

high-gloss finish that's perfect for
kitchens, bathrooms or trim. Dries
K SISMSF1
tack-free. White. EMI

1%-In. Putty Knife with high-carbon
P o 1142 S
steel blade Tough'
2.33
3-In. Scraper. *Ms o 367

Polyurettti
Varnish S'

Latin

Primer/Sealer is a
sPatter-resietant undercoating ter interior surfaces; fast
drying. Lei

Ouert
46198Your choice
X-0 Ruse Gime Enamel or
Aluminum Paint coats and proKF4
tects wood, metal.
Yr-Pt. Gloss. Ito K F4 . . . 2.511

o. .to
8984.siti
Poiy+Stain" Is a stain plus
Polyurethane varnish! COlors
K
In satin, gloss vet.*
lit-PLPoly+Siain. vane KJ,3.4a

Super Glue Pen provides instant
p4eotev 86*
bonding. 2 gram
Thread Looking Compound for
nuts, bolts 1 oz. millb 04111131 12 1.00

Metal Mender seals, fills and
bonds. 6.5 oZ. raw Poise e /.00
5-Minute Epoxy GM won't sag
1.22
or drip 1 Oz. MTV •432411 Of
Plastic Weider' for permane.-4
.1.81
bonds MSC •1111MOK

!llson.II Window &
Poor Sealant resists
•
• water, weather and temperature extremes. Available in clear, whits or psintable
.
white. ossmeme

I Pi
WIIIIIISMAN
9 PROTECTS THE WOODS
YOU LIVE IN

2.78
Hi-0" Spray Enamel leaves a
rich, glossy finish indoors or out
Choose white, colors u
lk F6

14.5 Oz. Net wt.
Stripz-Em • Paint 8 Varnish Remover Spray works fast with low
odor. Easy to use! SEA
F 4•36.14 FS

Your
98* Gallon
10.choice
Semi-Ttansparentt or Solid-Color Oil
Stain and Wood Preservativett coats
siding and shingles while preventing
mildew. Ready-mixed COlOrS.067
4-In. Stain Brush has poiyeVer bristles
-848
for longer wear. 100 601130 6

Clear Wood Preservative and Sealert
waterproofs wood yet allows for natural
weathering, graying. cv, C
F 375 WI F2

.
9.9u
0

Gallon

SHiconized Acrylic Latex Caulk
is quick-drying, paintable White,
ot I' 12
brown, clear 666,
6
,
60

Tru-S•alb Waterproofing Coating for wood, more.
K.627717 Pa
Chiall. CS-I F 322 2311 F6
2.98

Solid-Color Latex Stain provides a
fade-resistant finish on wood without
hiding wood's texture. LS

•Custorn COlor• %lightly hiqhriir
• Not available in parts of Californ 1.i
' Not avadabt• in California

PAINT FACTORY-TO-YOU SAVINGS!
Over 6.000 True Value Hardware Stores 8 Home
Centers Own 3 Efficient TrU- Test Paint. Stain
Aerosol Factories 75 000 Gallon Daily Capacity

Flat Acrylic Latex 14011SilPaintcovers wood,
concrete, stucco and shingles smoothly and
Gallon evenly. In ready-mixed colors and white
11,2
Satin Pious'Paint gives your house and trim
a satin-sheen finish that dries quickly, cleans
easilylln ready-mixed colors, white.
cr2

u

10119

GIOSS Nous* Paint provides rich coverage
on wood, concrete—even prepared aluminum
siding. Ready-mixed colors, white. ow
r2

•

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO STORE
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

PHONE: 753-2571
Hmituerll .ot
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• High-Performance
Vac is the heavy-duty

.
TRU TEST
A.LECIO

'Mop cleaner with 2 extension
warvds and combination nozzle
with squeegee. ~way P cusp

WEED
EATER

FATHER'S ONES

14..1,41.1.nel Ls.... or' I, eilirl••.1 .
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